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PREFACE.

His Danish Majesty being particularly

anxious ta acquire a proper knowledge of

Iceland, one of the most interesting parts

of his dominions, lately directed the Aca-
demy of Sciences to employ proper persons

to travel over that Island, relative to which

only vague and imperfect ideas had hitherto

prevailed. Messrs. Olafsen and Povelsejst

were m consequence chosen for this undertak-

ing; the former being a native of Iceland, and
the latter resident there in the quality of first

physician. These two learned men, by the ala-

crity and pleasure with which they performed

their task, succeeded in collecting the most

complete information on every subject, and

have gratified the world with a full and au-

thentic account of the civil and natural

history of that island. .

From their own observations, with the assist-

ance of the manuscripts of other learned men,

the present work was prepared for the press,

under the auspices of the King of Denmark

and the Academy before-mentioned ; and hence

no fact of the smallest interest relative to that

region, is now unknown.



iv PREFACE.

The authors, in arranging their materials, di-

vided the country into Quarters, Districts, and

Jurisdictions; and of each portion of these they

enter into separate details. The editor, in his

translation, shall adhere to the same plan ; and

he has no doubt, that the variety of intelligence

thus afforded in a small compass, of which

every sentence may be said to contain a fact,

will be found more agreeable to his rekders,

than the uniformity which would prevail in

such a work, if divided into a series of chap-

ters,

ITie English Translation will be illustrated

with a map of the Island, and with copies of

the principal engravings contained in Ijif^ ori*-

^inal work^
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TRAVELS IN ICELAND.

SOUTHERN QUARTER.

DISTRICT OF KIOSAR.

In the month of July, 1800, Messrs. Olafsen and Povelsen set

ofF from Copenhagen and arrived at Laugernes, in the district of
Goldbringue : they theuce passed into that of Kiosar, but being

desirous of entering the northern quarter before the approach of
winter, by crossing the mountain of Kioel, they at first went
tlirough a very small portion of this southern district. They;

however returned thither in the following year, and concluded

their vast undertaking by completing their observations on the

southern part of Iceland.

OF THE DISTRICT OF KIOSAR, ITS MOUNTAINS, &C.

This district forms a tongue of land which passes into the great

Farafiordour, between the glacier of Reykenes and that at the
western extremity, which from its situation is called Waster
Joeckel. This tongue of land extends as far as the sea, and atita

southern extremity are the isles of Therno6 and Loundoe, the

latter of which only is inhabited. The principal and highest

mountain in this country, is that of Esian, to the north of
which appears that of Rheinevalle-Halsen, with a file of others

detached and of a smaller size.

ERUPTIONS OF MOUNTAINS AND GLACIERS.

From the situation of this country, it is often threatened and
damaged by disruptions of the mountains, which generally

happen after heavy rains in summer \ but principally when these
occur in spring and autumn, they undermine and detach from the
mountains enormous masses of rock, which only adhere to them
by a small portion of cemented gravel or mould. The inha-

bitants are also much exposed in winter by the rapid fall of vast

conglomerations of snow, which are formed on the glaciers.

When these heaps accumulate on the summits of the mountains,
they appear like arches above the vallies, into which they are at

length precipitated by their own weight. From the ancient and
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modern chronicles of this country, we learn of many pei iods \\'heri

men and cattle have been destroyed by such accidents. One
instance, in particHilar, is worthy of mention; as M. J onsen, a
learned n)an of extraordinarv merit, lost his life on the occasion-

This event occurred in February, l699j and overwhelmed a whole
presbytery >\'ith all its inhabitants and cattle*

NATURE OF' THE MOUNTAINS.
The mountains of Iceland should be divided into two kinds^

ordinary and extraordinary, in order that the one class may be'

distinguished from the other ; though it is only from their ex-

ternal appearance, that they are intitled to this distinction. By
the ordinary, we mean the primordial or most ancient mountains
of the country, which appear to be formed by from twenty to

forty strata or beds of rock cemented on each other. The
extraordinary ones, on the contrary, consist of rocks intermixed^

as it were, by cliance, and cemented together by gravel and
strong hiJIockfj of earth ; hence it will not admit of a doubt,

that they have been formed by volcanoes. Some of them are

red, others black, and a few of a white colour: the red and
black are composed of lava and pumice-stone, while the

white, on the other hand> consist of gravel and of white or

greyish clay. In some of these white mountains may be ob-

served the effects '^of a boiling water. The extraordinary kinds

may be subdivided into ancient and modern; among the former
of M'hich are all the glaciers. With respect to their height,

the greatest are from 400 or 500 fathoms, to 1000 and upwards.

Those of a second rate are about 300 and the smallest 100
fathoms in height. We measured them witli the astrolabe, and
otiicrs have done the same with the barometer.

OF THE MOUNTAINS OF KIOSAR.

The Kiosar, from which this district takes its name, and
several others in the vicinity, belong to the highest or primordial

class, as being the most ancient; they, however, consist of ouly

a small number of rocky strata, accumulated without order;

and their summits are composed of long masses of rock of a
deep grey colour, presenting an almost perpendicular fagade,

while tlieir bases are concealed by the eruptions that liave

taken place.

DIVISION OF THE INHABITED PART.

The mountains of the district of Klos are intersected by
beautiFul vallies and plains, which contain three dioceses and a

nunkber of churches. It is watered by several vlvers and rivulets

abounding with Mi ; but of these rivers the . Helleraa and the

I-axaa are the principal. I'hcre are likewise numerous lakes
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of fresh water, containing plenty of trout. The principal lake

is the MediUiells-Vata, in the diocese of Kios^ and from this

is formed the Luxaa: it surpasses all the others in grandeur and
iitiiity ; and affords throughout the year a quantity of trout of

a most exxellent flavour. The springs and rivulets yield abun-

dance of very limpid water throughout Uie whole country • but it

is ratlier of a styptic quality^ probably^ in consequence of tlie

ferruginous earths through which it fdJrates. The in-

habitants^ Iiowever, do not experience the least inconvenience

from this circumstance. In the eastern part of the tzrst diocese

called Mosfell-Sweit, are some liot - mineral springs^ the \Yatev

of which is lights limpid, and tasteless ; while its degree of heat

will admit of the immersion of the hand without scaldinsj. One
remarkable effect of this water merits attention. The pebbles

over whidi it runs in the open air, are covered by it with a
tliin white incrustation^ on which aquafortis will not act.

OF THE AiU AND TE^VJPER ATURE.

Although the frost in this country is not very severe, the air

is sensibly affected by the saline vapours, conveyed from . the

«ea by the W. S. W. and N. W. winds ; hence the inhabitants

complain of extreme cold, though the thermometer is only at

zero; while, ou the other hand, it does not affect them, when
with the N. and N. E; winds, the thermometer is at its lowest

degree. It is also remarkable, that the cattle left in winter in

the lields, are much more sensible of the W. than of the N, E.
winds. To the saline vapours may also be attributed the frequent

rains that fall in the vallics, while it snows in the mountains. It

also often happens, that rain falls in the canton of Kios, while

the environs are perfectly dry. This undoubtedly arises from
the clouds breaking against the mountains that surround the

j)laii)S.

PF THE HEAT AND COIi0.

In winter the cold is not very severe
; for, from various ob-

servations with Fahrenheit's thermometer, it is ascertained, that

the extreme degree does not pass beyond 24 or 20, except when
the sky is vejy serene ; at which time the mercury falls to 1 3,

and sometimes even into the bowl. The greatest degrees of cold

prevail ip January, February, and March.

^ 3PERN1CIOTJ3 WINPS OF SPRING.

In April and May there occurred strong easterly winds which
are very cqW ; and when they are of long continuance, they
weaken the cattle to such a degree, that they often die. They
also dry up the ground so as to prevent the grass and plants

from shooting in the ensuing jsuujmer,
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OF THE HEAT OF THIS CLIMATE.

As the cold of winter is of long duration, the heat of summer
is subject to variations. It has been remarked that at the. end
of June, water was frozen in the night, though on the preceding

day the thermometer was at 70°. It is generally, when exposed

to the open air, at 80 and 90^ ; but it does not remain long at

these points. Mr, Childrey, in his " Natural Rarities of Mid-
dlesex," as well as other writers, assert, that the greatest heat

of the air in summer is between one and two in the afternoon ;

but their observations will not apply to this district, nor, generally

speaking, to the whole climate of Iceland. It has often been
observed, that the mercury, which continued to rise till noon,

afterwards fell; and it is known, tliat the slightest change in the

air or even a simple gust of wind is sufficient to produce a va-

riation in the heat.

WEIGHT OF THE AIR.

Tliis is very unequal and various ; Jthe diflference that has been
remarked in the barometer between its highest ascent and lowest

fall, has been only two inches. In the space of five years it

was only once observed at two inches and three quarters. Our
travellers state, that they twice witnessed very sudden and alto-

gether singular changes in the barometer.

METEORS.

It rarely thunders in these countries, and then mostly in winter:

the other extraordinary meteors are even less frequent. When
the winds blow strong, the air is heavy and large flakes of snow
fallj a faint light is perceptible in the lower atmosphere ; but it

speedily disappears. There is also a kind of will o' the wisp,

that follows persons in the fields; but it seldom occurs in this

country; though scarcely a night passes without an aurora

borealis of innumerable colours which make the most beautiful

appearance.

OH THE MTSTOUR.

When the atmosphere is suddenly overcast beyond' the moun-
taiiis to the east of Mosfell-Sweit and becomes brown and black,

it is an indication of an approaching storm from the E. or S. E.
The wind succeeds in about one or two hours after the above-

mentioned appearance, and' this obscurity lasts from a day to a
day and a half: the inhabitants call the phenomenon Mlstour.

The impetuosity of the wind speedily carries beyond the ex-

tremity of the diocese, the cloud of dust that obscured tlie air;

and as soon as it is perceived by the sailors, they begin to take

their precautions. This phenomenon occurs every time tliat a
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strong Mind blows from the glaciers of the eastern quarter

towards Rangvalle^ and the deserts that surround Mount Hecia;

because there rises in the air a cokimu of pulverised pumice-

stone^ sand, and duSt, wliich is conveyed by it. beyond the

western provinces, as far as Mosfell-Sweit, which. distance is

equal to two Danish miles.

OF THE BIFFERKNT KINBS OF SOIL.

We find here as elsewhere, that common kind of black or

deep-brown soii> generally called garden-mould; hence grass

and plants vegetate on the surface in every spot, where the

soil is susceptible of fertility. This mould is tolerably elastic,

but its strata are seldom more than a Danish foot in thickness,

cxxept in the vicinity of the houses, where it is annually manured.

Neaily half of the district in question consists of marshy ground,

in whicli are strata consisting of reddish mixture of sand and

clay from three to six inches thick; beneath this is a stagnant

ituid, composed of plants that have rotted and a feruginous

ochre; the latter is very elastic, moist and full of stones, and

its layers are generally three or four feet thick,

or TURF (Humus hituminoms).
Beneath this swampy or putrid soil, is found a bituminous

earth, which the inhabitants call Mor or Torf, its layers arc

from six to eight feet deep. It is dug up with a kind of spade,

and being cut into cubes and dried, is used as fuel.

This bituminous earth is here of great advantage as well as

in the whole southern part of the island ; because it is a sub-

stitute for wood. Ill 'digging it they meet with branches of

trees, and sometimes even with lumps of wood of a considerable

size; aijd the places where this bitumen is found, were, ac-

cording to the accounts of the ancient historinns, once covered

with forests. Many naturalists assert, diat this turf is repro-

duced, even after its whole stratum has been carried away; and

the Norwegians are of the same opinion. The ashes of this

turf are generally of a red colour.

At low water, there is also obtained on the shore at Kialarnes

another kind of turf, which the inhabitants call Sio ; it burns

well, but sparkles and emits a sulphureous smell. It is likewise

remarkable, that this turf contains branches of trees, wliich

proves, that the place where it is foiu\d was formerly a part of

the land, on which tlie sea has encroached. Beneath these

turfs, is a stratum of soft and swampy mould, and after it come
masses of rocks.

OF THE DIFFERENT KINDS OF STONES,
The most common kind of sjtone, of whicli the mountains of

this vicinity arc formed, is composed of a cemented sand, mixed
OLAFSEN.] B
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with particles of spatli. The holes and fissures of this stone

are lilled with quarz, amongst which may be perceived small

hexagonal and rock crystals. On being submitted to fire, the

results are not equal, but vary according to the masses of spatli

and odier incombustible matter it contains.

There is a stone, which the Icelanders call Ilraun, or melted

stone^ IVom its having been expelled from the bowels of

the earth by volcanic ebullitions. In some places^ this stone

is collected into considerable rocks; it is of the same origin

as' the lava of Italy, and may be classed with what Llnnajus calls

concrete elemenli ignei, though differing from the pumice.

On traversing the shore in search of shells, our travellers on
their journey to liOundoe made the extraordinary discovery of

a bed of this lava, five or six feet thick, and which seems to

form the base of that island. Hence they at first thought that

subterraneous fires had acted only in this canton ; but they were
afterwards convinced, that they have prevailed throughout'the

south of Iceland.

The principal minerals found here, arc vitriol, iron, and
sulphur,

OF THE FEr.TILITY OF THE SOIL.

The district of Kiosar produces such an abundance of grass,,

that each peasant is enabled to keep during winter six or eight

cows and from forty to fifty sheep; but from the small pro-

fit they derive from their cattle in the course of the year,,

it must be concluded, that they are only half-fed, or tliat the

grass is of a very inferior quality to that of the northern and
western parts of Iceland ; since the peasantry of those quar-

ters acquire full as much advantage from their cattle without
giving them half the food they receive in the south.

There arc amongst this people a ieries of laws connected
with agriculture, which comprise the tarifs of the country, besides

different statutes relative to commerce : the people implicitly

submit to them, though they neither emanated from, nor are

sanctioned by, the King. Tlie foUowuig is an instance of their

nature; a cow is not saleable, unless she give in summer
two pots of milk in twelve hours, and then, she is only consi-

dered as an inferior animal 5 because a good cow is expected
to yield from six to ten pots even in winter, provided she be
well fed. It has, however, been observed, that in the district

of which we are speaking, the cows seldom give more than two
pots of milk, and few of them produce more than four, however
well they may be kept.

Th(J bad quality of the grasses and hay may be attributed to

several causes. 'J'hc grass in general hus not so much sap, and

i

I
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is consequently not of so good a kind as elsewhere : the cattle

eat it with avidity, and fatten on it almost perceptibly^ but they

lose their strength ; which happens, as experience has proved, in

every part of Iceland, where the soil i)roduces a quantity of
horse tail. It is well known that this plant is vulnerary and
astringent. There is a law \\hich enjoins the inclosure of.

all pasturages and meadows, which has existed for three centu-

ries, but now is no longer adhered to. The people merely set

a child to watch their cattle, and who is not able to prevent them
from entering the meadows. The superficial stratum of the soil

gradually dries by the sea-winds ; and the snow does not suffici-

ently cover the ground in winter ; for though it sometimes falls

in great quantities, it is soon melted and absorbed by the thick

vapoiu's from the sea. And lastly, their manure, at present, is

of little use. Many of these inconveniencies nught be re-

medied by rendering the soil heavier by manure ; and if, every

time an excavation is formed in the ground, care were taken to

fill it with turf or fatty matter, to prevent it from becoming larger

by the action of wind and rain. The principal cause of the bad
quality of the fodder is, doubtless, the little precaution used at

the time of hay-harvest, as the hay is seldom dry when they stack

it, by which it frequently heats and takes fire ; the stacks also

being much longer than in most countries, sink in the middle,

and form a i-cservoir for rain, which deprives the hay of its best

qualities. It is, however, worthy of remark, that, on advancing

towards the mountains, the land is richer, and the grass and
plants possess a more nutritive quality ; indeed our travellers^

when proceeding along the ridge of Keller-IIeide, were surprised

at the beauty of the sin-rounding country^ wliich produced abun-

dance of excellent grass and Hiemciiun or Wild Soixel.

PLANTS.
The principal plants found in this district, and most of which

serve as food for cattle, are the following : Equheta ; Rumex ace-

tosa; Taraxacum; Hieracium; liamincidasacris; Lapathumjo-
His oblongis C7ispatis; Thiaspi bursa pastoris ; Caltha palnstris ;

Carex Linneiy pingiiicula ; Meyiianthes, trifolium Jihrinum

;

Comai^um pa lustre
\
Alchi/milla alpina; Spirea ulmaria; Ga-

lium luteiim; Galium boreale ; Trifolium pratcnsey Jlore albo

;

Potentilla argentv.a; Statice avtneria; Jlnthtjllis vubicraria ;

Plantago marilimay Linn, Foliis linearibus ; Plantagofoliis
pimctatis ; Cochlearia; liodiola imea ; Cucubalus Belicn al-

buna; Sednm vermicularc] Urlicaurcns; Akhjimilla vulga-

ris; Geranium montanum ; Saxifraga autunmdlis,Jlore luico

;

Lichen Islandicus ; Fuci marini,

B 2
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*

OF THE I^IHABITANTS, THE PREVAILING D1SEASES,8CC.

The inliabitants of this district are robus); and well-made ; but

it is difficult to find any with that ruddiness of cpmplexioq

>vhich is a general indication of good health ; on the cour

trary, they mostly have a wan look, because they are continually

fishing up to ^:he middle in the sea, and often exposed to the rain

and wind. It has been remarked^ thai: the people in the interior

of the country have a much bptter appearance than those who
live near t^e sea-shore.

On the whole, however, they enjoy a good state of health till

the age of fifty, when they begin to lose their strength. The
following are the most common diseases to which they are sub-

ject : catarrhal fevers are very prevalent, but more so in the in-

terior than along the shores, probably from the circumstance,

that the inhabitants throw off their clothes during and after the

hay-season, and thereby expose themselves to colds. The fevers

are accompanied with a cough and expcctovj^tion ; and it has

been observed, that this expectoration is not the same with

young as with old people : the former only throw up phlegm,
while the latter expectorate a more viscid substance. Pleurisiei*

yre also commonly accompanied with inflammatory fevers,

constipation, and jjuins in all the limbs 5 and thsse diseases

often becomes epidemic. Diarrhaeas are very common
; par-

ticularly in spriiig, towards the coast, in consequence of the

introduction of great quantities of fish and other fat aliment,

after a scarcity of other provisions, pur travellers found, iii

this district, only two children affected with the Carcinoma in-

fantum ; while m that of Goldbringue, they are almost all sub-

ject to it from the second month to the third year of their age.

The inhabitants of this country arc frequently afflicted with con-
tractions of the lower belly \ tlie women arc subject to obstruc-

tions of the menses ; and the hypochondriacal affection \^ vevy ge-

neral ; but the inhabitants not knowing how to define it, give it

a name which answers the idea of a disease in the breast.

The inhabitants of the district of Kiosar are indolent, taciturn,

and insensible to every tiling which does not relate to their pri-

vate interest.
A <

-

r

OF THEIR noy?F.S, INCLQSUIIEJ3, &C. SCC
The worst houses are in the southern part of the island, which

being inhabited principally by fishermen, contains nothing but
miserable huts. It is, di>vd>tlcss, from this circumstance, that

Anderson, and other travellers, have given so unfavourable au
account of the houses of the Icelanders. Those who have tra-

velled through this country with a view to observation, must ad-
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mit that the liouses of these people do not appear to strangers

so singular as they have been desci ibcd : they are buiU upon a line

of ground covered with verduic, which every wliere gives them

the appearance of their being situated in the country ; their

fjonts are whitened, or tiometinies painted red. The part

of the street that runs in iVont of the houses is paved with

flags or flat stones, on which you can walk with dry feet, how-
ever dirty maybe the road beyond them. The Icelanders have

adopted a manner of building very suitable to their country

;

they are more secure from cold than in apartments surrounded

by brick-walls. The houses, at the same time that they better

resist the intemperance of die seasons, are more secure than

other kinds against earthquakes ; for there have been numerous
instances, in which very violent shocks have not damaged any one
of them, while every person walking in the open country has

been thrown down. The present manner of building, however,

in Iceland, is not so solid as that wliich prevailed about two ceu-

tin'ies ago ; the ancient art of building is forgotten, while the

timber of the present day is too bad and scarce. It would
be an improvement to their houses if tliey were not to ap-
ply their covering of turf in a moist state immediately upon the

wood-work, but to place between them a thick layer of dry

moss or hay ; besides this, their present walls are too thin,

though there are some houses that have existed upwards of a cen-

tury, as may be ascertained by the dilfei ence in their structure,

and it would be well, if the art of building adopted by their

ancestors were restored.

MANNKK OF LIVTNO AMONG THE ICELANDEllS.
It is remarkable, that even the people of Iceland are emulous

to imitate strangers in the luxuries of life, and splendour of the

table ; but it must not be supposed, that the peasant of the pre-

sent day follow.^, in every respect, the same kind of life as his

ancestors. He has adopted many foreign articles ; but the ma-
jority have retained the custom of eating liquid food at the end
of tlicir meals.

The Iceland peasant takes three meals a day ; he breakfasts

at seven in the morning, dines at two in the afternoon, and sups
at nine in the evening, liis breakfast consists in summer of
coagulated milk, the whey of which is expressed, and the curd
diluted with skim or fresh milk. In winter the common dinner
is dry flsh, and afterwaids the same khid of milk-soup as has
been just described, with the addition of cheese and bread, or
cake. They give the name of cake to a kind of biscuits,

Miude of flour, about three lines in thickness,, and a foot ia
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diameter. They are dressed by exposing them to the fire on a

flag-stone^ and they will keep for a long time.

On Sundays they have a few dishes extraordinary ; such as

gruel made from barley or buck-wheat boiled in milk, or

porrige, composed of milk and flour. Fat soup, meat stewed
in skim milk, and eaten with different savices ^ to which may
be added a variety of other ragouts, customary in the coun-

try. On the grand festivals of Christmas and Easter, they would
think themselves lost, if they did not all have smoked meat,

which they dress on the preceding evening. The peasant is not

much in the habit of salting his meat, but prefers pressing it, to

expel the superfluous juice ; he then leaves it for a couple of

days, that the remainder of the juice may dry up, and after\vards

hangs it in the chimney, eight or ten feet above the hearth.

Some travellers have asserted, that meat prepared in this way is

liable to spoil, but they are mistaken : it on the contraij keeps

better than that which is smoked in other northern countries, and

which is known by the name of Hamburgh beef. At Christmas
each family kills a fat sheep, which is eaten with a sauce com-
posed of milk gruel. The peasant never roasts his meat, but

always eats it with this kind of broth, when inclined to regale

himself. Besides the above-mentioned festivals, there are other

days devoted to feasting. After tlie harvest they consume in each

ifamily what is called the fat lamb, or a sheep, if they have no
lamb. On Shrove Tuesday they are obliged to give their work-

men and servants as much smoked meat as they choose to take

;

on the next day meat is forbidden till Easter ; and during this

time they even avoid pronouncing its name. On Shrove-tide

evening they make a joke of tampering and inciting each other to

pronounce the word meat, because any person who says it loses

his portion on the following day. This abstinence appears to be
one of the remains of Catholicism. On the first summer's day,

which commonly falls on a Thursday, between the 18th and 25th

pf April, they are obliged to regale all their people with fresh, and^

to them, delicate food, such as sausages, smoked mutton, fishj

and fresh butter.

In the parishes that are distant from the sea, they have various

other dishes, of which milk forms the basis, the difference of

which our travellers did not fail to observe, in their way through

the districts and cantons. It should be added, that some of the

peasantry are in very easy circumstances, and procure many fo-

reign luxuries ; but the poor inhabitants are proportionately nu-r

merous, and indeed the great ma ority are obliged to subsist

upon what their own country afl'orcis.

With respect to vegetables, Iceland in general is veiy poor.

A royal ordinance of 1749 enjoined all the inhabitants to cviUi-

4
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Vate cabbages : but it required much trouble to make them dis-

cover the advantages of such culture. - Those of the district of

Kiosar were the most obstinate in this respect, and the admini-

stration was obliged to compel them to raise this useful article.

The inhabitants in easy circumstances almost all use salt-butter,

while the peasantry and poor people eat in winter what is

called sour butter, aud in summer tlie fresh or unsalted sub-

stance.

Olaus Magnus says, tliat the Icelanders once had a great

trade in salt butter ; but the experience of three centuries causes

us to doubt this assertion, which is not supported by those au-

thors who have written on the ancient history of these people,

though they have entered into many details on their economy-
Whatever care may be taken in Iceland in salting butter, and

%vhatever may be its quality, it is not possible to preserve it good
beyond a year ; and it does not appear tliat there is any method
of effecting this purpose : but the case is diiferent with acid or

sour butter. When care is taken to churn and wash this butter,

it may be preserved for twenty years and upwards, without losing

either its goodness or its first acidity. At the time the Catholic

Keligion prevailed here, diere were large magazines attached to

every bishopric, which served as store-houses for this butter

;

and in years of scarcity it was distributed Jto all who wanted
it, though principally to such of the peasantry as were vassals of
the bishop. These magazines existed even for some time after

the Refoj'mation.

A circumstance that gives more certainty to the preservation

of sour butter is, that it is well known that it does not readily

spoil, particularly in cold countries, provided it does not contain

any of the milk, or other matters susceptible of fermentation.

It acquires aciditj^ after remaining for six months, and becoming
gradually white ; as soon as one is accustomed to it, the taste is

agreeable, and it is very salutary, particularly in winter. On
eating it with dried fish, which forms a constant meal in tliis-

country, you feel, as mastication proceeds, a gentle heat exjiand-*

cd through all parts of the body
;
and, by this action, it facili-^

tates much better than salt butter, that insensible transpiratiouy

J40 necessary for the preservation of health.

Tlie Icelanders in general, however, do not make much use of

butter before it is sour, because it becomes yellow and mouldy, by
the formation of lanuginous fiowers (Florcs tanughm), proceed-
ing, doubtless, from the essential salts that cause fermentation
'^vith the solid aud aqueous parts. In this change, heat undoubtedly

produces a great eflect, by giving rise to a veiy subtile and acrid
salt

; but as soon as all the parts are well amalgamated, the butter

may be preserved without alteration foi" a great number of years :
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the poor people would not change this butter for the best

salt khid in the world. It is worthy of observation^ that they

here make butter equally as well from the milk of sheep, as

from that of cows, either by inixing the cream, or by keeping It

separate. When made only of sheep-milk, the butter is whiter,

and sooner turns acid. They are, however, too much in the

habit of putting salt to tlie butter when in a state of fermenta-

tion, by w hich, in a short time, it acquires a disagreeable taste^

and finally becomes so bad, as to be useless : it is this kind of

butter that they export. When the sour butter is too old, it loses

in its acidity and weight, dries up, and acqiiircs a rancid taste.

If melted when in this state, it does not give more than half its

ordinary portion of oil.

OF STEEPED OR MACERATED FISH.

The peasants, and even persons of respectability, never eat

the cod-fish in its fresh state, but dress it only when it has at-

tained a certain degree of putrefaction. 'I'he Icelanders are not

the only people amongst whom this custom prevails, as it is fol-

lowed by several of the Northern tribes who inhabit the coast*

They adopt the same method \vith other iish of large kinds, whose
flesh is tough, but principally with the Gadus lined laterali ni'

gruy and with the large common thorn-back, (llaya vulgaris

maxima) which they consider ari unwholesome and disgusting

when fresh, on account of their long and hard filaments : they,

however, eat, as soon as caught, the small s|Decies of fish, such

as trout, soles, and others of a delicate flavour. It is only the

two above-mentioned kinds that they liang on poles in their drying-

room, M'hich is a hut impermeable to the rays of the sun
;
by

this process, the fish acquires a bitterish taste. After hanging a
fortnight, tlnee weeks, or even longer, if tlie Avealhcr be not too hot,

the fish attains a very alkaline smell ; and the muscles and fila-

ments are then soft and digestible
;

if, on the contrary, the fish be
exposed beyond the proper time, it becomes corrupt, the muscles

Separate, and it is no longer eatable. From this statement we
may know how far the accounts of travellers are to be relied on,

which state, that the Icelanders live upon stinking fish ; on the

contrary, it is only the largest kind of cod-fish, that they steep,

in order to cause the fermentation of the nauseous and indigestible

juices which they contiiin in their fresh state. It might even be
asked, wlu^ther it would not be inimical to health to eat these

lish soon after being caught ; and this might give rise to another
question, why, for example, hi the greater part of Europe, they

do not eat game till it has been kept, and acquired a strong taste.

We think, that the conduct of tlie Icelanderj^, with respect to

their fish, is tlie same as that 9f other people in keeping game,
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since the fermentation of the natural and superfluous juices is

perfoi'nied in tlie same manner in game^ whether quadruped or

volatile^ as in fish.

OK TIIKTR. BEl^R AND OTHKR FERMENTED LlQUOKS.
The Icelanders brew a tolerably good beer, but they do not

make a daily use of it ; their ordinary drink being skim or butter-

milk, to which they add a little water after it has acquired a cer-

tain degree of acidity and strength. By the old laws of the coun-

try they are compelled to form another drink from water and a

twelfth part of si/re, which is an excellent kind of butter-milk or

whey, that has been kept for some time. The fermentation of

their wheys takes place slowly, in consequence of which the top

is covered with a skum, while the grosser particles fall to the

bottom ; but these simple people do not know that this is ef-

fected by the fermentation itself, though they often find, that

the casks or other vessels, in which they preserve their whey,
burst, when air is excluded from them. They use this same M'hey

for pickling or preserving diilerent articles ; but they likewise ex-

perience, that when it has not arrived at perfection by fermenta-

tion, the objects immersed in it spoil, though, when it is good,

they acquire a nice taste, and will keep for upwards of a year.

OF SWEET MILK.
When the Icelanders receive company they present their guests,

as w^ell as stTangers who visit them, a draught of milk : this is

also tholr regaling drink on the days of their grand festivals ; and
they mostly use it without boiling : it forms the principal food

of their children, when at an early age, and they give it to their

sick, to whom it is very palatable. A tun of skimmed milk

costs twelve or two marks six schillings, of Danish money.

OF THE LABOURS AND H AH ITU A L OCCUPATIONS OE*

THE ICELAND PEASANTRY.
The men are employed, during a part of the whiter, in the

manufacture of woollen cloths, or in spinning and making
worsted stockings and socks, which is, nevertheless, a particular

occupation of the women. The inhabitants of Kialarnes are

employed in fishing, throughout the year, unless taken off by
temporary avocations.

In the spi ing, all the men may be seen leaving Mosfell-Sweit
and Kiosen, for the iishery at Seltiarnes-Nacs, or still farther to
the southward. The peasantry, who have no possessions of
their own, and who consequently occu}}y a habitation and ground,
which they rent from the Crown, arc obliged to labour
from Candlemas to Euster in the king's bouts, or procure a
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substitute, to whom they pay a rix dollar or Danish crown. As
soon as the ice is melted, they begin to work their peats, as

already mentioned, putting them to dry, and heaping them in

small squares. It is then left till autumn, when each person

carries home his supply for the year : some of them houging it

while otliers leave it in the open air, with the simple precaution

of covering it as a security against rain.

In spring and summer it is the employment of the women
and children to watch and attend upon the cattle, but in winter

this task devolves on the men. As soon as the thawed waters

have run off, they begin to clear the meadows with forks, or a

kind of rake, carrying off the straw and other substances, that

have been drifted by the wind, or conveyed by the water, and

which would prevent the shooting of the grass. They then lay

on a little dry manure, which on the first rainy day they spread

over the ground. The peasants of Mosfell-Sweit generally

leave to the women all household affairs and attention to the

land till autumn, in which hiterval they are engaged entirely iu

fishing. Those, however, whose station is at no great distance

from their houses, contrive to return every Saturday evening,

and go back again every Sunday afternoon.

OF THE HAY-HARVEST.
Tills harvest is commenced as soon as the grass has acquired

its full height, and most of the plants run to seed, which gene-

rally happens about the middle of July; though iu some years

the season is earlier or later, accordmg to the weather. The
flcythe used by the Icelanders is a Danish ell long by two inches

broad ; the blade is fixed by means of a leather string to a handle,

from one to three ells long, and forming a right angle \vith the

blade. The Icelanders raise the blade of their scythe to sharpen

it much oftener than Is customary in most European nations
;

and the stones used for this purpose are imported by the Iceland

Commercial Company. The workmen, at least once a day, sub-

mit the blade to the fire, in order to thin it, when hot, with the

hammer. According to the laws already mentioned, a mower,
who is not vei7 expert, is supposed to be able to cut about thirty

fiquare fathoms per day, provided the ground be flat and level.

When the grass is cut, it is the task of the women to make it

into hay, and collect it in cocks to dry. If they arc surprized by
rain in this season, they speedily heap up the hay in small oval stacks,

with their ends towards the wind : these are generally four or five

feet high, by one or two in breadth, and eight or ten in length.

As soon as the hay is well dried, it is carried home and stacked.

If the farm-houses be not very distant from the meadows,
Ihey make the hay into large trusses, which are carried home
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fey men ; otherwise they are conveyed by horses^ each of M'hich

bears two similar bundles, one slung on each side : There is

an ancient assize
;

according to which a Icapall of good well-

dried hay costs ^20 lispfound, 520 &ln, or one Danish crown.
In spring a kapall of hay fetches thrice the sum it costs imme-
diately after the hay-harvest : the reason why these two bundles
of hay do not yield much is, because the hay has neither fer-

mented nor been pressed. For a kapall of hay, weighing about IQO
lb. there are paid in summer 8, and in spring l6 lispfound.

When hay is scarce, the price increases accordingly ; and even 40
lispfound are paid for 6000 weight of hay. In prosperous years,

it is calculated that the quantity of fodder, requisite to support

a co^^', amounts to 10 ocre, or two Danish nx-dollars. After

the hay is thrown iip into heaps, trodden, covered, and laden

with stones, in order to press it down, the Iceland pea-

sants measure their stock by tlie fathom, and calculate accord-

ingly the number of cows for which they have provender. They
leckon in general one squai-e fathom for a cow

;
varying the cal-

culation, however,- according to the quality of the hay and the

size of the cattle ; and in some districts upwards of a fathom is al-

lotted to each cow. The hay, collected on the downs and rich

soils, is termed iada ; and that obtained from meadows and marshes
is denominated outhei/ or field-hay. The last sort is excellent for

horses and sheep ; while a mixture of the tada with a little of

tlie oiithej/ is preferred for milch kine. The harvest does not

finish till September. There are stated periods in the Iceland

Calendar, for its commencement and termination : it is there said

that it should not begin till the 13th, and at latest on the !20th^

of July ; and that it ought to be concluded by Michaelmas or

the end of September. 'J'he duration of the harvest is di-

vided into two periods, the lirst of which finishes some days after

the feast of St. John the Baptist.

The chief autumnal busintiss of the countryman is, to collect

the slieep that abound on the hills, when he selects such as

are to be killed for the supply of his family. His next occupa-

tion is to procure turfs to cover his house and shelter him from
the rain and snow of Avinter. These turfs are different from
those which the Icelanders employ for fuel : on each side of a

packsaddle they place a kind of barrows, of a peculiar shape, on
wliich they load their buildiug-turfs ; each of which are nine i'eet

in length by three in breadth. The other autumnal labours are,

to build their houses and repair such as require reparation ; to get

in tlieir turf for fuel ; and manure the downs, after the grass Jias

been made into hay.

There is a regulation, fixhig the task which a stout lad ought
to perform iu oue duy^ according to ' the ualurc of Uis work,

c

4
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This subject has been already noticed, Aviien speaking of cutlin.^;

the grass for hay ; in like manner, a man employed in cutting turf

ought to cut and stack, in the course of his day, 700 green turfs,

with an assistant, who piles thcin up accordingly ; or 900 other
turfs without such aid. A girl is required, in her day's labour, to

collect and dry the hay which has been cut by three men ; and in

winter, when she is employed in weaving, she is obliged to furnish

weekly either 25 ells, or 5 ells per day, of Vadmely a coarse

woollen stuff, with which most of their clothes are made. A
man must exert all his strength, in order to accomplish tlie task

imposed on him for his daily labour. Wages are very moderate

;

though somewhat higher, in the southern part^ as they have
not been fixed there by the laws of the country. A do-

mestic, who is a good labourer, gains annually no more than
four rix-dollars ; and a female-servant only half that sum,

' A day-labourer, who hires himself to a farmer for the harvest,

gets 3 rix-dollars
;
and, if he is employed throughout the sum-

mer in these laborious tasks, he earns ten fish, or a mark of

the Empire, equivalent to about 10 schillings per day. Several

years have elapsed since this last assize has been followed in the

southern part of Iceland : and all the ancient and modern regula-

tions on this subject prove that the Icelanders think it contrary to

the public good, and disadvantageous to every individual, to fix

too high the value of a day's laliour. Various acts of the go-'

vernment have enacted that the wages of a stout hearty youth,

obhged to do all the work of husbandry, wliclher abroad or at.

home, sliall (exclusive of board) be B ells of Vadmely and
ten ocrCy or two rix dollars

;
together making some^vh^lt

more than three rix-dollars. If, however, a niau-sei*vant pos-^

sess any other talents, for instance, those of making household

utensils, whether of wood or iron, he shall be allowed twelve

ells of vadmel, and four rix-dollars in money. The wages of a

good house-maid, capable of undertaking every thing connected

with the family, and who is also skilled in working wool, are iixed

at 5 ells of vadmel, and the remainder in money
\
amounting in

the whole to two lix-dollars annually.

It was formerly the practice foi* an opulent countryman, who
was not a vassal, always to reward the long and I'aithful services

of a man or woman whom he had hired, by giving them at

their marriage, furniture, utensils, and a suHicient quantity of

tools to enable them to begin the world. A cow and some
sheep, or at least a calf and some lambs, were sometimes added,

^rhis hope of reward was a great encouragement to industry

and fidelity; but that practice has gradually fallen into disuse
^

and in the l6th century it had nearly becojnc obst^lcte.
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NATUUAL INDUSTRY OF THE ICELANDEUS.
Althougli the; Icelanders cannot procure instruction, like other

nations, in tlie various trades, yet nature has conferred on some
of them sufficient address and genius, to instruct themselves in

the manufacture of every sort of household-utensils, -whether

of copper, iron, wood, or any other material. They succeed

Well enough for the purposes for which they are intended; but
"We cannot expect them to be either so well, or so neatly made,
Jis by our workmen, who have served a long apprenticeship.

There are some of them, however, who have as much in-

genuity as our best mechanics: and there is scarcely a paaish,

but has one of the Smidours, or men acquainted with every

kind of handicraft. They work either in wood or metal, according

as they are desired ; but they excel in wooden work, in building

houses, in flooring or wainscoting rooms, as well as in manu-
facturing every kind of utensils, both large and small; in making
scythes, constructing iishermen's boats tackle, besides many other

similar works; others excel in iron-work, such as small hatchets,

«aws, large augres, blades for planes, knives, scythes, nails, horse-

shoes, locks, keys, traps, and other articles of this description.

Others manufacture in copper and brass, various pieces of orna-
ment, such as buttons, buckles, women's girdles, rings, the de-
corations of saddles and harness, ik-c. Lastly, there are some,
who work very neatly in silver ; they make various decorations

for females, partly polished, partly embossed and chased, buttons,

sheaths, handles for knives, &.c. &c. Although the inhabitants

of the district of Kiosar have not much occasion for these articles

of Iuxm*y, yet they have among them Smidours, who are everj

way capable of manufacturing them as well as the other things

above-mentioned. There are, however, various articles of iron,

sent by merchants to Iceland, such as large anvils, saws, hammers^
shoes for horses, &c. They have a ready sale, because every
tiling is better wrought, and is sold at a lower price than wliat

is made in the country; but it must be at the same time de-
clared, that the articles mauufuctuveil by the Icelanders are far

more solid than those which are imported. Tliese people are

likewise extremely expert in inventing traps, snares, and hooks^
for catching foxes, sea-dogs, birds, and salmon.

COMPUTATION OF TIME, OR ICELAND CALENBATt.
The computation and division of time hito years, and months,

is of great antiquity among the Icelanders; tliough this knowledge
Ivas been acquired by them from other nations: at present we
.^(ill oiil^ notice the iuaniier adopted by the country people fo,r
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dividing the day into hours. In the most remote ages, the

course of the sun and the different regions of tlie horizon

enahled men to discover a calculation of time. The first inha-

bitants of Iceland divided the day into eight equal parts; and

gave the name of Dagsmaurk or signs of the day^ to half parts

or intermediate points. It is worthy of remark^ \lvAt they did

not divide the horizon according to the four cardinal wind.f,

but according to the wants of their economical life : Our tra-

vellers made this observation throughout the upper part of the

isle, where no one has yet thought of regulating, by means of a

compass or sun-dial, the Dagsmaurk or signs of the day. The
following is the division in question. They term the time wlien

the sun is in the east, Midour-Morgen, which is six o'clock

with ns, while among them it is only .5 or half past 5 in the

morning; because we are an hour or an hour and a half earlier

than they. Their Dag-maal is, when the sun is in the south-

east, and is equal to nine o'clock in the morning with us, whereas

it is only half-past seven with them. Gaadegue, or mid-day,

when the sun is full south, or at noon, is according to their

calculation only half past ten or eleven. We are ignorant

what name they gave to the period of three o'clock, when the

Sim is in the south-west; and their Mitoiir-Ai^tan designates

six o'clock in the evening, when the sun is in the west. These
two periods perfectly correspond with ours; except their ISlatl-

maaiy when the sun is in the north-west arid it is nine o'clock

with us, means with them only eight. Midnoctta is their

midnight, and Olla, three o'clock in the morning. This di*

vision prevails along the coasts, especially where there are many
parts frequented by strangers. There are even places where
they have two Dag-maal and Gaadague; because the inha-

bitants, being informed by foreigners that their metliod of keeping

time did not correspond with ours, have regulated these signs by
a watch, or more frequently by a compass, though without re-

garding the declination of the needle.

The inhabitants of tliis district, and in general those residing

on the coasts, calculate their hours of the day by the ebbing

and flowing of the sea ; and particularly when a thick and con-

densed atmosphere conceals the sun from them for several days.

They also know that this ebbing and flowing does not correspond

with the phases of the moon, as the highest and lowest tides

do not take place for two days after the changes of that planet,

and scarcely ever before. This natural irregularity they have

denominated the Efter-Stroemme or latter flux, chiefly when
it takes place after a considerable rise, which they distinguish

by the name of Stor-Siroernme, They do not, however, guide

themselves by this 5 for when they are several days without
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seeing tlie sun, they work only for a few hours, and then only

calculate them by guess, according to the rise and fall of the

tide.

The people who are dispersed over the interior,' regulate their

hours chiefly by the moon, the pleiades, ursa muior, and a few

other stars
;

especially in winter, when the nights are ex-

tremely long. These good folks have in general but little

acquaintance with astronomy, and know only a very little of

the stars by their names
;
though, from an ancient chrono-

logical manuscript intitled Blanda, and written about the i3th.

century, it appears that the ancient Icelanders were better

uiformed.

SADDLES AND PANNELS OF HORSES.
The inhabitants of this district, and of that of Goldbringue,

are by no means fond of travelling : they rarely quit the district,

tind many of them have never gone even as far as its boundaries-

Their ordinary routes are from their respective houses to chtu'ch,

whence they return home the same way. In frosty x^eather,

both men and women go thither on foot; but when it tliaws,

they ride on horseback, as the roads are then scarcely passable:

and, for this piu'pose only, almost every peasant has at least one
horse in his stable. In summer every one rides, however small

the distance may be. The Icelander makes no use of the saddle

when he only rides into his fields, and docs not travel far

from home: he throws over the animal for tlie time only, a sort

of woollen cushion ; which is about six feet in length, half a foot '

wide, and one inch and a half thick. He carefully folds it and
fastens it with a girth. When he is going to church, he lays

over this cushion a saddle, nearly of the same shape as ours,

excepting that it is stouter. These saddles are covered with
black leather, and ornamented with brass: when well made,
they cost from 4 to 5 rix-dollars; the stirrups, bridle, and
crupper are decorated with the same metals, of which also the
buckles and nails are made. The men's saddles have no breast-

girth. Their saddles, and in general all their harness, are made
of ox-leather ; the hides are prepared, by being well-stretched,

in order to dry; when they are rubbed with lisli-oil till they
have imbibed the fluid, after which they are slightly but fre-

quently beaten with a strong stick. Next, they are trampled
under foot, till they become soft and pliant; and are finished

by being blackened, or rather tinged of a red colour with the
rust of iron, or bark of the birch-tree. Calf and, sheep-skins
are prepared nearly in the same manner. It is a pretty com-
mon practice, when tliey are going only to church, for the ineu
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to place their wives on a pillion behind them, Avith ttieir

face to the left; that is to say, their right arm is round the back
of the horseman. In other parts of the island, the women often

ride singly, on a side-saddle, as may be seen in Denmark and
elsewhere: but they are decorated very differently, being fre-

quently covered with blue or green cloth, and embellished with

brass plates on M'hich are inlaid a variety of figures, such

as lions, bears, and birds- From each side of the saddle hangs

a square piece of cloth : the bridle, breast-girth, and the

crupper, are richly ornamented with nails in the form of buttons.

It is, however, only people in easy circumstances, who have

such trappings ; for such a saddle, as we have now describedj

of the first quality made in the country, costs 20 rix-dollars.

They are more rarely used in Kiosar, than in other parts of the

island.

When they go to a distance, for instance to the town, or to

the places where there are commercial establishments, to purchase

fish, or withersoever their business mfiy call them, tlie Icelanders

carry with them one or two pack-horses; the saddles of which

rest upon a green sward turf, and are fastened with three girths,

which are in general made of horse-hair. On each side of the

horse, these pack-saddles have tliree hooks in a line, on which

the loads are fixed.

AMUSEMENTS OF TME ICELANDEUS.
From the Northern historians we learn, that the ancient Ice-

landers had several l ecrcative games, and amusements, and which

were enjoyed as nnich by the players as by the spectators.

This, however, is not the case with the present inhabitants of

the district of Kiosar, who have no taste for any sports ; for

which they are truly to be pitied, especially in winter, when
they have nothing to relieve them from the anxiety and trouble

inseparable from domestic cares.

Of the ancient Icelandic games, none w^as more fashionable

than the exercise of wrestling. In retaining the practice, the

terms have also been presened, which the chamj)ions gave to

every motion they made ; and each of which has its peculiar

name. This exercise blends the useful with the agreeable; for

tliere is nothing which gives more agility and elasticity to the

muscles.

I'he smallest and apparently weakest men often overthrow in

an instant those who are the largest and most robust; but this

only arises from great practice and activity. In former titucs

tlie most courageous men, and those of the iirst families in the

country, took delight in this exercise; mIuIc at present the young

people only follow it as an amusement, particularly in parts
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\vhich contain an episcopal residence ; but gome of them excel

to sncl) a dogi ee, that they are famed tljrougliout the country.

At Kialanics, nhere fishing is pursued throughout the year, they

are much attached to this exercise, but particuhu ly in the former

season, wlien tliey cannot continue their occupation on account

of the frost. Besides their common method, tliey have also a'

pecuUar manner of wrestHng, uhich consists in seizing the ad-

versary by the shoulders, and throwing him down. This nic-

thod, in which there is so little art, is doubtless that which was
anciently most practised : it consists less hi the agility of the

limbs and motion of the body, than in the strength and move-
ment of the head. It iipproaciies neur to that of the English,

in which the inhabitants in the county of CornwaJl are the

greatest adepts.

OF TIIETTl SAGAS AND HISTORICAL KECITATIONS.
The most noble pastime was, undoubtedly, that pursued by

the Icelanders before tlie first depopulation of this island,

which was that of reading publicly their Gamla'Sagar, or the

history of their country written in the Icelandic language.

Before any persons seriously devoted themselves to w'riting

history, it was usual to relate in societies certain adventures

and other facts worthy of retention ; for this purpose, thos-e

were chosen who possessed the best information, together with

oiatorical talents : and they w^ere generally found amongst the

bards, poets, or other persons of distinction. If, in a com-
pany, any individual related a history with more precision and
detail than others, he Avas justly recompensed by the approba-
tion and applause of the auditors. After this they transmitted

the principal incidents to their j>osteritYj by carving them on
their doors, bedsteads, and pannels' of their apartments. It was
not till the thirteenth century, that the Icelanders seriously ap-

plied themselves to the writhig of the history of their own and
other Northern countries

;
they, however, retained the custom of

reciting anecdotes and facts of difforeut periods. Their history

of King Uagncn the Old, is a proof of this statement, it being

composed principally of such recitations at their meetings in

the evening, tlial is to say, hi the interval between the decline of

day and total darkness; for, as long as there was any light at all,

they continued historical readings. They chose for their reader

a young man of the iiouse, of good elocution ; or they some-
times gave preference to one of the guests who possessed similar

talents. If the master of the house ha])pem;d to bi' l\)ud of history,

he procured a number of books i'or him-'clfimd his family, w hich

he read on the winter evenings to his uei^hbour^ and friend .
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This kind of reading had the double advantage of relaxation and
improvement; besides which^ it tended to ke«p awake those wlio

had business to perform in the evening. After the fourteenth

century, the poets emj)loyed themselves in writing historiei

in verse, in order to render them agreeable : they recited

them with a loud voice and a musical tone.

OF THE ICELANDIC LANGUAGE,
This language is spoken tolerably well in the district of Kiosar^,

and it would be wrong to suppose that the trivial change in the

pronunciation of certain words forms a particular dialect
;
though

it is a fact, that the difference of the language in some cantons

Is very remarkable, as it is a perceptible mixture of the lan-

guages of . Denmark and Norway, which is proved by a variety

of Danish words in their juridical acts and other legal writings
;

though there aje likewise many German, French, and -Latin

words, of which it is impossible that the people can understand

one half. U'his corruption can only be attributed to that spirit

of frivolity which induces most people to adopt foreign phrases

in preference to their own ; or it may perhaps arise from neces-

sity, as the Icelandic jurisprudence was introduced from Nor-
way

;
but, on the other hand, it may be seen, that those who

pique themselves most on writing their language in its greatest

purity, introduce a number of Latin and other words. Tlie

ancient Iceland idiom is daily losing ground; and though

there is scarcely a corner of the island, in which the most il-

literate peasant does not understand woid for M'ord, and listen

with pleasure to the ancient sagas or histoiies. Yet is it to

be feared, from tlie little use they make of it, that the language

of Iceland may soon become extinct, which must be regretted,

as it is one of the most ancient of the living tongues.

PF THEIR GAMES.
The inhabitants of this district, as well as those of the other

parts of the island, play various games, in which they take no
small interest. There are, however, few persons in this quarter

who knowtiiem. They also ])lay at draughts ; but in this game
they have variations which are totally unknown to foreigners-

1'hey play at cards in various ways, particidarly a game which
appears to be lansquenet,' It is reinarkable, tliat though, as we
have just observed, the Icelanders take much delight in their

games, tliey never cither play for money or any other thing;

according, however, to all appearance, this was not the case in

former times, when there was much cash in the coinitry; audit
was doubtless the abuses which then existed, which gave rise to
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certain decrees against gaming, principally in the eleventh and
twelfth century. One of these states, that, whoever shall be
iound playing for money, or any thing else, shall be considered

out of the j^rotection of iIjc law, so that any man may attack

and arrest him. The decree pronounces the contiscation of

goods for the same offence.

OF THE ANIMAL KINGDOMi
We shall not here extend our remarks on the animal kingdom

farther than will be necessary to give an idea of what relates

to the economical life of the inhabitants of this district ; but we
shall speak more at large on the subject, when treating of the

other parts of the island.

HORSES.
There are but few horses in this district^ where, however,

they are more necessary than in the others. The inhabitants

of the country of Kiosar employ them only in summer for their

daily rides, in the vicinity of their habitations. They some-
times also serve for statute-work, such as the conveyance of
the bailiff of the canton to the place where the court of
justice is held. All the carriage of goods and tish is performed
by water. Tliere are no studs hi this district ; nor is there

a single saddle-horse to l^e distinguished from those employed
in daily labour. A well-formed marc, without any defects,

costs three rix dollars, if aliove five> or under twelve, >ears

of age ; but they are dearer in other quarters, where they are

more employed and of a better kind.

HOllNED CATTLE.
TJlis district is tolerably abundant in homed cattle; but they

are not turned to so much advantage as in other parts. Some
wild oxen are met with on the mountains^ which all have owners,

who mark them, in order to collect and draw them in at the time

of harvest.

A good milch-cow> eight years oldj which has calved twice,

costs 100 or 1^20 aunes, about four rix-doilars, thirty aunes

being equal to one dollar. An ox, three or four years old, costs

as much as the cow just specified ; while an ox of eight years

sells for 200 uunes, or eight rix-dollurs in specie. The price is

not always the same; for in some years a milch-cow will fetch

upwards of live rix-dollars. The oxen and co\ys are of various

colours: they arc mostly without horns; and those with this or-

nament have them very slioi t. In former times they used ox-

horns for goblets; and then they employed a fatty composition,

for anointing them at the root to increase their growth: they also

D 2
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gave them the form of drinkhig-glasses, by forcuig them into

certain shapes by means of ligatures. Some of these horns were
ornamented with rims and circles of brass or silver, and placed

upon stands of various shapes.

The peasants take particular cave to send the cows to the bvdl

at certain times, in order that they may give milk all the winter.

They employ the chorion and the amnium for the covermg of

window-sashes : the first they put to dry after having washed it

well, and they desiccate the other by blowing it as a bladder.

The frames of some of the casements are square, and divided into

eight compartments; but most of them are round, and con-

structed thin twigs of willow. It is very remarkable, that these,

skius admit nearly as much light as the purest glass; but it is not-

uncommon to see glass-windows in many of the houses of die

peasantry.

When a cow calves, the calf is left with the mother for a fort-

night, and she attends to it according to instinct; but after this

time they feed it with milk. As soon as a calf has acquued a
certain degree of strength, they dilute the milk with water, and

add a little chopped ha^ : afterwards they give it nothing but

hay and water, with the addition of a small quantity of skim-

milk. A cow must be in very good order, to give, alter calving,

twenty pots of milk per day ; but hi the nordiern and western

parts of the isle, they yield more. The Icelanders liave a parti-

cular dish prepared from the biestings.

SHEEP.
These animals are not so numerous in this canton as in the

other parts of the island ; nor are they of so good a breed,

thaugh it is generally allowed, that they are of more use than

the other kinds of cattle, as they furnish milk, butter, and wool.
They have pointed ears and short tails ; most of them have horns,

some only two, and others three, four, and upwards : these

horns are not alike; some liave them in front of the head, others

at the back, and others again at the side ; some of these liorns are
crooked, and others straight. This variety is only a simple sport

of nature, and does not arise from difference in the species of
sheep. The following is the price of these aninials: six sheep from
two to four years old, with their lirst wool, cost in spring and au*^

tumn, together with their lambs, one kvigild, which is equal to

four rlx-dollars; but this is only on condition tlmt they have suffi-

cient milk to feed their lambs. 'I'hey reckon eight sheep in a state

to rear their lambs as equal to six sheep of three years old, or to

twelve of one year. A sheej) four years old costs one rjx-dol-

Jar in specie ; and a rr/e^^ or live lispjimd, of wool costs four

aunes or eight marks in specie. According to Jonsl)ogj a sheep
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ought to give at the time of shearing at least four pounds of
wool ; whicli i« oiore than is furnished by the sheep in Den-
mark. The laws relative to cattle, decree, that the sheep shall

not be put to the ram except in November, and that the rams
shall be shut up as soon as the winter commences : this or-

donance is still i\\ full force^ though many people do not observe

it with strictness; they leave their rams at liberty, but prevent

them from acting by the curious practice of sewing a piece of

wood amongst their wool, which barrier they do not remove till

Christmas. This impediment^ however, sometimes fails; and
the consequence is, that by too early an intercourse the sheep

pei ish, when dropping their lambs, from the severity of the wea-
,

ther. Each breeder must have among his ilock a sheep which
acts as a Jeader, and wJiosc motions the others slj'ictly follow

;

this sheep costs much more than the others, and is not parted

with till age has rendered it unfit for service; it is extremely

useful, particularly in winter, when bad weather occurs on a

sudden. It leads the flock to the fold, however dark or stormy
may be the night. Hence, without the assistance of these sheep,

the proprietors would often run tlie risk of losing their whole
flock.

GOATS.
There are no goats in Iceland, except in a few districts of the

northern quarter ; and even there they are few in number. From
the ancient laws of the country, however, it is clear that they

were at one time less scarce.
H

HOGS.
Throughout this country there is no breeder of hogs; and the

small number of these animals which are to be met with, have

been introduced by the Couimercial Company ; and yet it is

very evident, that^ as well as the goats, they were at one time

more numerous.

AOUATIC HORSE.
The Icelanders rank amongst the quadrupeds of this country

an aquatic horse, which they call l^ikoiir, because, as they say,

it resides in the deepest of tlieir fresh-water lakes. However
ridiculous this fable may appear, our travellers have thought pro-

per to mention it, because the inhabitants cite a number of

examples, and insist, in the strongest manner, on its existence

;

while the people of Norway are equally credulous with respect

to this imaginary animal. They describe it the following man-
ner: they say, that it is all over of a light grey coloiu", and nearly

similar to the common horse; they add, that some persons have

mounted tltese water-horses, and that others have used them for
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a great part of the day in their agricuUural hibours. They like-

w'lse assert that the aquatic horse couples with the common
niare^ and that thence have proceeded certain horses in Iceland

of so ticklish or delicate a disposition, that on .making them entef

the water up to their bellies, they rear and throw the rider^ as

well as any burden they may bear.

It is, however, not probable, that the Icelanders, by the aquatic

horse, mtan the hippotamus which is found in the great rivers

of ligypt and other parts of Africa. On the contrary, the latter

dificrs in every respect from the description given to the former;

and even supposing it to be the same, it might be asked, how
it could exist in so cold a climate, and in lakes where it could

find nothing to feed on. We may, therefore, presume, that

tJic J^ikour of the Icelanders is merely a serpent, or some oilier

marine animal of a prodigious size^ which may have been often

observed in the lakes and rivers.

DOGS.
In this part of Iceland, three species of dogs are particularly

remarkable: the first of which is the sheep-dog, or, as Buffon
calls it, the Iceland dog; it has long hair, short and thick legs,sharp

muzzles, and carries the tail curved and erect. It is of great ser-

vice to the shepherd, liuvhig always an attentive eye over the

flocks ; and the moment it perceives a sheep to stray, it takes

grcatpains to bring it back. There is another variety of sheep-

dog, with rough or frizzled liair, which is extremely adroit, and
leains all sorts of tricks. The second species is the largest: it

'

has smooth hair, is high upon its legs, and very similar to the

common dog of Denmark ; it is traiued to fox-hunting, and is

very dextrous in unkenneling, pursuing, and killing this aniniaL

The third species is nearly like tliat last-mentioned, only dififeriug;

in the thickness of its tail.

CATS.
There is only one kind of rat in Iceland, which is the same as

that of Denmark: it is naturally tame, and resides in the houses;

though there are some which become wild by wandering hi the

Ireids, and take up their letrcat among the rocky fragments that

fall from the mountains, where they jjrey upon sparrows and other

small l)irds. It apj)cars, tliat cat-skhis once formed an article

of commerce in Iceland, since they were taxed in the old tariifjf

at half an curtf which is equivalent to ten Danish schillings^

OF FOXES.
There are two spedes of foxes in this country, the white

(canis lagopun), and brown (cauls riifpcs)* They destroy a

Buinber of lambs, and even attack sheep, by fixing on their
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\vool, and letting them run off witK the load, till the sheep, out
of breath, falls down, when the fox tears opan its throat, and
sucks the blood, which it drinks with such delight and avidity,

that it often becomes stupified, and drops as it were in a swoon.
By this time an active shepherd generally comes up with it, and
easily kills it, by blows on the headAvlth stones. It often hap-
pens that a fox, fixing to the wool, as above described, is, by a
strong and vigorous sheep, carj icd off with such rapidity, as to

become completely giddy, and infallibly to die. Tlieiie is a re-

Ward of a rix-dollar allow od for Uiose who succeed in destroying

a litter of foxes ; and the anecdotes related by the people of this

animars cunning are innumerable.

MOUSE {Mas Muscnlm).
Iceland abounds too much in mice and rats, and yet there are

some parts in which they arc not to be seen ; for example, the

present canton is absolutely free, both from mice and wood
rats.

SEA-DOG {Rocca),
/^riiere may be seen in Iceland several species of sea-do^s, of

which no description have hitherto been given ; but in the dis-

trict of Kiosar there are seldom found any other kind * than that

known to all Europe, and which the Icelanders call Land-selo^r,

Many naturalists, and particularly Pontopp, in his Natural His-,

tory of the North, boast much of the instinct and prudence of
this animal : in thifi country, however, the people are ignorant

of all the wonders related by so many writers on this subject,

.especially with what is said by Olaus Magnus, who asserts, tlnit

this animal is not afraid of the female sex, for wliich Feason in

England men dress themselves in w^omen's clothes to catch it.

Sliildrey also, in his Bacon of Yorkshire," gives a number of
wonderful anecdotes concerning Uiis animal. In Iceland the sea-

dog is seldom taken by the net, as they prefer shooting ib, which
renders it fearful, that it seldom breeds its young in the countiy.

The people, notwithstanding, have a very ingenious and amuvsing

nianner of taking this animal ; which is, to construct little

bridges or crafts, on which it gets to feed its young, and thus
inay be taken at any hour of the day. The Icelanders and Nor-
wegians formerly derived great advantage from this method ; but
Jis the greatest variety of the senl is to be found in the wes-
tern and northern parts/of Iceland, we shall say more about it,

particularly of the manner hi wiiiiih it is hunted, >vhen speaking
pt' those districts.

OF BTKDS.
The inhabitants of this country are deprived of a grent adyau-
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tage, since i\wy have neither fowls, diicksj nor other poultiy

;

we, however, find in several of their historians, who are worthy

of credit, that they formerly existed in the country, even at the

time when it began to be inhabited. The eagle (Falco Chri/selus

)

is very well known here, and may be met with throughout Ice-

land : it makes great ravages amongst the flocks, by seizing upon
all the lambs it can come near ; the females of this bird may
often be seen carrying off young sea-dogs, to feed their brood

;

for which purpose they avail themselves of the time when they

are sleeping about the rocks that hang over tlie sea. There
is only one species of eagle here ; but the variety of colours

which prevail in this bird, according to its age, has led many
travellers into the error, that there are different species. This
eagle sometimes remains in the interior of the country, where it

feeds upon salmon and other fish, as well as upon wild ducks

and small birds : at other times it may be seen on the rocks,

devouring dead fish, or other carrion, that may be thrown ashore

bj' the tide.
H

THE ICELAND FALCojj (Falco Mandicus).
There is also but one species of falcon known hi Iceland,

which differs only in its size and colour ; this difference is in the

female, Veingmuch longer than the male, while the grey, while,

and corbeau-colonred birds are ail of the same species. The
hunting of tlie falcon is one of tiie most interesting sports of
Iceland

;
particularly as it brings to the country every year from

2000 to 3000 rix-dollars. In the districts of Jiiosar and Gold-
bringue, tliis bird lays but seldom, which may be utlvibuted to

the falconers of the King of Dennun k destroying such as are

brought to them, when they find them too old or unfit for the

chace ; or even when the plumage has not a]>|)earcd to them suf-'

ficiently handsome, so that for several years together the people

have not been able to supply them with birds.

THE RAVEN, {CorvttH CovOX),

The raven abounds throughout Iceland, and indeed is the most
common bird there, being so tame, that it comes in winter close

to the houses, in search of food. It only diflx^rs from the com-
^lon raven of Europe in being stronger, bolder, and more sub-,

^ile, as it mixes amongst the domestic cuts and dogs. This, bird

is, however, a great destroyer ; it falls upon fish, animals, and
every thing it meets with, particularly iu spring. At that season

they may be seen watching the sheep that arc about to cast their

lambs ; and no sooner does the young one appear, than the ra-

vens peck out its eyes; and they will even attack the dams, un-

less the latter ar^ strong enough to oppose them. They also-.
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M'atch the wild-duck when it lays, and driving it from its nest

feed upon the eggs. Even horses are not secure from tliis car-

nivorous bird ; for when they are in the pasture, the ravens

search for such as have wounds, rowels, or withers, and,

fixing themselves with avidity upon tiie animal, tear out large

pieces of llesli, while the horse cannot rid himself of them, except

by kicking in a violent manner, or falling on the ground. The
inhabitants of the country are so well acquainted with the ar-

tidces of this bird, that they are never deceived by them : when
in tlie winter they see one coming at a great height in the atmo-

sphere, or hear its cry, they arc immediately on their guard to

observe where it drops, and proceed to the spot to ascertain if

it has fallen upon one of iheii" horses or any of their flock that

may have died. Tiie people have a high opinion of this bird,

and superstitiously believe, that it is not only informed of what
passes at a distance, but even of future events ; that in particular

it foreknows when any person in a family is about to die,

because it comes and perches on the roof of the house, whence
Jt proceeds to make a tour round the church-yard, uttering a

continual cry, with singular and melodious variations in its voice.

They have even attributed to one of their learned men the gift

of understanding the language of the raven, and thus giving

intelligence of the most occult circumstances
;
they assert in

general, that the raven lays its eggs nine days before the summer
solstice, which is nearly about die time prescribed by nature

;

but they add, that if the winter frosts liave not ceased, snow
falls, or frost ensues aftei' this period, the bird eats its own
eggs and quits its nest, which is an indication of a very severe

eprh)g. But notwithstanding the high opinion the Icelanders

entertain of these birds, they nevertheless attempt to destroy
them entirely, or at least to diminisii their number as much as

possible, by making a general search for their nests, breaking the
eggs, and killing the young wherever they find them. It is re-

marked, tiiat when tlie young ravens fall from the nest, and the
parents are not able to get them back, they devour tliem. In
severe whiters a raven makes no scruple to eat up another,
which has either been killed or has died naturally*

When an eagle pusses over a spot on which he is seen by the
ravens, they iminediately collect, follow him ; and as soon as he
pitches, they surround him at a few paces distance in a circle,
to derive advantage from his penetrating eye, which nothing
escapes. If the eagle discover a dead horse or other carrion,
he fixes on the middle of it, while the ravens arrange themselves
around it, without, however, coming too iiear. it has been
remarked, that the ravens seek then- food iu autumn in every
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direction^ and mix together in the fields without discrimination,

whiie, on the approach of winter, which is towards the end of
October, they pass in couples or hi troops of fj om six to ten

or more near a farm, according to its extent or apparent po-
pulation. If a strange raven, or one of another troop, has the

mLsfortnne to fall amongst them, they chase him in the most
furious manjier, and kill him if he cannot escape.

WILD FOWL,
There are several species of wild-fowl in Iceland; the people

shoot them in winter, and in summer collect dieir eggs.

The wild-duck (yJnas mol/issima) is not very abundant in the

districts of Kiosar and Goldbringue, in consequence of the havoc

made by tlic gun, though the sport is in the spring forbidden

by law. This bird is not of a dclicale flavour, but its eggs are

very good, and great use is made of its down. The swan {Anas
'a/gnus) is very common in this country, where it passes the

winter, and in summer lives on lakes and rivers: wlien these are

*frozen, it proceeds to tiie sea-coast, and in the long and dark

nights of winter this bird traverses the air in flocks, making it

•re-echo with its notes, winch are very similar to, and rather

higher, than the tones of a violin. One of tlie troop first begins,

and is shortly followed by anotlier, so that it would appear that

they were answering or singing in parts. The country people

are often awakened from their sound sleep by the notes of these

birds; but they do not regret the disturbance, since, when the

'waters are frozen and the forests covered with snow, it prognos

ticates a thaw, which invariably follows in two or three days.

There are three different species of the Pelican ( Pelicanus

carbo) in Iceland, which nevertheless live together and have the

same kind of walk. The following is the manner in which they

are taken: in winter, when breakers accompanied by cold winds

drive towards the coast oj>positc to where the sea is bounded by

rocks, the pelicans proceed thitherto find a shelter for the night;

hut the rocks being covered with hoar frost, are so slippery

that they cannot ^and on them, from which they endeavour to

perch on die summits or to find some herbage, where they can

rent. The inhabitants who watch for this period, then cau-

tiously advance, provided with nets, which they throw wiUi

success wherever a flock of Pelicans has alighted. The Ice-

landers eat these birds, and nnmy foreigners do the same, not-

withstanding their fat is very strong, and their flesh has a fishy

taate; the young birds, however, eat better, particularly if stript

of their skin; and it is even asserted, tliat after this operation

ihej are equal in fliivour to tiie turkey.
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FISH.
Whales are rarely seen In the Gulph of Kolle, or at least

they are only of the smallest species ; while in the Gulph of Ha-
vahiord, which is live miles in length, by one in breadth, several

kinds appear in spring, which are easily surrounded and driven

on shore by pelting them with stones. The same takes place in

the gulph of the western part of the island, where the inhabitants

attack them in greater numbers. In the lakes of Heller and

Kortolfetade, they take several kinds of salmon, which are to-

lerably abundant, and come into low water on the breaking up
of the ice. In some seasons the sea-dog makes great havoc

amongst the salmon, by watching for them at the mouth of the

river,

BOATS OF THE FISHERMEN.
At Kialarnes, fishing lasts all the year ; and the men employ

boats or canoes, the largest of which only holds four persons,

while the smallest will not contain more than one man ; in the

latter some risk is incurred, particulaily in rough weatlicr.

These canoes are moved by the oar.

From different traditions, it is evident that similar canoes were
used here in the earliest ages, with the exception that they were
then longer and deeper, and that they required two men to work
them, one at the prow and the other at the poop, each man
using two oars. The inhabitants of Kialarnes use for their

canoes sails, made of very line wollen stuff, woven in the man-
ner of linen. The peasantry wear shirts of the stime article.

Their boats have but one sail, which is a fourth narrower at top
than at bottom: the masts are not all of the same height,

but the general proportion is two-thirds of the length of tlxe

boat. There are no other particulars worthy of notice, ex-

cept that, instead of an anchor, they use a stone like those

of a mill, perforated in the middle, to contain a stake, through

which a rope is passed to let it into the water.

Amongst the fish which they take, are the chub, the sole, and
the thornback ; from the liver of which last tliey extract an
excellent oil. In spring and autumn they catch small soles with
hooks made for the purpose ; and it is remarkable, that this fish

always comes near the shore, or at least within an eighth of a
mile.

SUELL-FISH,
Of the dlirercnt kinds of shell-fish found in the district of

Kiosar, four are good to eat, two of which, being very scarce
in other parts, we shall describe ; the first is the Concha veU"
tricosa bivalvis^ nec auriculata^ which is obtained on the

E 2
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ebbing of thie tide on saijd-banks ; but though this fish h eatable,

tiiey only use it as a bait. We attempted to convey a consi-

derabie number of these fish to Vedoe, to ascertain if they

could be transplanted to other districts^ but our efforts did not

vsucceed. We observed that it did not open its shell, un-
less attacked by different insects, tliat ate holes in its substance.

Another remarkable circumstance was, that on hanging one of
* these shell-fish in an apartment that contained a fire, and which was

at the same time exposed to the rays of the sun, we saw with

surprise, that the fish continued alive for a fortnight, and only

died when it had lost all its moisture, by which it fell into a

state of putrefaction. In the western part of Iceland, the inha-

bitants eat this fish, which though rather tough, has a tolerably

good taste.

Another shell-fish, •which is very palatable and wholesome,
diougli not used by the inhabitants, is the Concha testa hi-

n)alvi oblongaj altera extremitatc pmmorsaj aperiura paten-
tissima, probosdde hreviori conacea : it abounds m the

Havalfiord, where the shore is covered with its shells.

INSECTS,
There are very few insects on land; but the sea swarms

with them. The Krabben is very common hi this district, and

is the same as is eaten in Denmark under a similar name: it

is the common crab of Europe. The Icelanders are of opi^

nion that it is good for nothing; but they are mistaken, for

pur travellers ate it several times, and found it remarkably

good.
The Lwiibricus marinm, or sea-worm, is very common on the

claey shores of Iceland, and is the same as is used in Norway and

at I)eal for bait. The Ha^matopus hunts after this insect, and
easily pulls it out with its long beak, though the worm frequently

retires on the approach of the enemy to a considerable

jdeptii.

OF THP FORESTS.
Several Icelandic historians assert, that the district of Kiosar

was so covered with wood at the time it began to be peopled,

that the new colonists were obliged to clear a considerable space

to build on. There is no doubt, that the forests here were at

one time vast and numerous. It is reported, that in the can-

4 ton of Born, a valley on this side of. the mountains, and which

>^ as form.erly an extensive wood, several very lai ge trees were cut

for shii)-building, antl that the first vessel made from them, took

in a cargo of them for Norvvay, at the very dock at which it

was built. The trees alluded to were said to be birch; but

tliere is no doubt that oaks were likewise amongst them. We
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shall speak in another part of the causes of devastation in the

forests of Iceland.

FARTMEll TIEMAKKS ON THE TURF OF ICELAND.
Tlie turf explored in this distiict, and which has been already

spoken of, proves, that at one time there nuist have been many
birch-trees in places where there is at present no appearance of
wood. A great disruption of rocks, which took place some
years ago at Esian, aftbrded an authentic proof that there was
formerly a line forest of birch-trees in this canton ; and which
is recorded in one of the aricient Danish histories. We saw
with surprize, in a space exposed by this disruption, some
fragments of birch, which shew that these ti ees must have been
very large^ niuclj more so indeed than those in the forests of
HousafuU and Fnios Kadai, which are nevertheless the finest

that exist in this country.

aF THE LAKE OF HIVALVATN.
Tlie Ilivalvatn is a lake of fresh water, which, according

to tradition, takes its name from the carcase of a whale found

there. But two well-informed persons assured us, that this

said whale is nothing njore than a rocky ridge covered with
moss. We shall therefore be very cautious how we place it

amongst the vestiges of the deluge, which various persons say

they have observed in different parts of our globe.

However careful the Icelanders may have been to discover

the remarkable events that have taken place in their country,

and particularly the volcanic eruptions, there are still many
which seem to have escaped them; diough it is evident that

tliey liave occurred s'mce the island has been inhabited.

Amongst those which they have omitted, is the eruption that

took place in 1340, in the chain of mountains tliat extends

towards the south of Mosfell-Bygden, which has certainly

suffered considerable shocks from subterraneous fires : they
liave been partly calcined and even removed from their ancient

site. The ^nnalsof Iceland make no mention of this circum-
stance.

FARTHER INTERESTING DETAILS RELATIVE TO THE
INHABITANTS OF THIS COUNTRY.

There has existed fi om time Innnemorial, in the western part

of Kialarnes, a house or kind of little manorial castle, near which
^iie the ruins of a temple of idols. They are of opinion, that

this temple was built about the year 888, in the time of Helge
Biaela, the father of Ingolf, who- was one of the first inha-

bitants of Iceland.
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Tlie manorial house, situated at the foot of the- mouvitaiw of

JJsian, near llof, belongs at present to the king. On observing

that the first and finest idolatrous temple was built at Hof,
and that tlie first baihwick was established there, we must also

remark, that at the same time Orlyger Stopson erected the first

church at Esiuberg ; he had been instructed in the Christian

religion by St. Patrick, bishop of the southern isles ; and when
Orlyger separated from him, he presented him with the mate-

rials for building u church in Iceland. Knowing, however,

lhat he could not find in Norway either priest or sacred or-

iKunents, he made him a gift of consecrated ground for the

support of the church, as well as of an iron bell, w hich gave

rise to the following legend: It is said, that in the passage of

the Gulph of Faxa it fell from the ship, but that by a kind of

jmiracle it was thrown ashore in the environs of Esiuberg.

Orlyger first landed at Patrick-Fiord, which is to tlie southward,

and to which he gave its name in honour of the Bishop Patrick;

but agreeably to the advice of this bishop, the church was de-

dicated to St. Collombyle, who is doubtless the same priest

luown by the name of Colomban, an Icelander, who converted

l[ie Picts to the Christian religion in 562, The descendants of

Orlyger, who inhabited Esiuberg a long time after him, likewise

became comerts to Christianityj^ and considered Colomban as

Ifieir tutelary saint.

CAVERN OF BAARD.
Most of the Icelanders look upon the cavern of Baard as a

wonderful monument of antiquity ; they relate that the giant or

demi-god Baardour Sna^fellsaas resided in it, and had meetings

with other giants; but there are some, who pretend to be better inr

fi)rmi;d, becaiLse neither the name of this giant, nor any of liis ac-

tions are mentioned in their histories, thoughJ onsen and others had

the \i'eakne'ss to print this fable as authentic at Holum, about the

year 1750. We visited this cavern in the voyage that we un*-

dertook in 175.5, and found it of a very considerable length and

breadth, though only six or seven feet high. On the inside we
observed a number of names and runic characters cut in the

stone ; but which nevertheless did not appear to be long since

engraved; they did not therefore surprize us at all, as it is cus-

tomary for travellers in Iceland and every where else, to amuse
themselves with cutting their names, and the time of theirjourney,

at phtces, whither they are led by curiosity, or the desire of

TV'itnessing wonders: and consequently they have left their

marks on the barks of trees as well as on stones. This cavern

sw'ves at present as a stable for sheep, by which, on account of

the gradual increase of dmig and sand, its height is considerably

diminished.
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WESTERN QUARTER OF ICELAND,
Having noticed every thing of interest in the southern, our

travellers arrived at the western quarter of Iceland, which is

comprized under the name of Borgarfiord. It was spring when
they intended to set off for this district ; but the weather xvas

so rigorous, that they could not use horses for travelhug till

towards the middle of summer. They at length arrived ou the
ist August^ in tlie jurisdiction or district of Borgar : this district

IS 14 Danish miles long from S. W. to N. E. that is^ from the

ttiouth of the Gulf of Borgar, ou the point of Akrauoes, to the

^and of Arnavatu, situated to the north of Fiskcvatn. It is com-
puted to be 8 miles in width in a direct line from the Gulf of
Hval to the river of Hitar, and something more by the way of
the mountains. The district is divided into two portions, one

each side of the river Hvit, and contains twenty polishes.

REMARKABLE MOUNTAINS.
This district is fall of high and steep mountains, which mostly

proceed from the grand chain that separates the northern from
the southern part of Iceland, and from the tops of these may
fee discovered the different glaciers, of whicli that of Geidand
"Only belongs to this quarter. All these mountains are consi-

dered as primitive, while those to the S. E. ncarlJvaUiord are re-

garded as secondary, and have greater analogy with that of Esian,

already, mentioned. The Thyril is a summit that forms a round
and very high peak, which is very steep towards the sea : it

4ias received the name of Thyril, because the cuirents of air

turn spirally round its top, and occasion furious whirlwinds,

^yhich lake their direction from N. to N, W. and heuce travellers

are obliged to take the greatest precautions on appaoaching it.

This mountain is formed of several liorizontal strata; and its

liclght is estimated at 1,800 feet: Tiie highest of the other

niountaius cannot be much less than from 4000 to 5000 feet-

OF THE FORMATION OF NEW Gl-ACIERS.
On passing on the 6'th August, near the mountainous summit

called Mofell, we perceived at its top a long extent of ice.

On arriving at the nearest hainlet, we asked the peasants if

the ice, which covered a part of the Mofell, did not melt ift

summer ? T'hey answ eretl in the negative ; and added, that, having
been born and l)rought up in the country, they well remembered

their youth that there was not the least ice to be seen hi those
parts; but that havhig passed a few years in anotlier quarter,
they had found with surprize, on thfir return, the snow had ac-
cumulated, and from year to year they observed it to decrease
less in summer. This part fronts the N. W. und we remarked.
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that there were ah eady crevices formed m the icc of a greenish

colour, which proceeds from the rays of hght breaking against

them. Hence it apjiears, that the ice accmtiulates from time

to time, and produces new glaciers on mountains of inconsi-

derable height, when cold winds blow regularly at certain periods

every year, and when tlie nature of the soil is not inimical to

their formation.

There is a mountain called the Baula, belonging to the white

class*, and which is worthy of notice, on account of its extreme

irregularity: it is very high and steep, and rises to a point. It

may be seen at a great distance, and, in all probability^ has been
formed by subtenaiieous fues : the stones of which it is consti-

tuted, are mostly clear, and, as it were, inserted in each other,

with the exception however of the rock that forms the sum-
mit, which is composed of a stony mass burnt to black-

ness. Amongst the ashes found at the bottom, and which have

proceeded from eruptions, are black agates of various sizes.

Tiiere are several other mountains in this district, which de-

serve the attention of naturalists, particularly that of Wester
Skardsheide, remarkable also for its irregular, conformation

:

, its rocks consist of stones changed into lava, which substance

is replete with small crystals of spath and quartz, become
brittle, yellow, and opaque ; their form is various, which
seems to shew, that they have been subjected to a violent heat.

One might be inclined to think with Linntcus and other learned

moderns, that these stones have been attacked and rounded
by the action of the air and wind, or that they have been
changed into a calcareous matter from a want of succus mi-
neralis, or mineral juice. Tliere are, however, many reasons

for the opinion which we have given having a better founda-

tion.

JOUIINEY TO THE GLACIKR OF GEITLAND.
We were induced to undertake this journey, because we had

never before visited any glaciers ; nor had we been able to

procure any satisfactory information about them. We were also

obliged to give our own opinion of these wonders, in order to

conform to the express whh of the Academy. On arriving iii

sight of the glacier of -(Jeitland, which, overtops all the other

mountains, we took an opportunity of satisfying our own cu-

riosity, and fulfilling the orders hnposed on us.

This glacier, which deserves to be classed amongst the

mountains most irregular in their formation, furnished us witli

discoveries completely novel,

* By the white class, the authors mean those composed of gravel and
argillaceous mould, which present a i^reyisli appearance; in opposition to

such as are of pumice-stone or lava, uiid wliicli look biackisli or red. . Ejd.
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General opixion of the intiathtants respecting
this glaciek.

There is no Icelander, who does not know the Geitland, and

who does not admire its wonderful conr^truction, its masses of

ice, and its extraordinary height, in which it surpasses all the

other mountains. I'hey likewise believe from ancient traditions

and legends, tiutt there is in the middle of this mountain a deep
vallev, embellished witli beautiful meadows, and inhabited bv a

snvall body of vmkn<^wn peo]>le, wlio are said to live with their

flocks and cattle, and to be the descendants of banditti and giants.

In the ancient l)ooks of Iceland, they ure called the men of the

^^oo^Is, which fable owes its ori^^in to a sa2:a or history, in

M'hich it is said, that these giants inhabited the valley during

winter. It states that at the period in question, that is to say,

about the year 102G, there lived a herdsman named Thorir, who
had two daughters, with whom the Grettls or giants got ac-

quainted ; tliat this valley, besides being ornamented with beau-

tiful woods and meadows, bus an abundance of iine sheep,

"which are of the largest size. The same passage adds, and u'ith

reason, that this valley can never be covered witli ice ; because

there is at the bottom a strotig heat and several hot spnngs.

We shall not proceed any farther in relating the wonders re-

ported of this valley : the circumstances that may be relied on,

are very few, and these are founded only on vague relations com-
municated by those Icelandcis, who had the courage to visit

the mountain at different periods, and returned without any

accident,

Messrs. Bioernsen and Hclgc, two ecclesiastics of the country,

examined this mountain and the valley of Thorir. We had an

opportunity of procuring the history of their journey, which i$

written in an obscure style ; but it is nevertheless authentic.

They state that they arrived towards evening, but in dehghtful

weather, at a large valley situated in this glacier : it was of such

a depth, that they could not distinguish whether it was covered

with grass or not; and the descent to it was so steep, that they

were not able to go down, and consequently returned.

On the 9th of August, we set oil' Irom Reykholtzdal on our
way to the glacier of Geitland : our object was not to discover

a region, or inhabitants dilferent from those we had quitted,

but our journey was to observe the glacier with the most
scrupulous accuracy, and thus to procure new intelligence re

lative to the construction of this wondeiful edifice of nature.

The weather was so line, and the sky so clear, that we had
reason to expect we should accomplish our object according to

our wish ; but it is necessary to state, that in a siiort time the gla-

ciers draw towards them the fogs aud clouds that are near, that

OLAFSEN.] f
,
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Is, witliin the distance of ten miles. In the morning we croBsed
the vallev of Revklioltz, the bottom of which abounds in hot
spnnn;s, and exhales a subterraneous heat. In the whole of this

neighbourhood^ there were evident marks of slight eruptions,

the pasturages being in many parts destroyed and covered with
scoria, while such spots, as have not been subjected to the

action of the iire, present eminences abounding with herbage-

The soil, even in the parts that have been attacked by the fire,

is nevertheless covered with birch-wood and shrubs, a variety

which renders it very agreeable.

On the lOdi August, in the morning, the air was calm, but

the atmosphere was so loaded with fog, that at times the glacier

was not perceptible. About 11 o*clock, however, it cleared up,

and we continued our journey from the village of Karlsma-

run^re.

The high moimtains of Iceland generally rise in gradations,

so that on approaching them, you discover only the nearest

elevation, or tliat uliose summit forms the lirst projection; ou
reaching this, you dear a similar height and arrive at the next,

and so pass over successive elevations till you reach the summit
of the ridge. In the glaciers, these projections generally

commence in the higliest parts, and may be discovered at a

distance, because they overtop those mountains that do not form
the glaciers thenistilves. This journey afforded ns ample room
for observation : and we remarked, that here the lowest mass

of rocks was also the strongest. Ou attaining the first elevation,

we perceived that the grass and plants became more scarce;

rtnd on advancing the eighth of a mile farther, they were no
longer to be seen ; there was even a want of soil, and on ar-

riving a little Jiigher, we found nothing but barren rocks and

stony ruins, which were no where susceptible of fertility.

We now found, that it was much farther to the glacier than

we had imagined ; and at length reached a file of rocks, whicli,

without forming stc}>s or gradations at the part where we as-

cended, were of a considerable height and very steep. Tliese

rocks extend to a great distance, and appear to make a circuin*

vallation around the glacier; for we perceived their continuance

as far as the eye could reach. Between this file of rocks and

the glacier, there is a small plain about a quarter of a mile in

width, the soil of which is clayey, and exposes neither pebbles

nor flakes of ice, because the watci^ that continually tlow from

the glacier, carry them off. On advancing a little farriier, we
discovered to the right a lake situated at one of the angles of

the glacier ; the banks of which were covered with ice, and the

i)ed received a part of tlie waters that ran from the mountain.

The water appeared entirely green, u colour it acquired by the
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rays of the light lliat broke against the ice. After many turnings

and windings, we found a ])ath by which we could descend vvilh

our horses into the valley; on arriving there, m'C met with

another embarrassment^ as well in crossing a rivulet formed by

discharges from the lake, as in passing the muddy soil, in which
cur horses often sunk up to the chest. In sonic parts, this soil

is very dangerous to travellers, many of whom Imve perished in

it from the depth to which they have sunk.

VIEW FROM THE TOP OF THE GEITLANt),
Our object was at length attained ; for we arrived at the

Geitland, but found it a very disugreeuble place. ^^'e dis-

covered a mountainous peak rising above the ice, and which, as

well as the other njoantains, has been Jbrmed by subterraneous

fires. We led our horses across the rocks, and as high as we
could go over tlie masses of ice, after which we left them, and
travelled the remainder of the way on foot. The leather em-
ployed in Iceland for the soles of shoes, is not so pliable as

that used for the same purpose in other countries : we, in con-

sequence, took the precaution of providiiig sticks with strong

iron points, for supporting ourselves upon the ice. The Ice-^

landers always use these sticks in winter, in ])assing the ice and

congealed snow; the stick is two ells long, and the iron point

about half a quarter of an ell. We likewise procured a long

and strong rope to give assistance to such as might fall into u

hole, or sink beneath die snow; and we had a compass which
we considered to be indispensable, as well for guiding us,

as to observe, whether at so considerable a height there was
any declination in the needle. Thus prepared, we began to

escalade the glacier at two o'clock in the afternoon ; the air

was loaded with a thick fog, which covered the whole mountain;

but hoping that it would disperse, we contiuued our dangerous

and troublesome route, though at every instant we had to pass

deep ravines, one of which was an ell and a Iwlf in width, and
which required the greatest precaution to cross it.

We soon convinced ourselves, that the clefts or ravines which
we met with, do not, as is generally supposed, proceed from
the enormous weight of the ice and the extreme cold that prevail?

in winter, or from the compressed air, that causes the locks to

split; but ruther from the thawed waters which form sipaU

rivulets on the glaciers, and by gradually running, excavate

ravines in the ice, which in time acquire a greater depth, inso-

much that most of them are twenty fathoms deep : while tliere

are some, which it is impossible to sound. Ou this subject we
made the following observations. There are none of the^e ravines

on the summits of the glacier^ but oply where the ice has col-
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lected in large quantities, and where the rain and thaw-waters

most frequently run. These ravines have not aa equal direction

either with the longitude or latitude of the glacier, and do not

depart from a fixed point, either where the soil which is below
the ice might be more elevated, or where the force of the air

might be supposed to have a greater action. I'hese ravines are

larger and more numerous towards the foot of the glacier, where
one might expect to find them smallest, ^ud in less number than

towards the top: the deeper they are, the mote narrow they are;

while, in general, they are wider at top than at bottom. \V<>

saw water running in the little ravines, while we only heard a

stroni^ murmur of the water falling into the greater near their

mouths. The banks of these ditches are covered with sand

and ashes^ left by the water^ when it has overflowed.

SUMMIT OF THE GLACTKII.
On approaching this [)oint, we found the wind nmch stronger,

and the tlakes of snow larger and more abundant
;
fortunately,

we had the wind in our backs, which facilitated our ascent ; but

we met at the same time with heaps of snow, which rendtu'ed

our progress difficult. Hoping, however, that the weather

would change, we agreed not to return till we had gained the

summit, from which arose a black rock, that we could perceive

at intervals. At length, after travelling two hours, we found
tliat we had made no additional observations, since we could

discover nothing in the distance. A lile of Vjuvnl rocks, but of

inconsiderable height, rose above the ice, and at these we stopped

to lest. The flakes of snow obscured the air so much, that

We hardly knew' how we should get back : we examined the

conipass, but widiout observing either variation or declination;

and we were [>revented by our guides from going towards the

>N. VV. where the mountain is highest and least accessible. I'he

weather continued the same on the Geitland, so that wc found

it inqiossible to t^.siHt much longer the intcmperature of the air,

and deemed it prudent to return. Although the sky was very

heavy and dark, we discovered, on retrograding, the entrance

to a valley ; if the weather had been more favourable, we
should doubtless have had the pleasure of observing the scite

of these environs; but we doubt whether we should have dis-

covered the valley of I'horis. As we descended, we found the

wind in our face, which threw the snow so much against us,

that we could not observe the traces we left on ascending ; and

it therefore onlv remained for us to take the road that was least

steep. By this nie .ms we again met with ravines, which rendered

our descent very d inge^'ous, because they were from three to

to tlu ee ells and a half wide^ while the soil that sepiu'atcd them
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was very uneven; insomuch that we were obliged to go often

out of our way, or to run the risk of being precipitated to the

bottom.

PYRAMIBS,
We here observed two very remarkable particularities; the

first is, that the sand has accumulated upon the ice of the

mountain' in round and black pyramids, in the shape of a sugar-

loaf. They are of such a regular figure, that they appear as if

the sand had been placed by art. Tliese conical elevations are

from four to sixteen feet in height, and are only a few paces

distant from each other: while their shape is that of a steep

I'idge, from which rise others^ each being snuiller than the one
that precedes it. In some places they are not so regular as

in others, but particularly where we began to escalade theghicier;

because the sund, by being conveyed over the glaciers, mostly

falls in them. It is justly supposed, that it is not possible for

the sand to remain heaped in this manner, but that these hea]jus

uuiy preserve their form till it is altered by the imbibition of

moisture. On pushing our pikes into these pyramids, we as-

ccitained, that tljcir newel, or interior mass, Avas principally

composed of ice. In the first which we examined, the mass

that formed its base had given way, or more properly speaking,

had been dissolved by the water that Jan off from its summit ; for

in this, as well as in most of the others, we observed a sort of

gutter or trench.

It is well known, that on the glaciers the greatest quantity of

snow falls in winter, and that the winds convey thidier the sand

and dust from the adjacent mountains, which are generally

covered with this substance. Experience has at tlio same time
proved, that the high mountains and particularly the glaciers

attract the air towards them, and with it 'whatever it may en-

velope ; this sand, which moves about like waves, accumulates

by falling in the lowest places upon the heaps of snow, and
to four or five feet in height on the ice of the mountain. In
spring tlie snow melts by the action of the rain or the sun ; and
the thawed water meeting in its course with a mass of snow or

sand, increases in the parts where such mass is most abundant,

till it form a lake. The great masses being, on the contrary,

"more compact from their weight, resist, these thawed waters,

and retain the sand which covers them, so that they suffer but
Jittle from the influence of the air. It should also be observed,

that the snow which forms them, entirely absorbs the water,

which in the night freezes again ; for though in summer the air

fcp yery cle^r during the day, and the sun very brilliant, it fjeezcs
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the glaciers every night. Hence the masses in question being

covered with sand, as is already observed, the rays of the sun

act but httle upon them in the day-time, so that the small solution

they undergo es;ternally, serves, after the frost that occurs at

night, only to render the sand that covers them, more even, or

to form it into a more compart mass with the snow. Thus
the currents of air whirling round these little eminences, and
acting from their base up to their summit, form, from the heaps

of sand and ice, the we have been dtsc:ibuig.

TIOLKS FOKMED AMONGST THE iCY EMINENCES.
We were very much surj)ri/ed to lind amongst these pyramids,

several holes formed in the ice, most of wliich were about a

foot in diameter,. though some were two or three feet; several

of these were so deep that we could not find their bottom, in

consequence perhaps, of their running obliquely : they were
filled with a very cold and limpid water. It is perhaps more
difficult to define the origin of these holes, than lliat of the

pyrami<ls; but we may, with tolerable certainty, attribute them
partly to small strata of ice heaped on each other, having given

way to the action of the. waters and the air.

The ice is generally more or less full of holes, because in

proportion as the water freezes, the air concentrates within it,

and accimmlates in the form of bulbs, round or oblong, some
of which are even six inches in diameter, while others are so

small as to be almost imperce]>tible, though very numerous.

*l'he ice which is formed on the rivulets and lakes of fresh water,

is filled in spring with such a multitude of these holes, that it

appears like a sponge, in consequence of the water and air

bursting at the surface by the elasticity they acquire. Hence
the largest holes appear in places, where the ice has had more
vesicles collected together. That ice which arises on the sea

and at Greenland, apj>roaches in its quality very near to that

of the glaciers, as well in its colour as in its compactness and
specific gravity. The water also which the latter contains, pos-

sesscB the same limpidity, and has a taste equally agreeable, as

that of the glaciers; we consequently are of opinion, that what
has been said relative to the formation of the bladders or bubbles,

applies likewise to those of the sea and Greenland. We must,

nevertheless, observe, that, though the ice of the glaciers be hard

and compact, it contains much less extraneous matter, than

that which is formed in other parts ; because the latter is

mixed internally with particles of earth, sand, and small stones,

conveyed by the wind and rain fiom the neighbouring pastures.

We at, length quitted this dreadful region, in which we had
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been exposed to so many dangers : \ve soon gamed tlie foot of
the mountain without sustaining any great fatigue or embar-
rassment, and arrived at the spot where we had left our at-

tendants; Avho informed us, that while we were on the moun-
tains they had not felt any strong wind, but had been incom-
moded by a drizzling rain, wliile the glacier was incessantly

covered with fog. This proves, that the atmosphere of vallies

is very different from that of high mountains.

RAMPART or STONES ON TIIE BORDER OF THE
GLACIUR.

^ Along the file of ice extendhig from the Geitland, we found
a rampart conj>isting of ruins of pumice-stone, and other rocky

particles of various sizes ; and we also remarked in it some large

masses of stone which eight men could scarcely move. This
rampart is more than sixty feet in lieight, and runs along at a

few paces from the iile of icy Hakes already mentioned.

This singular arrangement of natnre struck us in a forcible

manner ; our observation^ induced us to ttiink, that this accu-

nudation had proceeded from the base of the glacier, and that

it could only have 'been formed by some extraordinary shock-

One idea is founded on the following circumstances : first, it

clearly appears, that this chain of ice has been i>roken longi-

tudinally, since in the otiiei- glaciers it is found at the foot of
the mountains, where it forms a slope, so that one can ascend

without diihculty. Secondly, because in every part of the

glacier we discovered fails of water, and small rivulets ; and that

towards the bottom, where the ice is not very thick, we per-

ceived them through the clefts in that substance, while near the

top, where the ice is much stronger, and the clefts are more
contracted, we could only hear the n^Lurmuring of the water.

These springs take their course at the kind of rampart just

mentioned ; but it is not possible that they can proceed towards
the lake of fresh water in the neighbourhood of the glacier,

and from which a river takes its source. Tliirdly, we rest our
opinion on the circumstance, that the stones which form the

rampart, are rounded and polished by the water, particularly

those of a small size. Hence from what we have said, it may
be presmned, that this quantity of stones and ruins has been
conveyed successively from :the foot qf the glacier by conti-

nual falls of water. Tlie glacier itself is constituted of rocky

substances burnt and thrown together without order, and the

summits of which rise considerably above the icy fragments.
The waters are formed from subterraneous drains beneath the
rampart, while at the time when the chain of ice descended
a* far as the foot of the mountain, their current must -neces*
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iianly have run from above and over that chain. A large portion

of the base havinir, however, disappeared, it caused a vast space
between it and the ice, which not being able to sustain its

weight for any time, must necessarily have submitted to a dis-

ru]>liou ; the falhug matter stopt the waters, wliich afterwards
taking their course along the rampart, sunk and carried the icy

fragments along with them, from which has been formed the

space between the rampart and the chain of ice.

To these same causes may be partly attributed the wonderful

changes, which in the opinion of the inhabitants of the country

have taken place in the other glaciers^ and particularly in those

to the eastward. They report, that in certain times their bordq||

or base extends as far as the plains or level country, while

in Other parts it retires or disappears precipitately or imper-
ceptibly.

Finding the night advancing upon us rapidly, we proceeded

on our journey, as we had a long and very ditlicult route to

reach the village. In our way, we observed that the soil in

arious parts of this district differed materially, and that most
of the plains were of a swampy nature-

OF THEKMAL WATEUS OR HOT SPRINGS.
It is a matter of surprise, that learned Europeans have hitherto

said nothing of the Thermal springs that abound in Iceland;

and it would still be more remarkable, if we were to suppose

them unacquainted with their existence; for there is no country

wlrere such springs are more numerous. We shall first mentiou

the springs and hot-baths in the district of Borginfiord, in the

vicinity of the river Leyr. That of Hver is not tlic least con-

siderable; for its waters boilj but not in sufficient strength to

rise in globules; they have what our hydraulogists and mi-
neralogists call the " xnm inc7'ust.andi" that is, that the particles

they tlirow up, by striking against the rocks and stones above

the water, attach to tliem and form a kind of white and hard

crust very similar to gypsum. This crust is composed of small,

round, worm-like particles, generated by the drops of water

that separate from each other, after the rocks in question have

been moistened; and thus they depose the sediment they con-

tain. On seeing a piece of this crust, it may be mistaken for

Iceland coral deprived of its ramiiications or branches: the

substance of this crust is by no means calcareous, as has hitherto

been supposed; and it caues no effervescence either with the

acidulated wateis, or with aquafortis.

There is another small thermal spring at a little distance

from that of Hver ; its basin is in the form of a cauldron, and

its border is covered with grass and concretions, or stalactites.
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wlilch six or eight persons may sit, or the spot may be
covered with a tent. In its vicinity is a kind of raliipart or

shed raised of earth for the convenience of persons who come
to bathe. There is formed on the surface a quantity of thermal

cream, which renders it necessary to skim the water each time
that a person bathes. This spring is of a mild temperature and
very wholesome. There are several other springs of a similar

nature, but they are not deserving of particular mention, if we
except that of Tungu> wliich is situated on the left at the en-

trance of the valley, and is remarkable for its heat, as well as

for the abundance and strength of its waters. Their basin is

composed of a bole earth and the bottom consists of rocks : in

these there are four apertures, from which the water issues with
such a noise, that thoae who are near it, cannot hear -even when
they halloo in each others ears. These boiling springs rise in

fountains to the height of three or four ells; and after being

propelled for a few minutes, they stop for an equal space. And
this operation successively occurs in the second, third, or fourth

openings. The people in the vicinity collect this water for

cooking, washing, and other domestic uses; that which flows

over the reservoir, runs into the river^ and communicates to it

a gentle temperaUire.

J.
With respect to the advantages of these hot springs, the in-

habitants find them considerable
; they serve as ley for steeping

their cloaths. They boil in them, as in a sand-bath, their milk,

vegetables^ eggs, and most of their food, which is soon and
nicely cooked, without acquiring any unpalatable flavour; though
it should be observed^ that they take care to keep the utensils

closely covered : by this means they save much Are. By
steeping wood in this water, it acquires the pliancy necessary

for making barrel-hoops. It produces the same effect upon
bones; and there are some springs in the valley of Reykholtz^
which give to the horns of sheep and other cattle, the same
flexibility as whalebone. It is also worth notice, that in some
of the thermal springs of Iceland^ bones lose their polish and
natural colour, and appear as ifthey were calchied, by fire ; but
tins happens only in such as possess a strong degree of heat.

It would require a particular treatise, to enter into detallg on
the medical properties of these waters, which have already been
described by other writers. We only had occasion to make two
simple experiments on these waters; one with an infusion of
salt of tartar, and the other with syrup of violets, neither of which
produced the least change. They are extremely wholesome,
either for bathing or for drinking, particularly after much
fatigue.

OLAFSEN.] a
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yARIATIONS rnODUCED IN THE TEMPERATURE OF TMK
AJit In -winter by the thermal springs.

The oxttaordiuary changes in the air in the district of Bof--

, garfiordj nrdy be considered as j)henomena, but they are only
occasioned by the multitude of hot-baths or thernia} springs^

which exist in that quarter. These changes are particularly re-

markable in the valley of Reykholt^^ -where the interior of the^

soil, as well in winter as in summer, retains a permanent heat,

so that the surface never freezes^ an admirable advantage fof

cattle. The smoke and continual vapours that vise in the air>

occasion many showers, that fall even during the finest sun-

shine, but they do not last long, as they proceed only from
clouds that have been precipitately foimed : such showers^

however, merely proceed from the lightness of the atmosphere;
' for the more coudeufied vapours, \vhich cannot rise so high as
the smoke, fall in such abundance, that the herbage and plants

are loaded with large drops of Avuter to the extent of twenty

paces in circumference, even during tho prevalence of sun-

shine and winds, and this more or less aceonhng to the size

or circumference of the thermal springs. On approaching tliese

HpotSj one's hair and clothes become perfectly -white, as if

covered with hoar fiost, and shortly after they are quite wet.

In the hottest part of sununer, no peasants or labourers are
to be found in the fields, as they remain in shady spots or withia

their houses: they work only in the morning and evening; and

'when the nights are clear in harvest time, they employ themselvog

in getting in their crops. This method of living is customary
ihrougliout tlie country.

Om' travellers now enter into very minute and dry descrip-

tions of various kinds of stones, earth, and fossils, which, we
irhould think, cannot excite tlic smallest interest in the mind of
any reader, except llic lapidary and mineralogist. They are also

very diffuse in their description of the plants in this district,

umongst which we find the following particulars of the

preparation op the I.ICUEN TSLAKDICUS*.
We read in the M«molrs of tho Academy of Sciences at

Stockholm, for the year 1739 and 1744, that the Icelailders

prepared a bread from this niosa. Although we have not beea

able to procure sullieient authority for this assertioiit, wc do not

doubt its possibility, if a little flour were added to the com-
position, as we have made the experiment ourselrea. But the

* A vc<retal)le which has lately been introdnced to this country, antf

«»pli>yed uith'^oiiftiderubitf Kuc^esi in puluiotmry consampti<ms.

4
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Biost common pireparatiou of this moss, is to make it into griieJ,

after steeping it in cold water for a day; because this prooesfi

extracts from it a very disagreeable kind of bitter. On taking

it from the water, and leaving it to drain, it is boiled in skim-

ined-niilk to the consistence of a jelly, which is eaten either

quite hot witli butter, or cold with curdled milk. Sometimes
after steeping it, they chop it up, and at others leave it to dry

before the fire, or in the rays of the sun*, after which tliey

reduce it to powder with a kind of mallet, and then boil it in

milk, by which Uiey obtain a very agreeable dish, very uourisliing,

and easy of digestion.

The salutary properties of this moss are known. Borrichiu;;,

who calls it Mnscas vathartkus, is mistaken in attributing to it

a purgative quality, for experience has proved the contrary, and
die utnjOHt it can be said to do in this respect, is to keep tlie

body gently open. Linnieus expresses a (Joubt, whether this

lichen atfords a good nutrinvent to the Laplanders, who use it

daily ; we can ajssert, tliut \ve have constantly seen it eaten by

the inhabitants of this country, have eaten it ourselves, and

have not discovered that it possessed the least cathartic property.

This lichen is, however, the most salutary food that can be

given to persons attacked with consumption and other diseases of

the breast; it is easy of digestion, and consequc\itly very good
for weak stomachs which cannot support heavy aliment. In

the southern part of the island, we saw a woman attacked with

a violent diarrlioea, which could not be curt:d, till she had recourse

to this moss. We shall only add, that it is a very good nu-

triment for those who attend to hard labour. It is used by
the inhabitants for inq^arting a yellow dye to woollen cloths*

OF PLANTS AND SllHUBS.
Tlie principal plants and shrubs in this district, are Lic/iaioidrs

Er^ngii folia re/'erens, &ic. coralloidcs ; Licht-n Niveiis \ Lichen

lum; Muscus cunaruni; Cotiladon palastrt; Fapaper jilpi

nam; Epilobium angustifoiium; Orchh, Jiore albo; Glaux
maritima ; Betida mcta; Bctida proaunbens; Betula 7uuia

;

Sorbiis aucnparia ; Sorbus pumila; Arbutus (nva nrsi)

;

Vaccinium (uliginosuiu) ; Faccinium myrtilki$
j Empetnini

^dgrum Bauhini ; Sa/iv Alpina glauca; Salix arbmcula

;

S(jL(ix incubacea; Salix repens; Salix Fyrolcc facie; Ei/co-^-

podiuin (Selago, FL Sv, S57)j Lycopodiam selaginoides;

Lycopodium di^itqlimj S^hft^nam nunU r^flexis; jlfi(spw§-

ursimcs.
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HEMABKS ON THE INHABITANTS OF THIS DISTRICT,
-An idea of the conformation and constitution of the inha-

bitants of the district of Borgarfiord, may be easily conceived
from what has been said relative to its scite, temperature and
soil. This part of Iceland presents a variegated picture of
plains and hills, mountains and vallies intersected by rivers,

brooks, and springs of fiesh and mineral water, as "well as

thermal fountains. The inhabitants of this quarter are mostly
of a middling size, but in general strong, robust, and ruddy

:

it cannot be said that they are subject to endemical diseases.

One very seldom meets with a person attacked with leprosy,

while this disease is very prevalent in the southern part of the

island. Diseases of the breast are also vere rare ;
but, on the

other hand, epidemical and catarrhal fevers are frequent in

spring and autumn.
Jn their moj al character they are vivacious, laborious, and

careful
;
they are excellent economists, and are very clean in

their apartments and clothes. Their houses are of the same
kind as those in other parts of Iceland, except that they arc

higher, larger, and more regularly built; and each house ge-

nerally has attached to it a hovel or barn, well formed and
inclosed, and which serves as a magazine for their provisions or

fish. They have also another out-house, which holds their

harness, cords, saddles, and accoutrements of various kinds

;

while the horses and other cattle which they keep, require four

or five stables for their accommodation, which are mostly built

in a line. The peasantry, who are in easy circumstances, com-
monly have another building, separate from their residence, and

in M'hich are beds, tables, and benches, for the accommodation
of visitors. To this edifice the master of the house generally

retires in summer, because it is more cool and agreeable.

The ancient inhabitants of this island knew liow to estimate

the advantages of these summer-houses, or cabins, which were

nothing more than their cow-houses and ox-stalls. As they

passed the summer in them with all their family, they took pains

to ' build them well, and render them capacious ; arid in the

summer season, their winter habitations remained vacant, or only

one or two persons were kept to guard them : it, however, ap-

pears, that this feeble guard was sufficient to secure them from
banditti, since in their ancient sagas or histories, nierition is only

made of two assassinations committed in this district during

the eleventh century.

In their food the people of this district are more orderly and

economical than those in the soutli
;

though the articles of
nutriment are not materially different. They have abundance*

of milk, fish, and butter. 7'hejr .pupations likewise are so
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Similar to those in the preceding distinct^ as to be unworthy of

a specific comparison. The inhabitants of this district have not

much occasion for amusements to dispel melancholy; nor arc.

they addicted to the drinking of sphita, uhich prevails amongst

all the inhabitants of the coasts. The amusements of the youths

are tln owing the bar, and wrestling, when they meet on Sundays,

or when thi?y are conducting cattle to the field. In former

times the higher classes of society amused themselves with sv\cli

exercises ; but this is no longer the case. At present their

greatest recreation is die reading of histories, when they assemble

in winter evenings, or when the snow and strong winds prevent

them from quitting their houses. These recitations enable

them to speak their language with much greater purity, than the

inhabitants of the coasts. They, nevertheless, amuse themselves

with games at cards, chess, and draughts, and have a peculiar

manner of playing that last mentioned; they play it without

men, and blindfolded, while reciting an ancient song, during

which the spectators observe the most profound silence.

OF THE PECULIAR INSTINCT OF THE HOUSES IN THIS
DISTRICT.

In the district of Borgarfiord horses are very numerous, each

peasant having ten or twelve, while others possess from twenty

to thirty, including those for riding; every man in easy circum-
stances having on an average three or four for this purpose
amongst his family. These animals are of different sizes; but
they generally have large bones, and are admirably adapted for

sustaining fatigue. A labouring horse is capable of carrying
from MO—350 pounds weight; while the more robust will

carry four cwt. and upwaids, for five or six miles*.

It is not possible to iind animals with a greater degree of
instinct than the horses in Iceland; and of this they incessantly

afford unequivocal proofs : they pass in the darkest nights through
deep snows and amidist hurricanes and rains, over the most
circuitous paths of tlie mountains, rocks, and vallies, without
making a false step, and this even in parts where there are no
paths traced out, and which are covered with snow and ice.

^Vhen the rider thinks he has gone astray, and knows not whither
to turn to the right or left, he need only throw the bridle oh the
horse's neck and sulfcr him to take his own course, when he may

* TUc editor pvesvimcs that the measures and weights expressed in various
•arts of tins work, are calculated upon the standard used in Denmark-
's lie possesses no means of ascer*--"" ^

aUvc difierqnce of the Danish an
.joint to the decision of his soientiii)

^?L**f ®S '^'^^y ^'^''^^ iniportaucc
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be certnin tliat he will bring him to his residence^ but parti-

cularly if it be an old horse accn.stomed to travel. I'he peasants

arc superstitious enough to beheve that their horses can see^ in

the dark, spectres and evil spirits ; and the reason of this absiu d
idea is, because these animals when travelling in the dark, often

nhew little caprices, such as stopping short when in full gallop,

rearing, and refusing to go forwarVl even in sj>ite of the whip-
When it is necessary to pass marshes or other dangerous places,

t}icy advance with all possible prudence, and some are so active,

that they will leap over parts witli their rider or burden, in which
others wil] sink, that it requires ti]e greatest diflicnJty to get them
out. On arriving near a swampy place which tliey are obliged

to cross, they first stop, and smell tlie ground, as if they would
eound its depth ; after which they either venture on it, or turn

back: in the latter case no chastisement will force them to go.

forward; and if by chance one of ihem should be compelled to

enter the swamp, it may be relied on that he will amk in,

When this happens to a horse, he loses his courage for the

remainder of the journey, and darts into all the marshes that

be meets with, notwithstanding otliers that may have gone before

him, leave the traces of their route and pass without difficulty,

VVe have ourselves had experience how disagreeable and weari-

some these roads are, from the number of swamps and marshes

they contain ; and we should not make a proper conclusion, if

we did not relate some of the wonders wliich the ancient in-

babitants have transmitted relative lo the instinct of their horses.

It is said, that some of them will swim over the largest rivers,

cither with their rider or a very heavy burden; though they

iadmit, that they do not try such experiments, except on the

most pressing exigencies. They also add, that their horses have

been known to pass in mild weather over the gulphs of sea-

water, which are upwards of a mile wide, and to rest at intervals

on the shore,. It is certJiin and well known, that the horse swims

well ; but we never saw any that crossed a river with such ease

as those of the eastern part of the country. Some of these horses

sell lor four rix dollars, and others for as much as eight or tea;

but the last price is seldom given.

In the district of Borgarfiord, the meanest peasant has six or

eight cows, as well gs a bull and some oxen. They castrate

the calves, when they are eight days old; while such bulls, as

fhey intend to convert into oxen, do not undergo the operation

till after three years, at which period they run the risk of pe-

rishing; and the former arc much more adapted lo fattening

than the latter, though they are smaller and not so strong. In

summer the inhabitants of this district turn out their cattle to

tlie pasture in the open country, where they become very wild.
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nnd often dangerous to travellers. There is an ancient law,

^vhich expressly connnahds I'arniers to keep in summer their bulls

within inclosures, and which makes the owners responsible for

any damage that these animals may occasion, as well as for the

injury they may do to cows with calf. When they fatten their

oxen, they feed them upon hay of tlie best quality and finest

scent, taking care, that it is not heated, and often cutting it

into chalf. They feed them in the stable; and on fattening

youug calves, they iirst give tiicm pure milk, afterwards milk

and water, and lastly skim-milk.

With respect to tiicir management of sheep and other cattle,

there is nothing particularly worthy of notice. In the lambing-

season, which takes place about the middle of May, they keep
the sheep in stables near the houses, till they have recovered

;

but the lambs require the greatest care to secure them from the

attacks of wolves, foxes, ravens, and eagles. The eagle in par-

ticular, is their most dangei'ous enemy, and the greatest precau-

tion is necessary to protect the lambs fi-om its violence, because
it liovers at a great height in the air, till an opportunity offers

for darting on its prey. As it suddenly falls upon the animal,

in an oblique direction, and fixing its talons in, its reins, flies oif

with it to a distance. The best njethod adopted by the shep-

herds, is to light fires in the fields of horn, wool, and other

fetid substances, in order to prevent the eagles from hovering in

the air. When a Iamb is so weak as not to be able to follovr

its mother, or when the dam has not milk enough to rear it,

they take it into the house, and feed it on the milk of another

slieep or a cow, by means of a quill covered with leather to

resemble a teat. When a sheep loses its lamb the shepherd
adopts a singular piece of artifice ; he places the sheep in a,

dark stall, and taking a lamb from another sheep which has

yeaned more than one, he puts it to her, when it generally

happens that she adopts it, without farther formality; but if the
contrary, he skins the dead Iamb, and puts the skin over the one
intended as a substitute. If this last attempt do not succeed,
they hold a lamb near the sheep, and force it to suck.

They milk the sheep like cows, regularly twice in twenty-four
liours, and some of them afford a very considej able quantity :

^lie milk is made into butter and cheese, or it is eaten in various
Ways,

The Icelanders do not shear their sheep, but let the wool
fall off spontaneously, which occurs in spring when the atmo-
sphere begins to be warm. The first wool of these sheep is fine
and short, but at the beginning of winter, it becomes hard, long,
and knotty : it is used at Copenhagen for making garters of
YariQus colours, where the greatest connoisseui's are deceived hy
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taking it for camol-hair, particularly when the wool is mixed
with a portion of goats hair, which renders it soft, fine, anJ
preferable to that of Zealand. The manufacturers at Copen-
hagen have long made a mystery of this composition, and they

procure the materials from the Wool-Company of Iceland at

a very low price. If wc reflect on the care of the Supreme
Being for the preservation of every thing that exists in nature,

we shall see the reason, why the slieep in Iceland cannot be

sheared. Their wool being frizzled, rough, and matted, will

not easily absorb moisture, so that it serves them as a constant

cloak ; hence, if they were to be sheared, it would be necessary

to keep them all the winter in the stable. They lose their wool
towards the end of May, when it all separates from the skin,

which is immediately covered with new tufted bunches. When
these sheep shed tfieir wool in cold weather, they are liable to;

take cold, in which case the shepherds fix round their bellies

«ome pieces of woollen cloth. In Iceland, there are frequently

to be seen vast spots of rocky ground covered with grass, at a

good distance from the villages, exclusive of the pastures al-

ready mentioned. To tliese grounds the inhabitants send the

sheep, oxen, and horses, which they intend to fatten : as for the

cows, ewes, and saddle-horses, they are generally kept near tli«

house, or in the adjoining pastures.

A JOUKNEY TO THE MOUNTAINS.
Tiie same body of men collected for the purpose of diuvuig

the herds to the mountains, is also formed towards autumn to

bring them back. This last period is generally about a fortnight

or three weeks after Michaelrrias : they carry with them horses

and dogs, a stock of provisions, shoes, and other necessaries
j

and each troop or body, agrees upon the distance they shall go
to bring the cattle to a certain spot, whidicr they return witli

all ^hey can collect.
, :

.

The navigators who frequent the ports of Icelaricl, at which a
'

trade is carried on with sheep^ lately agreed wit|i the Com-
mercial Company^ to change the period at which they were
accustomed to turn the cattljg out lo graze; because when the

Vessels arrived, they were obliged to remain to the middle of
October, and the result was, that the sellers agreed to deliver

the sheep one month earlier thap usual, which ohliged the

peasant who wisticd to sell his cattle, to come so much earlier

to the ports. It may be easily perceived, how disadvantageous
this innovation must have been to the owner, as well as to the

agent and purchaser, the tax on poundage being always the same.
Hence the farmers were obliged to drive their sheep from the

pasture before they were properly fattened, and afterwards to
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^eep them together for some time, before they could be sent to

their stalls, where they had scarcely rested, till they had to per-

form a long and tedious journey to reach the markets, which
reduced theui to one half of their value wiiile at pasture. It

has been ascertained by experience, that the tiJ'St two days'

journey emaciates them very considerably, insomuch, that a

fat sheep which has ten pounds of suet, loses lialf a pound a day

while on the journey; so that when they arrive at the ports,

they do not fetch a price at all proportionate to their former value.

It is worthy of remark, that fresh grass in Iceland generally

hiduces a diarrhoea in sheep, parLicul.uly in moist pastures, which
often cause their death. This disease is principally attributed

to the marsh trefoil; and they use to cure it the Album grcccu.n

in powder, which is given to the animals in milk, either fresh

or skimmed. The sheep are also subject to the lienia or tape-

w^orm, which fixes to the intestines and occasions diarrhava, and
which they destroy by giving to the animal the powder of birch

charcoal. In this country, the sheep and cows are also afflicted

with a very severe swelling of the udder and belly, which makes
them very ill: the cows in particular at this tiine cannot be
milked, and the disease often causes the death of the animal.

The common people attribute this malady to subterraneous

spirits, who come at night, and suck the dug of the animal, or

draw the milk, to make butter; others attribute it to a little

bird, which we learned was the Motacilla ananthe, which picks

the teats of these animals. There are several other diseases in*-

cidental to cattle, Avhich are peculiar to these districts, and con-

i>er[ueutly not deserving particular notice.

FOXES.
The number of cattle here attract whole herds of foxes, which

the inhabitants endeavour to destroy by every possible means,

niiey hunt them principally in winter, and some use guns, while

others catch them in snares, or in their earths. When they find

a fox-hole, one of the hunters conceals himself near it with a

gun, and watches for the fox, always killing the male in pre-

ference to the female ; because the latter is more easily taken,

though she remains almost always in her kennel. But if on the

contraiy, they kill the female first, the male and the young ones

collect in the earth, and can only be expelled by hunger, besides

which, when the male is away from the earth, he always ap-

proaches it with the greatest precaution. The hunter frequently

takes the litter of foxes by opening the ground, and preserves

one of them alive, which he pinches to make it cry, and this

induces the male, as it were by instinct, to approach the hole.

When they cannot succeed in driving either the young or old

OLAFSEN.] H
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foxes from the holes, they light a fire at the entrance so as to

cause the smoak to enter, and suffocate the litter ; but this is

not the case with the old ones, who are cunning enough to ap-

proach to a corner at which the fire is weakest, and respire

without being seen. Hence a hunter is often obliged to remain

three or four days about a hole, before he can make the fox

appear; but the inhabitants of all the neighbouriuj^ villages

niake a point of supplying him with -victuals ; and if he kill a
litter of foxes, he receives a reward of half a rix-dollar. In

winter, as many people go in chace of the fox as may please

;

but the only reconipence they obtain, is the skins of those they

may kill, which always sell for a certain price. In some years,

the king has granted a premium to such individuals as may bring

ten fox skins to the merchants, which is certainly a very good
method of effecting the destruction of those animals. A cir-

cumstance which proves the sagacity and cunning of the fox is,

that when he is taken by a paw or the tail in the iron traps laid

for him in winter amongst the snow, he bites off the part which
is held in the trap ; most foxes, however, are taken by the l:inx

vomica, which is made into cakes with butter or stale meat,

others catch them by a line, to which are affixed several hooks
concealed in the centre of a piece of meat, so small that the

animals can swallow it.

MICE,
There is but a small number of mice in Iceland, and the white

mouse of the woods (Mas sj/haticus) appears to be only a variety

of tlie domestic mouse. The instinct of this little animal in-

duces it to collect a quantity of grain for its winter provender;

and its magazines may be frequently discovered in the woods
and outskirts. We were assured, that these mice undertake

long journies, and even cross rivers, on M'hich occasion they have

the sagacity to pass the water in a diagonal line: tliey use

pieces of dry cow-dung for rafts, which they load with grain on
their return. The number attached to one of these rafts, is

from four to ten, and each of them assists in launching it. It

is also curious, that they swim on each side, and their faces are

opposite, while their tails serve for rudders. These voyages are

not always successful, for sometimes their boats sink, when they

save themselves by swimming with wonderful ingenuity. These
curious circumstances were detailed to us by persons of credit,

wlio Jiad had ocular demonstration of the fact.

In the western quarter of this country, are the same species

of animals and birds as in the south. S'-als or sea-dogs are very

numerous, and are often killed by the country people, by striking

them on the head with sticks, and afterwards cutting their throats :

these animals, we ascertained, to have bones in their legs, though
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, Mr. Anderson has asserted the contrary. The only domestic

birds here, are a few hens, as the scarcity of grain will not

allow them their maintenance.

SWANS*
The environs of the gulf of Borgar are filled with swans,

which resort thither on account of the numerous marshes. They
collect and remain in a space of the country from eigiit to ten

miles long, and tliree or four broad, consisting mostly of swampy
spots and lakes of fresh water. Here in August they shed their

plumage, and the inhabitants take great pains to collect the fea-

thers, and catch the swans
;
young as well as old people availing

themselves of the time when they cannot fly. In spring also,

when they begin to lay, the inhabitants collect the eggs. On
hunting the swan, they repair on horseback, but on this occasion,

they make use of strong horses, and such as are not skittish ; they

also bring dogs, which have been taught to seize the swans by the

neck, which deprives them of their courage and strength. When
they first arrive, they find the swans with their young in the field,

which, on perceiving the hunters, immediately take to the water,

and on this occasion, it is ascertained, that the bird runs nearly as

fast as the most active horse. Having had ocular demonstration

of what we assert, we were surprized at the account which Hill

gives of the swan in his history of animals, by stathig it to have

a heavy gait, on account of the conformation of its feet. But
the same may be said of all the duck species, while a little re-

flection will convince us, it is in this kind of progression that

nature exhibits the greatest perfection in her works, and that

she has no occasion like man, to act according to fixed rules;

but that she can deviate from them, and adopt others at her

pleasure. We have ourselves often seen a specios of duck run

with great celerity in the field; even when young, when tlie

rapidity of their motion is such, that it is impossible to remark
any changes or movements of their limbs. The hunting of swans

is not only advantageous to the Icelanders, on account of the

feathers that they sell to foreign traders, but they also have the

down and the carcase, which bring a good revenue ; they eat the

flesh, though tou'jh and hard, and skin the feet in such a way, that

the nails remain, after the skin is taken off, which, when dried, re-

sembles shagreen, and is made into purses and other trivial articles.

The birds of tliis district are, with scarcely any exception^

the same as those in the southern. We met with a peculiar

kind of pelican, \^hich appears to be die fourth species men-
tioned by Linneus,* or the sixth species, which Bassan calls tlie

* Pelicanus ci7iereo-albuSj cauda cunelformip rostro scrratrOj remigibui

primonbus upke nigris.

H 2
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Fisher.* We, however, M'ere not able to distinguish that dif*

-ference of colour, which is said to exist between the .male and

female ; but we do not doubt, that this diiference docs exist

between the young and old pelicans. They hunt this bird in

spring, when it sleeps upon the surface of the water, with its

Jiead beneath its wing, and continually moving its feet, to main-

tain its equilibrium. When stnmgers arrive in Iceland, they

see with astonishment these round masses floating with the wind
and tide ; for it is not possible to discover what they are, \Vithout

approaching very near them; or by making a great noise to

induce them to raise their heads, as they sleep uncommonly
soiuid. Nature has also given them the instinct, to select such

places to sleep oil, as do not require much exertion to keep
themselves afloat. At night, the inhabitants get into canoes,

and row with muffled oars, that they may liot wake the birds;

^A hen on coming near them, they stun them by striking them on
the head with a slick, and afterwards they ring their necks.

After the chace, or if it liavc not terminated to their satisfaction,

they employ thomsclvcs in fishing as they return. Another man-
ner of himting this bird is, to watch it, when it is in pursuit of

herrings, because it then raises itself considerably above the

water, to discover the lish with its penetrating eye ; and as soon
as it perceives a heap of fish, it darts into the sea. Sometimes
as many as a hundred pelicans will fall in this manner with the

rapidity of an arrow ; when this happens near the shore, where
the waters are low, some of them often strike against a rock,

and are killed; these are easily distinguished, as they imme-
diately float on the water, while the others sink to a considerable

depth, and remain submersed, till they have satisfied their ap-

petite upon the lish, so that when they re-ascend, they appear

,

heavy and idle, and scarcely able to fly. While the birds arc

submersed, the hunters hasten to the spot in their canoes, with-f

out the fear of alarming them; for being hungry, and naturally

voracious after their passage through the air, they M'ill even dart

down contiguous to ilie boats. They then watch their rising,

and at the moment, strike them on the head. The inhabitants

procure froni these birds a quantity of featliers; they also cat

the flesh, which is compact and oily.

GTJLLS.
In tlie jurisdiction of Borgartiord, there is a number of gull^

of the largest size, (Lauras albus maximum, dorso et alis mpe*
rjus nigris, L.) It is remarkable that this bird goes to a great

<4i8taiace from tlie coasts, on which it habitually resides, to arrive-

* Fiscal
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in these districts. There is an island in the Hltardul, fonr miles
Irom the seuj situated on a nioueitain in the middle of the lake

ot llittarvatu, which forms an epoch in the history of Iceland.

A priest named Haldarson, at tlie beginning of the present

century, sowed a quantity of Angelica in this island. The cul-

ture of this plant attracted every year the gulls and wild
ducks, who made their nests and laid here in preference to any
other spot, because the little shrubby branches of tkis plant

protected their nests from wind and rain. The gull being na-

turally strong and hardy, protected not merely its own nest, but
that of the duck from all the attacks of the raven, and another
species of gull. Jt is known, that in every other part, the gulls

are not so favourably disposed towards the wild ducks as iiere,

because they do not like their nests to be near each other.

Another remarkal>le circumstance with respect to the gull, is,

that of its agility and strength, which enable it to attack the largest

salmon, Mhen they come up the river. In the Thveraa, the

water is so shallow in summer, that the salmon cannot swim
through it, but are obliged to clear certain spots, by jumphig
by the aid of their fins: the gull seizes this opportunity to wound
the salmon with its beak on the middle of the belly, and this

wound, though slight, immediately deprives the fish of the use

of its fins, or rather of its whole strength, and it consequently

dies. It also frequently happens, that the wound given by the

gull, reaches the heart and causes its instant death,

^ The sea-swallow is also very numerous in these quarters*^',

and is remarkable for its courage; as it attacks with the greatest

effrontery all persons who approach its nest or young ; it, how-
ever, often pays for its temerity with its life.

There is also here a species of lapwingf, of which such sur-

prising stories are told by the people, that we nuist admit it to

possess more rare quafities than any other kind of bird; it is

said, for example, that it partakes of the nature of the worm,
and that when pursued, it darts into the earth, however compact
or hard it may be. Others assert, that it has very great skill in

witchcraft, and many similar prejudices prevail against it, which
doubtless arise from its extreme scarcity. It is, however, certain,

that this bird exists in many parts of Iceland near the ther-

mal springs, or in the vicinity of the rivulets and swamps

;

and that not being able to fly, it lives under ground in little

holes or cavities ; for, when met with, which frequently hap-

pens in those parts^ it escapes in an instant from Uie observer^

* Sterna alhaj capite supra nigra, rostro et pcdibus rubris, canda sor-

ciputa rectricibus duabm cxtrimis longissimis, alio nigroque dimidiath.

f Trin^a rostro brcvi ni^ro tota dilate ccnerea.
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even in the smoothest fields^ Hence, there must be little nook*

or subtcrruneous hollows, into which it retreats, and which it is

impossible to discover. In winter, it commonly resides below

ground, making choice of a soil that does not freeze, and it often

becomes the prey of wild cats. In spite of all our endeavours,

we could not succeed in procuring one of these birds : it is of

a grey colour, its feathers are very soft, and its limbs supple,

FISH.

Tfhe fish caught in this district, being the same as we have

already mentioned in the southern quarter, we can dispense with

the particulars respecting them. We shall, however, add the

following curious account of the manner of

FISHING FOR SALMON.
The Norder-aa is the only river at which a number of hands

are employed in catching this fish, the produce of which is di-

vided between the fishermen and the poor people who come
to assist them. They first select a part of the river, where the

bottom is level, and the current not too strong, and a day bein^

fixed on for the commencement of the operations, several hun-

dred persons repair to the spot. At the part where the water

is most shallow, they form a dyke of stones, leaving, however,

an aperture, that the current may not be interrupted. This
dyke is made in two arms, that go ofi:' from the shore in a dia-

gonal line, and terminate in an acute angle, at which is the aper-

ture. When this dyke is made, they extend several nets across

tlie river, and two men on horseback hold the ends of the net on
each side of the river followed by others, who are likewise oa
horseback ; they then make their horses swim, which so alarms

the salmon, that they can neither jump over the net, nor escape

by sinking beneath it. One bank of the river is covered with

people, who throw stones into the water to increase tVie fright

of the fish, so that nothing remains for them, but to make to-

Wartls the angles, or be taken in the nets- The fish are divided

between the owners of the nets and of the land ; while those

who assist, receive a portion from each. In the Gliufuraa, they

cannot take salmon by the net, on account of the rapidity of the

current, and the large stones that obstruct the bed of the river,

when they fall in winter from the mountauis. The inhabitants,

therefore, use long j)oles, at the end of which is an iron pike

;

and with these they strike the salmon and draw it out of the

water. To attract the fish to a certain spot, they begin to scare

it at a distance, when it makes off ; and if it can hide its head be-

tween two stones, it remains motionless, and conceives itself

ux safety.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CAVERN OF SOURTHER.
There are many caverns in Iceland, but that called Sourther

is the largest, the best known^ and the most remarkable, as well

on account of its form^ as from the details given of it in the

ancient and modevu histories of the country. In these histories

its name is said to be derived from that of an enormous giant,

who resided in it, and the inhabitants believe this fable ; but

it is probable that the name of Sonrtoury wiiich means black,

was derived from the colour of the rocksj in which it is

situated.

Tht^re is no doubt that this cave has been inhabited, not

by giants but by vagabonds, who escaped to avoid punishment

for their crimes, which is probable both from its situation and

the following anecdote. In two of the ancient histories it is

stated, that in the tenth century, a body of thieves took refuge

here and found a safe retreat^ because, from superstition, no per-

son would approach the cave, and when they went out to conunit-

their depredations, diey had on one side a number of villager,

and on the other the land of Arnavatn, which was always covered

with sheep and oxen at pasture. One day, however, they were
surprised by cutting oflf their retreat, and surrounding them in

a little valley. Several other tales are told of different bands

of robbers, who have successively resided in this cavern, which

have made such an impression on the minds of the people^ that

none of them will attempt to enter it.

Our travellers visited this remarkable cavern ; M. Olafsen had
alre&dy seen it in the year 1750, but had not been able to pene-
trate far, on account of the want of torches and other necessary

things. The peasants of the district made every possible attempt

to deter them from their project, by insinuating that they would
never return, as the spirits never failed to punish the curious by
killing them, or preventing them from finding their way back

;

these tales, however, only stimvdated their curiosity.

This cavern is^»situated to the south of the land of Arnavatn
;

and the country that surrounds it, bears every mark of vol-

canic eruptions. The cavern and its environs consist of rocks
of lava melted into masses, and exposed to the air a long time
before the country was inhabited. It may be seen from the

course of the lava, that the eruption took place from the glacier

of Geitlaud or the rocks behind it, and that the Ilux ran between
the glacier and another mountain called Eryksnypa, whence it

afterward separated into two branches. Indeed the whole of this

extent of country, presents a striking and extraordinary picture
the action of subterraneous fire. On one side may be seea

large masses of detached rocks, and on tlie other, perfectly ho-
nzontal strata of stones, melted and mixed into all manner of
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forms and figures. There may frequently be seen large crevices,

vaults, and arches in the rocks, but particularly three caverns,

situated a quarter of a mile to the south of the Sourther. Oue
of these was formerly considered a very convenient place for col-

lecting the sheep, when sendiug them to pasture, it being very

long, with an entrance only wide enough to admit the slieep con-

veniently ; after which they dispersed themselves over the cavern,

Mhich was large enough to contain two thousand of these animals,

third of these caves is. tiie longest of aJI, as it receives at

one end a branch of the river of Nordling, and disembogues it

at a distance of a quarter of a mile.

The entjance to the cavern of Sourther is gloomy, and runs

from N. W, to S. E. but preserves its height, which is from
thii ty to thirty-six feet, while its width is from lifty to fifty-four.

Its soil or bottom is uneven, sometimes rising, and at others

falling ; its partitions are the same, only that there is an equal

distance between them. On advancing, it is perceived that the

cavern turns to the south, and after^vards to the S. W. and W.
in proportion as it diminishes in width.

Our travellers on entering the cavern, lighted a torch, 6f whicli

they had brought a supply from Copenhagen ; it was well

covered with wax and a thick coating of rosin, so as to resist the

strong current of air that prevails in subterraneous passages, as

well as the drops of water that fall from the upper rocks.

Their progress was the most difficult and dangerous that can be

imagined, on account of the inequality of the soil, which was

covered with large fragments of stone, and to the fall of which
they were incessantly exposed, as great numbers drop every

year. The vault of the cavern possesses almost the same degree

of irregularity from the causes already mentioned, as well as from
the stalactites that adhere to it; the roof is full of crevices, which
extend longitudinally and perpendicular, and afford passages for

tlie filtration of water. \

In this cavern there are stalactites of varion? sizes, the largest

are three inches long by two and a half in diameter at their

base; "they receive by fusion, the same form as lava-stone, and

appear to be composed of the same substance : they are, how-

ever, rather liner, and are covered externally with a reddish-

coloured varnish
;

internally, they are more or less porous and

compact, proceeding probably from the greater or less degree

of heat, to which they have been subjected.

The sides or partitions of the cavern produce the greatest

effect, as they are covered with a sort of varnish in horizontal

squares, separated by borders in relief. This varnish is formed

of a very fine vitreous, but opaque mattc-i"; in some parts it is

black, but it is generally of a greenish colour, and similar 10
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that employed m the mnnufactories of earthenware. Tins varnish,

aa well as the stalactites just mentioned, affords a certam proof of

the operation of subterraneous lires, and that the lava, hi a state

of fusion, has j^assed, like a rivulet, through this channel, while

it began to cool on the sides and top of the cavern. Tlie flux of

lava nnist have given to die cavern its present form ;
while

the same fusion must have covered the sides with the metallic

alkaline varnish, by melting the interior crust of the cavern m
those parts where the heat was strongest. The same cause must

also have produced the stalactites.

After rea('lihig a certain distance within the cavern, they per-

ceived the light of day breaking through an aperture in the sum-

mit; and on jiasslngthis hole die cave became as dark as before, and

tliey observed on eacli side, at the height of some feet, the mouths

of two other caverns. When strangers visit this country, they are

often induced, from curiosity, to proceed thus far in the cavern;

our travellers ascended to that on the right, and then saw two

other excavations, separated by one partition. One of these last

caves is narrow, and of no great extent, but the other is double

its size. A small portion of light is perceptible at its entrance,

and its height enables a man to stand erect; it is supposed to be

thirty feet long, its top is arched^ and its bottom is sinooth, red-

dish, and declines at the entrance. Messrs. Olafsen and Povelsen

found here some large bones of an ox, or similar animal, which

they considered as die remains of antiquity, because they were soft

and friable, though they were not exposed either to the attacks

of water, wind, or weather; they also remarked some common
stones of a cubical form, and of a different naUne from those of

which the rock ol'Sourdier is composed. ]t is therefore very pro-

bable, that they had been brought Uiidier for making a lire-place,

as their arrangement seemed to indicate that they had been used

for this purpose.

Having examined these small passages, our travellers returned,

and proceeded towards the great cavern abtheir commencement,
and to enter which it was necessary to climb an equal height. They
found it much larger, but more hideous, and totally dark. Ou
lirst entering, they supposed it to be nothing but a simple cavity

;

but ou passing forw ard ihey discovered, in front of the entrance, a

small partition, or kind of colnnm, which, however, was of no

great extent: it is a khid of gallery extending beyond the cavern,

and to which they formerly gave the name of the Little Fort. On
one side is a wall, or kinrl of rampart, built of lava-stone that has

.
been conveyed thither for that purpose. The Stourlonga-Saga,

vol. 5, represents this place as a security against any attack, be-
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cause those who take refuj^e in it can discover all who come
towards them, and prevent them from uscendiug, while the

attacking party is obliced to proceed in tiarkness.

At teh paces from the ascent, we discovered an elevation of two
feet and a half, extending thirty-six feet, by fourteen in width,

and haviiig in the middle a path about two feet broad. It is pre-

cisely in front of tiie entrance, so that one cannot proceed farther

into the cavern without scaling it: it consists of lava stone of

a square forn^, which must have been conveyed from the outside,

and wfe arc satisfied beyond a doubt, tliat this cave nnist have been
the retreat of the criminal fugitives to whom we have alluded.

The bottom is coveicd with a very fine black sand, on which they

spread sheep-skins, which served them for beds: it is large enough
for twenty persons to lie with convenience, provided they place

themselves across, instead of along it.

Near this spot we found a large heap of sheep and ox bones, the

base of which was twelve feet in circumference
;
they had pre-

served their form and natural colour; but on taking them into the

hand, they were so soi't that they crumbled to pieces. We
demolished the upper parts of this heap, and, on reaehing the

lowermost stratum, we found it almost in a state of dust; the

bone^i of which it had been ft>vmed resembling boiled peas, from
which the water had been strained. The remains were still moist,

and possessed a sort of glutinous quality ; we found that the mar-
row of these bones had separated, from corruption, into two
parts ion^tudinally.

Our tiavellcrs expected to meet with some odier remains of
antiquity ; but their researches were fruitless, all the caverns and
other parts of the country having doubtless been searched, and

excavations made in them with great assiduity, particularly at the

tuijc of the Stourloungues, when there was a great scarcity of

arms. Our party only found in the place just mentioned, as ap-

propriated for rest, a single small tool, which was but half

linislied ; it was five niches and an half long, and formed a

kind of bodkin, the upper end of which was perforated in two
places, and the lower end was incomplete. It appeared as if this

instrument had served the fugitives for a needle to sew their sheep-

skins, and the rags which they used for cloaths. They saw no
traces of hearths, except some stones placed in squares, and

which had been reddened by the action of the fire ; but they

found neither cinders nor ashes. There is reason to believe, that

they ate their food in the two large chambers or cavities already

moitioned^ which must have been more convenient by securing

-them in a great degree from the smoke, wlrich had no proper
outlet.
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They afterwards went farther, with a view to arrive at the heart

of the cavern, which grows considerably narrower, till it is not

more than a foot in height, by even a less width. The cave

called the Fortiiication from the rampart already mentioned, is

<ifty fathoms long, while its greatest widdi in a fathom and a

fluarter, and its height nearly the same. It is so narrow and low

ni the middle, that one can scarcely pass through it on one's knees

,

and when our travellers thought themselves at the end, they found

that it again widened into the form it had before ; towards the

place where it becomes. so narrow, the soil ascends considerably,

and afterwards slopes down: at the end of this declivity, our tra-

vellers found a lake of fresh water, the bottom of which was fro-

zen, '^I'hey passed it with the water up to their knees, and at

every step they had additional proof that tlie whole of these

caves had been formed bv the meltiny; or dissolution of stones.

The great channel being at length blocked up for some time, and
the fire not being nble to lind a vent, acted upon the sides, and
melted the moi e dissoluble earths and stones ; but before the

fiery matter could thus find an outlet, the great canal hud forced

its w^ay, and had ceased to have any action on the caverns. The
narrow passage that our travellers found, proves, how'ever, that

the fire did not operate with the same force upon the rocks in

that spot, or could not reduce them so easily as the others, be-

cause they were of a harder and more resisting nature.

On leaving the cavern of the Fortilication, our travellers pro**

ceeded farther into the Sourther
;
they had a dlflicult route, on

account of the rocks which M'ere detached from the top, and at

times were obliged to pass on iheir hands and knees through

intermediate spaces filled with water, and soaked through by the

drops that filtered from the top. Some of the detached fragments

of the rock were upwards of live feet six inches in height: atlength,

after many attemi)ts to advance, they perceived some rays of

light penetrating through an aperture in the roof, and on reach-

ing this spot they found above the hole a heap of ice and snow,

which had remained since winter. Tliey pursued their road to a

good distance, when they peixeived an aperture; but before reach-

ing it, they found a wall that divided the cavern into two equal

parts ; this wall was below the hole, but it had fallen to decay.

The cavern afterwards branched oif into two galleries, the left of

which was twenty feet in length,, and the right nmch more; while

in both of them they every vvheie observed the effects of fire. The
gallei-y to the left became at last so narrow, that they were obliged

to creep on their hands and knees ; and at this part they smelt a

kind of fetid exhalation, propelled by the air of the subterraneous

channels : it was an infectious miasma, similar to that which arises

12
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from stagnant marshes. Our travellers, however, were not much
mcommoded by it.

They afterwards proceeded mto the gallery on the right, where
the cavern regains its former size ; and here they found a lake of
fresh water, which entirely stopped their pjis.sage. One of these

gentlemen had arrived at this lake in the year 1750. lie then
found its bottom was frozen as at present, but its water was too
high to permit him to eross ; he ascertained that it was three feet

deep at the brink, from which he presumed that it must be much
deeper in the middle. j\t his present visit, however, it was dif-

ferent : the ice at the bottom was much thicker, and formed two
sheets, one above the odier; on this account there was but one
foot of water, and they easily passed through it by keeping close

to the wall above-mentioned.
After liaving overcome every difiicnlty, they proceeded with

ease to the other parts of the cavern : the floor here was level, and
they no longer met with fallen masses of stone and rock ; but
they perceived that the soil gradually beeame ste(*per, and that

the cavern curved to the S. S. VV. They also here found but
little, either of the stalactites or the varnish, lately mentioned;
which proves, that tlie terro-aqueous matter that formed them,
must have been, in this part, more coarse and much scarcer.

The air now became veiy coid and dcnsc,^ and the darkness so

piuch increased, that they went from 300 to 400 paces, without
perceiving a ray of liglit; they at last, however, observed the

fourth and last hole in the roof, w U'icU gave them nuich pleasure,

as it afforded a current of fresh air, and an easy ascent, by which
they quitted the cavern.

They perceived no difference in the air, as they advanced into the

dark part of the cavern; but afterwards it became inore thick and
condensed; and, on proceeding, the obscurity increased to such

' a degree, that, notwithstanding the strong ligiit thrown out by the
torches, they could only see two or three steps before them. Ad-
vancing a little further, they found that the thick vapour that fell

about them resisted their breath, which could only arise from the
great degree of cold, the effect of which was visible on the walls,

as the wliole of them was covered with a thick ice, in long and
large lumps. The ground was frozen in the same manner; but
tl^ey ran no risk of slipping, because the ice was covered with a
moist and brownish earlh, which had fallen from the roof of the
cavern in consequence of the liltralion of the water.

They considered it as a remarkable circumstance, thattothelumps
of Jce were attaclied pentagonal and heptngonal figures, very similar

to those observed in the second stomach of ruminating animals*,

* Aqiimliculus, an prJEcijiue retlcuhim.

I
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Tl^elc is no doubt tliut thoso figures have been formed in tbc ice

bv Uh; c<)\d aud compressed air: tbey did not 5\|>])ear in the su-

pei*fici(,'S, but in the interior of" the ice, which was compact and
trunsparenu

Our travellers now tbougbt lliat tbey had proceeded as far as

pos5>iI)Iti; endeavouring,, nevertheless, to go still hulher, thev

peiceived that the air was more raritied, and that the soil began to

I'isej \\hi\c. the ice was nolonger to be seen, and their torches bui ut

cleai'. The liltration of the water also was vcrv inconsiderable;

but it had curried with it such a quantity of the moist mould
already mentioned^ that the bottom was so covered with it, as

to rcndor their ])rogress very fatiguing, :ts they sunk in it up
to t!;G ancles, and could not easily withdraw their feet on account

of its tenacity/ They now came to an ancient In^ip of stones,

whicii had been carefully arranged; and, not far from this spot,

thtw found a piece of birch, which had been broken in two: it

retained its form and texture, but on taking it up, it cfumbled to

diiHiy a proof tliat two luuidred years at least must have elapsed

since it was thrown into the caveni. But it was not so easy to dis-

cover whence the stones that formed the heap had been taken,

since there were no olheis in the vicinity, and it Mould have

been diUicult to convey them from the last aperture in the cavern.

On penetrathig farther, however, our travellers resolved tliis prob-
lem; for at about two hundred paces from the Jieap, they found

themselves at the extremity of the Sourthcr, as it here became •no

narrow,, that they wei-e obliged to stop. I'he narrow galleries, or

sn^aii passages, which admitted the air, were choaked up by lava;

and they found here another heap of the same Iuva-st<me, frmu
wliich tiiev had no doubt the rest had been taken, Haviuff no
oliuir object to examine, Messrs. Olafsen au(i Povelsen returned

to the heap of stones, and in remembrance of the research, they

aflix*^ their seals on the summit; they also lel't two pieces of Da-
nish silver coin, to prove to those who might inidertak the same
journey, that they would not be the first wiio had executed a pro-

ject w hieh perhaps might be considoj ed as fool-liardy.

On returning, they had the curiosity to measure by their steps

the distance they had traversed, and found the whole length of

the cyvern to hv. 839 fathoms. I'his remarkable cavern is the

largest of any that our travellers had occasion to see in Ice-

land. I'hcre are several others, Nvl\ich are reported to greater,

but there is no foundation for the assertion; and there is no doubt

that the Sourthcr is the widest and most even of the whole. It

owes its origin to a mighty effort of nature, and indisputably

proves the 0})eration of subterraneous fires, as it every where ex-

hibits the channels through which the melted substances flow-

ed. It also shews with what facility these fires can decom-
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pose and melt the earths and stones', carrying them off with the
irtattor in fusion.

Of the acidulous mineral waters of llie Hitardal, they have little

lo observe, except tljat they are the best in all Iceland, being as

strong as the most spirituous beer^ so that a person drinking above
a certain quantity of them will become intoxicated.

VARIOUS INTERESTING PARTICULARS,

THE F071GES OF Til MYRAR,
We have already observed, that there is a great quantity of

iron in this district, particularly in the Myrar ; but there are fevv

accounts of the ancient forges of Iceland, except in some of the

ahnost forgotten histories. In one of these, the Egils-Saga, cap.

xxi. is an account of the celebrated Shala^rimi from which a

fabulous legend ought to be erased: it is said that this man
plunged into the sea, and succeeded in procming a stone of an
enormous size, which is shewn as a curiositv to ail strans^ers who
come to Roedenuis, the place at which Shalagrim resided. There
are many traces to be perceived of a forge, and many autl)entic

proofs may be obtained of the knoM'ledge possessed by the ancient

inhabitants of Icclandj as to the preparation of iron.

ANCTKNT INSCRIPTIONS.
The scarcity of old inscriptions in Iceland is veiy astonishing,

because the people arc known to have been very exact in noting

down remarkable occurrences. It may, therefore, be' supposed,

that inscri|)tion3 were not hi use amongst them, though the

Swedes generally adopted this practice^ and in that country many
inscriptions are to be found of a very ancient date.

. That which remains at liorg, in the Myrar, is the oldest that

can be observed in Iceland. It is engraved on a stone that has

been ccmveyed hither from Baula, and is a piece of rock of the

nature of basaltes- The characters are so much worn out,

that it was witli extreme difficulty they could be recognized, which

difficulty was Increased by the circumstance of the stone being

broken into three pieces. The principal iucsription is remarkable

for its simplicity. It is in large Roman chaiacters: Her lige

Harl K avian— Here lies Charles Kartan." After this are

placed three straight hues, but so much worn out, that they could

not be decyphered; and as for the rest, they appear only to have

been the initial letters of words. It is, however, conjectured, that;

these are tlie words intended

—

Firi svik af saari dnjdi—"He
died of the wounds given liim by an assassin.*' This Kartan was

descended by the father's side from blood royal, since his father
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xi'as Ohif, surnnmed Paw on account of his beauty and magnifir-

rence. His mother was sister to il/z/r Kiai lmiy IChig of Iceland ;

his history represents liini as a nuni of unconnnon skill in medi-
cine, and adds, that he surpassed all his coteniporaries in the

arts that flourished in these remote times. He made a voyage to-

Norway, where he was well received by the King, O/af Tri/gescn,

who converted !iim to the Christian religion. He proposed to

him to remain at his court, and offered him one of the principal

places iu his kingdom but Kartan preferred returning to Iceland,

where, at the instigation of a woman of rank, he w^as assassi-

nated by some of her friends near Svitteclal, In the district of Dale.

He died in 1003. It is said, that before he fell under the repeated

blows of his assassins, he defended himself for a long time with

extraordinary valour. As the church of /^t^rcf was the nearest, he
was carried thither and buried. Snorre Slurleson and other histo-

rians of Iceland mention several particulars of the life of this

Kartan.

THE CUTJRCH OF HITAKDAL.
The antiquities that are met with in the church of Hitardal,

are of different periods, but are all very ancient. Some are

sculptured, in the same kind of stone as that which partly forms
the walls of the church. We were struck with the curious

appearance of two human figures cut in two angular stoue,s

ou the outside of the church, one of which is represented

with, and the other without, a beard. The stories related of them
are still more curious; one is said to represent Board Sticcfciis

Aas^ a very famous Pagan giant and sorcerer; while tlie other is

asserted to be the figure of 77/7, his mistress, also famous
amongst the female giants; she lived at Hitardal, and from her
the valley takes its name. But though such accounts must evi-

dently be fabulous, it is extradrdinary, that the learned Janseu
represents them as worthy of credit. In a passage of the Baardar
Sa^a/it is said, that when the priests undertook to build this church
with stone walls, which put them to considerable expence, they
made choice of these female giants,who were Pagans, as patronesses

of the temple, and ornamented its walls with these figures. Tliis

building was destroyed by fire in 1 148, on which occasion seventy
persons perished, among whom was Magnus Einarson, bishop of
Skalholt. About thirty years ago, on laying the foundation of
la house near this church, a quantity of large charcoal and half-

burnt beams were dug up, which were supposed to be the
remains of the fire alluded to. In 1 166, Klaiuger, the then bisbop
of Skalholt, consecrated a farm at Hitardal, and built on it a con-
vent, at whigh period the church was doubtless built of stone,
and the foundation laid of brickwork. Kla^nger established
this monastery to the memory of his predecessor^ wl^o met
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with so nnfortunnte ar» end; but it did not stand long, as it wtiit

destroyed a lew years after its erection, by au ignorant man in

power, who came to reside in the HitardaL

OF THE FARM AND TEMIM.E OF InoLS IN THE ItEYK-
HO I.ZPAL,

At Ilofstadt, iu the \-aUey of Kc^ykholz, a little diatnnce from
the place at whicli stands the chur<*h, was fornu'rly built the most
ancient Pa;L^an It.niple, This place was also the residence of

Il/ugc, siinianu'd the Red, m ho was one of the iirst conquerors of

the country. On leaving this spot, he made over to IJo/ni-Stanrf

of Abranijs, the care and direction of the tentple, and hiirgaincd

with him not only for the excliange of all the property he pos-

sessed, but also for his wife named Igri; the latter, however, not

being satislletl whh the eJ);inge, ljung herself in the temple the
"

moment her husband had lukeu leave of her.

JOURNEY TO THE WESTEllJCEKEL.

GLACIKR OF SniNKEFIOi LJ).

This western «h(ciei-, Nvhicli the inhabitants call SchneeficrldjoekeJ,

or, as it was formerly denominated, Sniofell, which means a rock

of snow, passes for the highest mountain in Iceland. It may be
considered as instiluted from all the rest which stand arourid it,

and it rises nuu-h above diem. On our approach towards it, we
passed by several caverns, which, like those already nunitioned,

had evidently been formed eitlier by subterraneous fires, or a
natural sinkinj^ of the soil, l^eneath them >ve found a nunibeF of
plantSj'that had grown to an extraordinary height between the rocks,

being nourished i)y the heat of the groujid, though the rays of die
jiun never reaclu'd dicm; from w hich it is clear, that this vegeta-

tion is produced entirely by the heat concentrated in tlie bowels
of the earth. Several plants were also growhig amongst the lava,

as well as between liie uppermost rocks ; and amongst others

were some shrubs of l>irch, heath, &c. ou which the sheep de*

pastured both jn winter and sunnner.

Am<»ng these caves is one called the Cavern of Blood," and
not only strangers, but likewise the inhabitants of the island, never

pass near it w ithout paying it a visit. Jt is situated amongst some
rocks of sand-stone, a Jiltle beyond the Strappefell, which is a
high peak below the neck of die glacier. The entrance to this

cavern is so narrow, that the visitor is obliged to creep into

it on his belly. Within it is about fifteen feet high, by ten

wide; but not so wide at top as at bottom. Tov ^ ds the top it

separates into two concave arches, which appear to have been
formed by the action of the air and wnid^ to which, from its coii-

r
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X)rm;ilioii, it offers the fullest sco})e, and the strong repurcussion

which gives rise to eclio and counter-echo, which, however, is

not at all regular in its sound. I'ravellcrs who enter this cuveru

from curiosity, amuse tlieniselves by singing and hallowing, to

hear the effect. But it is more renuukable, that the slightest

sounds are distinctly repeated; as for example, on merely cough-

ing or speaking in one's usual tone, a melancholy sound or mur-
uuir succeeds. Several niches arc observable in this cavern, as

>vell as many runic and magical characters engraved on the rock
;

but most of them are effaced by time. The date of the earliest

which we could recognize was 14SJ.

HEIGHT OF THE GT.ACIER.
We were assured that some persons had succeceded in mea-

suring the height of the Glacier, from a plain called Breid,

situated to the eastM'ard, about a quarter of a mile east of

the castle; we could not, however, succeed in this point, on
account of the badness of the weatlier, which prevented us from
using our barometer. The Academy of Sciences at Copenhagen
had indeed taken the trouble to send us tubes and mercury for

constructing one ourselves; but it may easily be conceived, how
difficult the conveyance of such uistruments must be on horse-

back; besides wliich, all the utensils necessary for their con-

struction were wanting: those which we had, contained air, and

w^ere conse<piently in such a state, as not to enable us to trust to

their graduation.

The hihabitants of this part of the country considered it as rash*

ness in us to attempt to escalade the ghicier; they gave us a

frightful picture of the dangers and difficulties we should encoun-
ter, and assured us, that it was impossible to reach the summit
of the steep rocks in our view; tliat, besides, nobody could even

arrive at them, on account of the ruggedness of the road, and the

holes in the ice, which could not be passed without the risk of

being every instant precipitated and lost. They likewise added,

that if we gahied the sununit, we should be exposed to the loss

of our sight by the strong repercussion of the rays of the sun,

which fall incessantly on the icicles. They then informed us,

that two hundred years ago, two English sailors made an attempt

to escalade this gUicier; that they succeeded in reaching the sum-
mit, but one of them soon after becaiiie blind, and being sepa-

rated from hi^ companion, wajulered about the mountain till he

perished, because the other was unable to render him any assist-

ance in descending. Tiie latter, hower, took the precaution to

kill a lamb, and carrying the blood in a leather bottle, dropt it ou
the ground as he advanced; so that, though his sight was much
injured, he could distinctly o)}serve the red spots ou the ice^ and

OLArSEN.] K
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tlius fiiul lirs way back. Otlicr weak-minded people endeavoured
to dissuade us from our project, by relating various fables of

gnomes and other pliantoms, but without success; for all they

said, only contributed to augment our curiosity ; besides which, we
took pleasure in making an attempt that might cure these good
people of their prejudices. The 80lh of June, the barometer

began to ascend: the weather was fine, and the clouds dispersed;

while the thermometer proved, that the cold had diminished.

On the Iht of July, in the afternoon, we set off with every pre-

paration for our journey. Our instruments consisted of a com-
passj a Fahrenheit's thermometer, and a biironu^ter. Our shoes

were like those worn in the country, having very thin soles, as

being best adapted for walking on the ice. We also luui some
strong ro[)es for assisting such of the party as might fall into holes

or crevices, which are verynuinerous about the neck of thegla-*"

cier. We likewise took the precaution of ]>roviding black crape,

to put over our faces ui case tlie light should he too strong, us

well as a sponge and vinegar to respire it, if the air fahould become
too rarified.

We had a tedious journey from mountain to mountain, before

we reached the glacier. Our barometcrembarrasscd us considera-

bly, and we were often obliged to descend from our horses, in order

to convey it on foot. In short, fourl)ours had elapsed before we
gahicd the summit of tht higlu st mountiiiu, which forms, as it

were, the base or seat of the glacier; and here we found the cold

very severe, as water froze, and the grotmd was covered with ice.

A little farther we reached the Ueldingafell, a higher moun-
tain than any of the others that form the support of the glacier.

We saw scarcely any snow on its summit, and ascended it on the

side where it touches the gliicitr; because the ice descends so lar

on the right jmd leit as to project to u considerable distance

beyond the mountain itself. We remarked on the north and west,

where the ice forms a bank, a quanliiy of stones, which had been
regraded by water; though, to the north of these strata of ice, we
only observed one small river, or rivulet, and, to the south, a few
others; which, if taken togetlK r, appear to form only a small

portion of the water, M'hich nuist be pioduced by so considerable

a mountain and such a quantity of ice and suom', from which we
concluded, that the ghicier iimst have a cavity at its base, that

mgulphs the rest. Hence we should not consider as altogether

fabulous, the acVount related of the plain'- to the west, which arc

said to liave formerly contained such extensive rivers, that mer-
chants' ships could ascend by them to the very foot of the moun-
tain, wliere mav still be seen the remains of houses reported to
ave formed the magazines of the Irish merchants.

The land vv liich surroundy the glacier is on all sides covered
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with holes, clefts, ami caverns; so!ne of them are used as shel-

ters for sheep; ami one of the caverns, situated near the fishery

of Oeudvertuauis, is considered unfathomable. On entering, it

forms a number of sinuosities, and doubtless extends as far as the

Sea. It is eertain that this, as well as the other caverns near it,

owe their origin to the cause already mentioned, namely, the

passage of burning lava.
r

JOURNEY TO THE GLACIER.
We at length, after much trouble, reached the Glacier on

horseback, and found that our barometer had already fallen two
inches. We continued our route for some time over tolerably

level ice; but at last it became lumpy, and we were obliged to

advance on foot. Tlie farther wo proceeded, the more irregu-

larity we observed hi our compass; insomuch, that we soon

found it could not be relied on. The weather was iiner than we
expected, tlie air being calm and without fog, while the rays, of

the sun were only intercepted by thin clouds. The ice did not

reflect like a min or, and the cold was so severe, that the warmth
of the sun was imperceptible: the air became more and more
light

;
and, though the ascent was not very steep, we felt our-

selves oppressed. The mercury in our barometer at length fell

so low, that it began to flow out of the bowl, which was occa-

sioned, not only by the external air, but also by that contained

w^ithin the tube.

After .some difficulty in passing crevices and fractures in the

ice, we reached in safely the summit of the glacier: it forms three

peaks, each of which is about lifty fathoms in height. These
peaks appeared to be inaccessible, particularly as some snow had

lately fallen, and began to freeze; we nevertheless overcame these

obstacles, and escaladed the eastern peak, by means of our pointed

sticks and cuthisses, with which we made a path in the ice. ^ We
could not carry the barometer, but on putting it down, we observed

that it had already fallen to three inches and nine lines; as to the

thermometer and compass, we continued to convey them. It

was nine o'clock in the morning, and the sun shone in all its splen-

dour; notwithstanding which, the cold was so excessive, that we
could scarcely resist it: the thermometer fell to the 24th degree;

it must be a very cold winter in Iceland to produce such an effect,

and it is, therefore, not surprizing that it should freeze witli the

utmost severity on the glacier in that season, since it is so cold

there insunnner. [t would be superfluous to attribute the cause

of this severity to an abundance of nitrous particles, as many learned

men have already expatiated on the subject.

The compass was uncommonly irregular: the needle did not

point to any particular part, but moved repeatedly from one side

K 2
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to the other. Sometimes, instead of j^ointinfj; to the north, it.

turned to the west, am] there remained motionless ; and if it were
mude to change by tJie finder, it quavered a little^ and then set-

tled at a point directly opposite to thnt from which it had been
moved It^ however, did not go beyond certain limits ; for it

remained in the northern semicircle^ between the east and west,
but never removed to the south side.

\\ iiat is properly called the Glacier has been melted on the

south side, and is full of crevices extending in a parallel direction;

we did not, however, observe any towards tlie west; but we saw
one w hich reached transversely to the sunmiit, and had a horrible

aspect, on account of its depth, which made it ap])ear entirely

green. It is so extensive, that it seems to cut diametrically a
third of the mountain; and its depth is so great, that we could
not discover the bottom. As far as we could see, we observed
many other crevices, extending longitudinally and perpendicularly,

but they were all of a veiy inferior size to the one just described.

The Glacier has evidently been the cause of the subterraneous

fire whicli has ov<u'thrown the promontory on all sides; its present

construction sufficiently proves this; for there may be seen in every

tlircclion several vast spots, formed of scoria; while in others,

llie feoi! is in some parts level, and occasionally exhibits banks
of sand, and white, red, and black punnnice-stone, mixed witli

ashes and pebbles.

lUiTURN FROM Tll E GtACIER,
There was no bog on this part of the sununit of the Glacier,

because it could not rise so high on account of the equilibrium of
the air. Having nothing more to excite our attention, we thought
of returning, as the fogs w^e should meet with below might be
dangerous, because we could not trust to our compass; we were,

Jiowever, agreably disappointed, on finding but little fog as we
deccnded, on account of some strong w inds which arose and
dispersed them.

The wind havhtg changed to the N. E. and the Glacier becom-
ing enveloped in clouds, we accelerated our return, and towards
noon reached the bottom of the mounlsiiu, without the least acci-

dent. Towards evening, the weather having cleared up, we made
arrangements for measuring and ascertaining, as accurately as pos-

sible, its real Jieight. For this purpose, we employed a chain

sixty feet in length, and an astrolabe divided into half degrees.

The result was, that we found it to be (")8G Danish feet in perpen-
dicular height. If the state, nature, and weight of the air were
t!ie same over the whole surface of the earth, so as to enable u*
to draw a just and precise hjference from the ascent and fall of
the .mercury, it would, perhaps, appear, that the mountains in

Iceland are not so high as has been hitherto supposed.
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AlINErvAI. WATERS.
In this district our tryvcllers examined a great variety of acidu-

lous spriii<;s, most of wliich were similar to those already

described in the outset of their journey. They made many expe-

riments witli those waters, in order to ascertain their chemical

pro{)erties, but with no great success^ owing to the want of a
proper apparatus,

ICELAND DIAMOND,
III a mountain called the Kluckour, pur travellers met with a

species of rock-crystal, (cri/sta//ns pi/j amnla/is), the lumps of

which were mostly laid in small pointed pyramids, on a bed or j>c-

destal of crystal of spatli; they were from a quarter of an inch to

two inches long, and half an inch in thickness: most of them were
cut in hexagons, though some formed the pentagon and heptagon.

The greater part of these lumps of crystal is white and opake,.

the superficies only being clear or transparent to the depth of three

or four lines. This crystal is so hard that it cuts glass, andheiice

the Icehmders give it tlie name of diamond.
In this country there are various species of rocks, which have

been formed by volcanic iires; amongst them "are the Iceland

agate, * the native glass, f tl\e hraun,J and the natural scoria, §
which is coloured in the upper parts; besides which are the puin-

mice-stone,
||

the stalactites, and the saud-stoue. "H' The kind

last mentioned bears fire in a wonderful manner; and we think it

would be very useful for the construction of stoves, furnaces, and
crucibles.

The fertility of the ground is not equal in every iijhabited part

of the Sneeiia;ld-Naes ; but it is scanty in every direction. The
places best adopted to the grazing of cattle are in the pasturages

situated on the mountains,

*

RliMAllKS ON THE INHABITANTS.
The conformation ofthe hihabitauts of this district is various^

on account of the mixture of all sorts of people who come annually

to fish, and of whom the majority take up their residence on the

spot. Hence there may likewise be remarked a great diiference

of their moral conduct : the labouring class are, however, more
adroit here than in the southern part. About seventy years ago^

the inhabitants in the vicinity of the Glacier were considered to be

* A^at/ies Islamfia/Hf an vitri naturalis nigr'i globuU,

t Vttrim nafurnlefra^iliswnuiniiigrum ligaluris transversis argiUaceis* .

X Sionia naturalis comiintnis, saxumvc liquatum cuveniQSum.

§ Scoria naturalis pulcherrime picta et coloruta.

(I
PufliCX.

51 StulactitiC vufcanii.

ft" Saxum iophticcu77i schhiiforme per strata Ui^uatum,
I

9
I

t
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rude and dishonest people; but at present a very different ideu is

€utert:\ined (U' theui, us ihey huveheen much civilized by the ^ood
order establisliedanioni^st them, as well as by th(?ir intercourse with

the other inhal>it;uits of the ishuid, who, in times of" scarcity, have

been obliged to quit their habitations, and take refuge on the sea-

coast, to iish for a subsistence. Their houses are here smaller

and worse built than in the Borgarfiord, particularly those of

the fishermen, which, though spacious, are very iilthy; and, in the

fishhig season are disgusting to persons who come frojn any other

part, on account of the fetid smell which arises fron» them: they

are covered in with bad turf, und vi lew of ihem are thatched. Tlie

wretched manner in which they are built arises entirely from tiie

poverty of the people ; and their unhealthiness is occasioned by
the walls, hillocks, &c. which are formed for drying the tish.

Such people as arc not able to procure tubs and other vessels for

containing their fish oil, make ditches for this purpose in a com-
pact and hard soil ; but these are of little use till the second year;

because, in the first, die oil is absorbed by the ground, which thus

becomes ijuperviable to what is afterwards put into tlui ditch.

The people are very careless and dirty in their manner of prepar-

ing food: they" live chiefly on fish, which tliey dress while fresh,

but have few vegetables, on account of their want of gardens.

Their drink is similar to that of the people of the other districts.

We find ourselves obliged to say something relative to the drink

or nourishment of the children: because this subject has given

rise to controveisies amongst the different authors who have writ*

ten on Iceland. The mothers only suckle their children for two
or three days after their birth; and it must not be supposed, that •

tliey are then provided with wet nurses. Want alone compels the

indigent women, wlio reside at the iisheries, to give them the breast

longer; but tliis only happens in those parts, where, after suckfing

for a month, they can procure for them a little cows' milk. lu

years of scai*city these poor little innocents arc to be pitied,

because they receive no milk, either of one kind or other. It vvas^

doubtless, in such times, that former travellers saw the unfortunate

mothers feeding their children with a little milk and water. We
were assun'd diat, in scarce years, die mothers were able to give

tlieir children nothing more than warm water, or fisli-broth, with

a few drops of milk to w hiten it, as few had the means of procur-

ing ^lour for making gruel.

^Ilie chief occupation of the people here is, in summer, fishing

;

and, in winter, rearing of cattle, in which they adopt the suai€^,

plan as the inhabitants of Kiosan. in spruig the women are

forced to attend on the cows and sheep, to weeti die meadows,
manure the land, £cc.; in summer the men mow the grass; and,

if they live near the sea, alternately employ themselves in fishi^ig^
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rtiough it^s seldom that ihcy succeed in both these opposite occu-

pations. Those who arc passionately fond of fishing, generally

neglect their citttle, and the hibours of the field; while otliers, who
are more attacljcd to an agricnltnral life, abandon the lisheries.

But there is never a want of labourmg people in the vicinity of

tlje Glacier, since there is alwajs a number of lads who arc

anxions to be occupied. Jn summer they pass to the interior of

the country, and are engaged by the day; and these young people

are not iienuitted to abandon any regular occupation, unless they

have property to the amount of forty rix dollars: which properly

must consist partly in cows and sheep. Tliis precaution is highly

judicious in » covmtry where the population is too thin to afford a

sutiicicnt number of hands for improving its possessions, TLlie

landholders also will not accept any person who is not of sufficient

age and vigour to support hard labour, or who may not be ca-

pable of active assistance in time of harvest. Tlietime of labour,

in a day, was determined by an ancient law called Boclagen, but

it is too severe, and there are few xnvn who are now able to fullil

it; which must |)rove, that the ancient ell of the Icelanders was
nnich less than it is at present. According to those laws, which
«eem to have been prej)ared wltli much wisdom, each labouring

*

youth, who in harvest time might cut thirty square fathoms per

week, or nine hundred Iceland ells, received one rixdoUar in

money, and his food. Those who could not do so much, were
paid in proportion to the work they performed. There are, how-
ever, sonu', who, though considered as middling labourers, since

they perform one-fifth less per w'eek than the quantity just men-
tioned, receive for the season, besides their food, two rix dollars iti

money, eight ells of woollen cloih, twovpair of stockings, a pair of

w^ooUen gloves, and a new dress for lishing; besides which, they

have a right to be provided w itli a lodging. The food and wages
of u domestic servant are of less vajue; but a lad, on the contrary^

can earn in sinnmer eight rix dollars, which are paid to him in

butter, woollen cioth, sheep, and partly in njoney.

From what lias already been said, it niust appear, that the majo-
rity of the young people lead a life of celibacy, because they arc

not able to accumulate the sum established by law, to settle them
as small fai iners; a circumstance which materially militates against

the progress ot population.

OF THE PREPARATION OF SKINS AND LEATHER.
One employment of the inhabitants of this district consists In

the preparations of skins and leather, which are used for dresses

for the lishej-men, and in making forge-bellows'. Thta strong

leather which is made into roj)es and harness, is saturated with

.

fish oil, after which it is rolled up and beaten with a billet of-
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wood^ til] it acqiiire a proper clogree of pliancy. They also pre-

pare skins, by steeping tbeni simply in skim-milk or brine: those

used for saddles are tanned with birch-bark, and afterwards bhicken-

ed with the same dye, that is used for woollens. There are also

Other processes in the dresshig of skins, of which they make a re-

gular trade: some they rub and impregnate with the brown fat of

their smoked' meat, which gives to the skin an intolerable fetor;

others are made more perfectly white, clean, and sweet, by rubbing

them with cream mixed with a solution of salt; and these skins

are admii-ed by all travellers for their beauty and goodness.

OF TTIE JTSIIERTES.

So much having already been said of the manner of fishing in

Iceland, we shall be very brief in our remarks on the method
Adopted in the country of Westerjoekkel, or to the west of the

Glacier: it is, however, deserving of some notice; inasmuch as

the fishery here is the most important of any in Iceland ; while

the manner of fishing differs considerably from that j)ractised in

the other districts. In this quarter the fisheries that surround the

Glacier are very numerous; and the season is from the begin-

nhjgof April to the middle of May; and angUng, or fishing with

a strong hook and line, is much and successfully adopted. In the

^ciuity of the Glacier they only use canoes or boats made of oak,

in which eight or nine men can sit at their ease and follow their

occupation; while others can only hold from two to four persons.

They know by experience the spots which abound in fish, and
throw in bait of worms, or pieces of sole and other fresh fish, and

Sometimes the flesh of birds, particularly of ravens, wliich they kill

near the Glacier. Each boat tlu'ows out from four to six floalhig

lines, and two of the men placing themselves at the prow, agitate

tlie water with their oars, partly with a view to keep the boat from
advancing or falling back with the tide, as well as to induce the

fish to bite, which they will not do if the hooks are shaken by the

motion of the boat. Notwithstanding this simple method, these

fishers will often catcli, in a short time, a greater quantity of

fish than their boat will contain, on which they take off their

heads an<l intestines, with the exception of tlie liver, and throw

tliem into the water. When these fishermen observe, that they

are likely to have bad weather ou their return, they put all the fish

they have taken, ou a string, and throw them hito the water

;

on which the commander of the boat, taking the end of the line,

draws after him the vast train of fish, which serves for a rudder,

mul is more useful in a rough sea than any other. On gahi-

ing the point, the greatest difficulty they experience is to have

their boat on shore, beyond tbe reach of the tide; they then divide

the fish amongst them.
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The fisli most numerous here is the cod^^hich they prepare in a
peculiar manner : they take out the spinal bone as far as the third

vertebra above the navei, an operation which they are obliged

to perform by law^ and which causes tlie .tish to dry speedily.

They also cleanse it from all the blood it may contain, which
causes it to take a "white colour; and some experienced fishers are

so particular in this point, that they gut the fish the instant they

have taken it from the boat. They afterwards pay much atten-

tion to preparing the bladder, which consists of a coriacious skin

similar to leather : it is about a line in thickness, and perfectly

white. In thin cod, which may have remained a long time on a

sandy bottom, this bladder is found ftill cf a viscous and yellott^sli

matter, which forms an agreeable, wholesome, and nourishing

dish, and is used instead of isinglass, which is here ^5nknown. Tlie

people engaged as domestics, and who are sent on lishing excur-
sions, are obliged, by virtue of an ancient law, to prepare the cod,
extract its oil, and give a proper account of the whole to their

employer. Such as are dried in the open air upon cords have a
delicious taste

; though many prefer those that are dried on the

rocks by the north winds, which render the flesh wrinkled and hard.
\

AMUSEMENTS-
The amusements of the people in this part of Iceland consist

of wrestling and dancing, the latter of which is neatly performed,

and much resembles tbe Polish dance. From ten to twelve men
form a ring, and two others stand at opposite sides, one of whom
attempts to break the chain by passing while in the dance, under
the arms of tlie otiiers. On reaching the opposite eiid, he joins

hands, and the otlier then makes the same attem])t. Tins dance,
when well executed^ has a pretty effect. In winter evenings the

peasantry amuse themselves with reading or singing historical

anecdotes ; and those who understand the ancient writings, and
have a good voice, are much esteemed and make a living of their

talent.

4

QtTADKUPEBS-
Thc animals of this district being in no respect diifercnt from

those already mentioned, require no detail. With res}>ect to the

foxes, it is said, that tliey steal the birds' eggs from nests that are

made on the steepest rocks. They go in compaiiies from six to

ten, and on reaching the top of the rock they wrestle togedier, to

ascertain which is the strongest^ and him tliey choose to support the

others, who follow by successively holding the tail of the one which
precedes, and thus descend amongst the rocky precipices, where
the crows deposit their eggs. As soon as the tirst has got an egg, he
gives a cry to inform the others ; on w hidi those tliat follow him ,

OliAPS'EN.] L
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draw him up^ by moving successively backwards to the spot

vhence they set off. Thus their hunt is long and difficult; sMice>

when one has got an egg, the animal next to him must perform the

same manoeuvre, and so on, till they have all been served. Unless

one were to have ocular demonstration of the stratagem of this

animal, it would be difficult to give credit to any account of it

;

since they are obliged to ascend and descend t])G perpendicular

rocks by the aid of their paws. It is more probable, that the

foxes, instead of going in troops, would be cuvuiing enough to

search alone for such parts of the rocks as arc least steep, iu ordev

to descend to the nests*

SPECIES OF Fisir.

Having spoken of the manner of fishing, it may be proper to

specify the different kinds of fish which .are most abundant,

Amongst them are six sorts of cod
;
namely, Gadus maximits ;

Gadus minimus ; Gadus dorso iripterigio, ore imberbi; Gadus
dorso tripterygioi lined laterali nigra; Gadus (longns major)
dorso rnonopterygio ore citratOy dentibus at uiissimis ; Gadus
(longns minor) dorso mo?iopterj/gioy cauda minimu rotunda*
There are besides, in great numbers, the Clupea vulgaris max-
imuy and the Clupea villosa, vel faitem; the l*hvnoret tes, orulis

a dexlra lotus glaber ; Fiesus plevnorectes^ oculis a dcxtra den-
tibus obtUHs, sfjuamis aspig'is spina adanum; Flevnorectcs, ocu-?

lis et tubcrcuhs 6 a dextra capidsy latere, dcxtro nigro macu-t

laiOy maculis rotundis cruceo rnbris; Lumpus mariyins

;

priuvs pelagicus ; Fcrca pdagiea (major) ; Coitus AUpida-
tus ; Gasleroslcus aeukatus, oculis in dorso tribvs ; Raja (ma-^

jor et vulg(iris) dhrao non aculeate ; and Raja acuieata.

Whales and dolj>iiins also arc very numejoiis here ; the latter

go in troops, and it is asserted that for some time in summer, and
generally towards the end of August, they become blind. It has
been remarked, that if they do not lose their siglit, their head is

so much iifiected, that in the mildest weather they will sufiev

themselves to be taken, or dart asljore. In 3 744, nearly a hundred
of thi*; fish assembled in a buy between Olulfsvig and lievet,,

where they were all killed : their flt\sh is of a good taste, but is

haid and difficult of digestion. With respect to tliP \^'hale^ WQ
shall have a future opportiuiity of alluding to it in detail.

FORESTS OV BIRCH-
The annals of Iceland, and still more the traces that are met

with in the ditches of turf already mentioned, as well as the lumps
of petrilied wood, sufficiently prove that forests of birch-trees

were once vervniwiierous: indeed there are several still in existence,

It would be impossible to ileny, that the sea has greatly dimii
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liislied in this countryj which is attested by experience ; but it yet

Remains to be determined to what degree this diminution has

taken place ; and tliere are many of the old inhabitants, w ho re-

member certain spots which now contain farms and meadows^ to

have been covered with water,

SUBTERRANKOUS FIRE OF BOKGARIIRAUN.
The combustion at Borgarhraun did not take place till the tenth

century, when the subterraneous fires burst forth. Tlie Lund-
nama*-Saga attributes it to the wickedness of a magician. It first

appeared at night by a terrible volcanic eruption, which reduced to

ashes several houses, vvitli all their inhabitants. By this event the

country was totally laid waste, and covered with black rocks and
scoria to the extent of three miles from N. E. to S. VV. ; and to

the width of a mile and a half. A great part of the fiery matter

took its course towards the sea, and formed a number of creeks.

At the place where the houses were burnt, there is now a spot

called the Eldborg, or castle of fire, which consists of a very

high, white rampart, entirely surrounded by black rocks of lava,

and internally hollowed. At the distance of four or five miles,

the Eldborg may be taken for a considerable castle; and it seems

that on this spot the greatest eruption took place* The Eldborg

is a small mountain, or rather round, steep, and perpendicular

rock, presenting an undulated and stratified facade, in one regular

mass, without crevices or fractures : it is hollow, and rests at top

of the volcanic aperture, presenting a slight wall from a foot to

an ell in thickness. We measured the diameter of the aperture by
means of a cord, and found its greatest width to be 630 Danish

feet, because it does not form an exact circle. This rock is steeper

within than without ; and is much frequented by ravens, wlio

make their nests in it : the interior height, from the base to the

top, is l6y feet. This wonderful place ser^ves as a guide to ti*a-

vellers in passing the Langfiaerer ; for in dull weather it is easy

for them to mistake their course.

INTERESTING REMARKS ON THE INHABITANTS,
It was between Helgafell and Tor Snaes, that one of the first

inhabitants of this country came to take up his residence ; his

name was Thorolf Monstraiskaig. A temple of idols was con-

structed at the foot of tiie mountains, towards the west, near a

gulph, and its remains are still to be seen, as are the vestiges of

the pastures and farms which he established. Thorolf and his

descendants believed, that after their death, they should return

and inhabit Helgafell ; and from this Mea, they directed that all

theic cattle should be left at lull liberty : the people were forbid-

den to drive them out by force ; but were enjoined to let tfiem

L 2
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5al!j' out ijccording to their pleasure, aud they were particularly

commanded not to strike them. They cousequeatlj' coasidered

tl»c mouutain in question aa a sacred place, and no one presumed
!hr> look at it till he had washed his face aiid hnuds- The baili-

wick of Thorolf was also regarded as a sacred place, and served

as a hall for the adniivustration of jmtice. Near tliis spot, at

Thiugvalle, is still to he seen their Blodsteio, or sacrificial stone,

on which tliey put to death their criminaJs. They were extended
across the stone, with the face upwards ; and the executioner,

after breaking their loius, cut tlieir throat, and knocked them
on the head. When private parties had disputes on doubtful

subjects, they proceeded to Helgafell to take advice ; for it was
supposed^ that whatever should be decided tliere^ would succeed
to the utmost*

At Helgafell was built one of tlie first churches erected in the

western part of Iceland- lu 118^^, or 1184, the convent of

Flatoe, which had already existed ten years, was transferred

thither. This rich convent was secularized at the time of the

Reformation, and the ground belonging to it, wliich consisted

of a hundred pieces of land, was dismembered, and divided into

as many portions, on each of which were established from two
to four farms. Of this convent Olaus Magnus speaks, and as-

serts, that a considerable quantity of fish was amassed iu it, and
sold to commercial foreigners.

INNS OF THE ANCIENT INHABITANTS OF THE COUNTRY,
One cannot read without admiration, in the Landnama-S^^a,

of the zeal of the inhabitants of Sneefiaelds-Naes, for the pub-
. lie good. They formed roads, and established inns, at which
all travellers were received, without paying any thing. The an-

nals above mentioned, take particular luttice of two of these inns,

which were formerly in this canton. They were founded by two
women, one named Gerrid, and the other Thara. The same
order was observed in each : the tables were always well co-

vered, and all strangers might eat gratuitously of what they af-

forded. These matrons used to seat themselves before their

doors, and solicit travellers to dismount from their horses, and
refresh themselves. An example of benevolence equally re-

markable, is that of a man named Soelve, who resided to the

south of the glacier : finding that he could uot carry h>s

CfttabliBhrnent to as great an extent as he wislied, in die country

where he resided, he transferred his property to a place called

Salvohammer, and laid out a farm on the edge of a road, near

which all necessitous tiavellers were obliged to pass. A pcrsou
of distinction founded a similar establishment in the JMorderadal,

beyotAd tlic Skagciionl. Tliia man s name was Thorbrand Oer^
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iwk, aad building was so extensive, that travellers could pass

through it with their baggage, and were furnished not only w iih

provisions, but with any thing for which they miglit liavc occa-

sioiK In this edifice there was always a large fire, at which die

traveller might warm himself, or prepare tlie food and diink

wliich he received.

This is a large exteiit of ground, covered with scoria and lava^

in the vicinity of Helgafell ; and on it is a long rampart, con-

sti'ucted of large stones. History relates, that this i*ampart owes
its origin to two brothers, on one of whom was imposed the task

of building it, as the condition of obtaining the hand of a you«g
woman with whom he was in love ; but before the marriage

look place, tlie young couple were destroyed by a fire j their

tomb may still be seen amongst the lava of Borserkia.

TRODAAR-UNBUR,
The annals called Eyrboggia Sagas, mention an adventure •WhicJi

took place in this district in 1700, and which, if it had tbc^

least appearance of truth, would be really remarkable ; but diese

annals are allowed to rank amongst the most authentic. It took

place at the parish of Trodaar, situated to the east of the Gla-
cier. Shortly aftej' the inhabitants embraced Christianity, an Ice-

land lady died suddenly at Frodaar, and ordeied in her will, that

every article which composed her bed, should be burnt, eveuto the

curtains ; her husband, however, not willing to destroy such
valuable articles, they being very rich and fine, forbade his people

from touching them. Soon after a pestilential disease broke out
in the house, mid carried oiF all its inhabitants one after the other

;

the husband however, with a few of his people, met his end m a
diflferent manner ; for being at sea in quest of provisions, tlie

vessel sunk, and they were all drowned, TJiis adventure spread

terror throughout the canton ; as soon as any one died, he was
expected to return, and nothing was talked of but phantoms and
spectres. The people used to collect together in the evening

to talk of the event, and did not separate till the lire had burnt

out. At last, not knowing to what saint to offer up riieir prayers,

they applied to a man of distinction named Suori e Gode, who
is celebrated in the liistories of Iceland, as one of the most
learned persons in the country. He sent to the house several

adroit and courageous men, withorders to burn before the door the

anicles in question, according to the will of the deceased; they
afterwards assembled,, in the same place, a judicial commission,
according to the aucieiU laws^ and the spectres were ordered to



appear l^efore tliem
;
they were asked, why they quitted iheit

sepuclirca to tornient the Hving with simihir questions put

ill all due pomp ; after which sentence being pronounced upon
theni> they disappeared for ever. Although this account can
only be considered as a fable, or reverie, the result derivable

from it is, that a single man of genius and good sense may easily

destroy the most rooted prejudices of the ignorant.

VOYAGliS IN THI;: WESTflOHDrf
Our travellers being obliged to regulate their conduct accordf-

iug to time and circumstances, made several voyages in the West-
fiord, and took notice of a variety of tracts of country along the

shore, as well as of some little islaiids, almost unknown to

foreign navigators ; but which, being mostly barren and uninha-

Lited^ afforded nothing worthy of particular remark, except

two Glaciers, the Glaama and the Drangc, which are of a

prodigious heiglit and extent. The former is situated in the dis-

trict of Iseiiord, and runs in a southerly direction ; while the

latter reposes on the top of a mass of rocks, between the districts

of [seliord and Bardeslraud., It takes its rise from a great chain of

moimtains, that form a ridge near the land of Trochyllis,

run in a direct line to those of Skorar^ and are twelve miles in ex-

tent by six in breadth, some of these mountains are 300 feet in

heiglit, and others upvvards of 500, as were ascertained by ad-

measurement, though to the view tliev appear much higher.

The district of Dale, a bailiwick in the Westfiord, which con-

tains seven tribunals of justice, fourteen churches and six

parishes, is, incontrovertibiy, the finest- and best in Iceland.

-Next to this is the Reykholt-Sveit, which contains a number of

the largest and most remarkable boihng springs in the western

quarter of Icelaruh We procccd(;d thither to ascertain their de-

gree of heat, and to observe, whether salt water was not conveyed

thither, and evaporated, as the sea is at no great distance ; and
it is not easy to lind so convenient a situation for tliis efFect-

Wc stopped at three springs near the farm of Reykholt, which
nse- from a hillock about forty feet iu height : the water issues

from numerous veins in a kind of rock ; and the inhabitants fre-

quent these springs fur domestic purposes, TIu^ principal of the

three, called Krablande, has a reservoir only two feet in diame-

ter, wliich is in a compact rock, and from which the boiling

water issues to the height of four feet, making the air resound

with a harsh and disagreeable noise : it - sometimes rises to a
greater elevation ; but the people, in ordeff*'to. cook their victuals

more conveniently, have thrown a quantity of stones into the

basiuj which obstruct the tiperturcs. la Uicsc springs they
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took meat, fish, &c. and it Is only necessary to suspend tlie pot
over the mouth of the bashi for a short time ; the victuals thuB

dressed, acquire more tenderness than by a connnon iire, and
have a very agreeable taste. Milk, however, when thus boiled,

loses something of its proper flavour.

This spring throws up water for four or five minutes at a thnc;
and then ceases for an equal space. We placed a Fahrenheit's

thermometer in it, for two minutes, and it rose to the 212lh de-
'

grce ; after which it attained G18 : it even did not stop here, but
suddenly ascended higher, and then fell with an astonishing ra-

pidity, as the boiling water became less agitated. At another
spring, close by that just mentioned, we found that the water
did not contain a greater degree of heat ; but that wild ducks*
eggs soon became hard in it. The waters of the third spring arc
Jiighly esteemed by the inhabitants, as an excellent remedy for

all kinds of diseases, particularly internal affections
; they are of

^uch a moderate heat, as to admit of deglutition, when taken from
the spring

;
they are totally limpid, but yet depose a gravelly and

whitish sediment ; and pieces of wood, plants, &c. exposed
to their action, become incrusted and terminate by petri-

faction.

EVAPOUATION OF SEA-WATER BY THE TIIEKMAI,
SPUl NGS. .

We did not succeed accordhig to our expectation in evaporat-

ing sea-water by tlicse springs ; that which we boiled in a Avell-

closed iron-pot, began to evaporate at "the expiration of ten

hours ; but the salt deposited was of a red colour. After several

trials, we were convinced that the water of these springs, as

well as of several otliers in Iceland, are impregnated with sul-

phureous martial vapours, which, in our experiments by ebulli-

tion, were precipitated. On Uiking this red salt, after dissolving

au<i filtrating it, we obtained a very fine white salt, which proves
that it is always possible to procure white salt by this process;
and it wOuld hv. very desirable for the government to establish

ealt-pits in this vicinity.

WEATHER PHENOMENA, &C. 5CC.

In this part of Iceland the weather is subject to much varia-

tion. 1'he sea-winds are very frequent and boisterous, insomucli

as to incommode both men and animals ; M'hile their action is so

violent on the rocks near the sea, particularly such as have oc-
casional strata of sand stone, that there may be seen a number of
holes, which have been excavated entirely by their influence.

The land-whuls, or those from die east in general, are more mild
)iere than in other parts of Iceland j because they lose their vio-
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fence before they arrive at the western point, where they meet
with the sea-breezes, with which they contest a passage for several

days, and sometimes for weeks togetlier, which abates their im-
petuosity. HencCj the winters are rarely severe in the Weslfiord,

The spring winds, however, are more inimical to vegetation and
to cattle*

PHENOMENA IN THE ATM03PHEKE,
There may be seen here, as elsewliere, different phenomena

in the atmosphere ; but storms do not often occwr, and thunder

is only heard at a distance. But, on the other hand^ tlie air fre-

qnently resounds with extraordinary noises, wliat is called Lap-
lelltus, and wliicli means aerial fire, appears particularly at the

Westfiord, and in the northern parts of the district of Bardes*

trand : it is only perceived iu winter wlien the sky is rather loaded

with clouds, accompanied by strong w inds and falls of 8no\ys^

though the upper atmosphere is severe. Ai such times, during

the night, the sly seems a mass of f/re, or as if lightened inces-

santly, while the earth, by reflexion, has a similar appearance.

The most remarkable aurora borealis occurred on the *i5lh Janu*

3^7, .17(>'2. Tlv<5 circumstance wliich gives rise to these lumin-

ous phenomena^ is that the w inds blow with impetuosity aud re-

pel hito the upper air a gicat quantity of snow, which becomes
Imniuous by the light that remains in the atmosphere. The in-

habitants, who are ignorant of these causes, are terrified at their

effects, and take the aurora borealis to be lightning at a distance.

It is, however, so far dangerous, that it frightens cattle extremely,

particularly horses, whom it often drives mad, when they run
wildly amongst the mountains, and meet tlieir death by leaping

over the rocky elevations.

Amongst the rocks in this district is a chain called Froellali-

laiid, whiclf means mouiUuins heaped up by the giants : they are.

principally composed of basaltes arranged with order, and it

might be added, with art, since they appear to be only a variety

of the Saxu7U Basallljorme grneum* The most remarkable

difference in this chain of rocks is, that some of the strata are

not more than from six inches to a foot in thickness^ and that they

are disposed in horizontal layers, as compact and even as if they

had been placed by the most scientific architect, and cut by the

chisel : each separation at the extremity is fioui six to twelve

fe<5t in length. These ediiices of nature might be taken for long

walls of masonry : they extend to nearly two miles across the

mountains, at the extremities of which they may be seen in the

gulphs. They also project very far into thv -^ca, where thtre ara

isles and creeks.
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PETRIFIED WOOD.
In Iceland real pctiitications are very seldom to be met with,

Except where tliey are produced by subterraneous fires or hot
springs. There are^ however^ in tlie rocks near Bardestrand,

some vast strata of pfetrified ebony*. In this spot is an immense
cavern, which shiks two hundred fathoms into the mountain^

and in which a small river takes its course. The entrance of the

cavern is to the southward ; and to the west it becomes very

steep: its height is one hundred and seventy-lire feet; and that of

the mountain, which is composed of different strata of rock, is

seven hundred and fifty-four feet. These strata, withVespect to

the substance which forms tliem, are in size and Compactness

very regular, and arc parallel with the shore: they are composed
of rocks amalgamated with ferruginous particles, and intersected

by light strata of brownish turf> as well as by hard clay mixed
with sand. The ebony wood (or, as it is called, suriarbrand,

from the name of the mountain which contains it) is easy to be
distinguished at a distance, on account of its black colour: it is

principally found to the left of the entrance of the cavern, above
the first four stratifications ; and from the best opinion we could

form, thdse were about one hundred and twenty-six feet long,

by two, three, or four in thickness. The uppermost stratum is

twenty-five feet above the level of the river, and consists of a
thick kind of wood, in which are many ferruginous particles; the

second is better, huvhig a finer grain ; but the two inferior strata

surpass the others, as they are less stony, and not so nmch mixed
with heterogeneous substances.

This singular wood appears again in a grotto in the Forstahl,

ifear Arnarfiord, We were induced to repair to this grotto,

from hearing that it contained a quantity of sea-coal ; but
the substance taken for coal proves to be nothing else than the

Iceland ebony mixed with a kind of fat ami black slate, which
is very compact. This mass may indeed be used as fuel, but

it partakes only in a small degree of the quality of the real coal

found in the siu'tai brand. To the Icft^ on a small eminence
composed of lightly-heaped rubbish, we observed some strata of

the same kind of ebony ; but they were very thin, and, as it were,
dispersed by chance. A circumstance however very remakable

Was, that several pieces of wood, fragments of bones, branches

of trees, and particularly roots of peti ified plants, were disco-

verable at intervals, which had preserved their shape, though wo
observed that they were rather pressed or fiattened; but, on the

other hand, they had acquired a considerable degree of solidity.

* IJ^nnm succo rninerali inmUinin condensatiimque ; an ebonum fossile
hlaniikum, Worm^ Mus. lib. l.c, 13.
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There Is no doubt whatever that this surtarbrand, or ebony^

was formerly a species of wood, and that there consequently

existed a forest of it in the vicinity where it is found. That it is,

a wood, is evidently proved from its filaments^ buttons, and
branches ; and no one can venture to assert that it is merely a

ijport or production of nature. All that remains to be ascertained

is, how these forests became the newel of the mountmns, or the

bed on which repose such enormous masses of rock and entire

chains of hills ; or how their transmutation into so different a
substance from what this wood must have been in its origin,

could have been effected. Many arguments might be brought
forward in this respect, particularly when we consider the situ-

ation, height, and component parts of the different mountains

:

indeed this ebony may be found in sucli as do not offer the least

vestige of volcanic eruptions; but in the latter situations it is

ranged without order, and the strata are of trivial extent. In

nearly all these rocks are found fragments of volcanic strata,

which have been melted either in part or entirely: these fiag-

ments are accompanied with small lava-pebbles, shore-fluits. Sec
in strata of vegetable mould. Some of the fragments of lava are

perceptible in rocks where there is no petrified wood, as well as

in those which contain that substance, but they are then commonly
found in the upper part. We have no doubt that all these ex-

traordinary effects have proceeded from some terrible subversion:

and even that there must have been three successive shocks, each
of which has deposited one of the strata of wood which may now
be so distinctly remarked. These shocks, as well as many others*

of equal extent and importance, must have proceeded from fire

and water excited and put in action by the effects of the air;,

there must also have been three overthrows, or complete sub-
versions, in order to accumulate the three enormous masses of

rock, and to form a colossal wall so even and wonderful in il»

structure.

With respect to the change which this wood has undergone by
becoming totally black, and in substance like horn, it is welfe

known tliat similar effects of nature have been observed in oilier .

parts of the world. Mummies have been preserved for thouf*

sand;? of years, . partly by bitunieu, and partly by means of
exsiccation; and in mines and spots that have given way we
often meet with caicases, wood, and other objects which have-

not undergone the least alteration, because they liad imbibed.
a mineral juice which has enjbalmcd ami hardened them, so

as to preserve them, entire as long a» they are not exposed to the

action of the air. It has been discovered, that vitriolic acid is one
of the best agents for preventing bodies from corruption; and

the ebony has probably acquired its Itarduess ftoni being ex*-
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ptvsed lo this ncid, which exists every where in its vicinity. On
boiling or burning this wood^ we may immediately discover the

ticid with which it is impregnated ; and its black colour is a proof

of what is here advanced, since it can only arise from the com-
bination tliat takes place between the vegetable juices and tlie

vitriol,

1>I,AN'IS OF THE WESTERN PAKTS Ol' ICELAND.
Among" the plants which are seldom met with in the territory

of Dale, in the western part of Iceland, are the following:

Kpilohiuni hitifoKuni; Viola tricolor (FL Sv'. 72U ; Campa-
vula rotundijoliay J'ollis raJicalifms rotundis, reniformis (Fl,

tSucc. 17tij; Cochlearia rotuudifolia ; Urtica miuor ; jIu^

gcligica Arcliangclica (FL Lappon. 10\); Imperutoria os-

irailiium ; Ptantago latifoUa ; Trifolium prnteme, flore

alho ; Galium Jbllis cjuaternisj Jiore a/bo; Saxifraga au-
tumnaUs

;
(yuaphaiiay divicam^ alplnumy stjlvaticum (Fl,

.Sr. ,572, ()73, et ()7o) ; Sibbaldia procumhens ; Aego-
podium podagearia; Spir(ca ulmaria ; Fchium vulgarc;

Nasturtium pratensc ; Vicca cracea ; lihodiola; Veronica of-

Jicinalis; Veronica spicata; Holcus odoratus (FL Sv, 70.);

Arundo arenaria (FL Sv, \02); Galium verum^ foliis denis,
.

V7ideriisy et duodenis; Galium Aperine ( FL Sv^ ^2.0); TrifO'

Hum Jibrinum {Menianthcs trifolia); Gentiana autumnalis

;

Gentiana nivalis; Gentiana vcrna; et Gentiana pneamo"
nanthe; Parnassia triglickia (palu.sire, FL Sr. 2<J8j; Epilo-'

bium foliis ovato-acaminaiis serratis (fetragonum) ; Epilo^

hiwn paiustre ; Linucei Poligo7ium bisiorta, foliis laticeolatis

allcrnis; Bnlbi scapi ; Pyrola minor racemosa ; Saxifraga
oppositi folia (FL Sv. 359 ) > Saxifraga cotj//cdon, foliis ra-

dicelibus subrotandisj j^errati^ris cartitagineis (FL Lapp, 177);
Cncuba/is acauHs (Silenc. FL Fapp. 185 ljcda?n annum
acre (FL Sv. 391 J; Dri/as octopetala ; Geum rivalc, Ra-
?tnnculns (nivalis) pt/gmceus; Ranunculus aquaticus, foliis

' omnibns capillaceis; Bartsia Alpina ; Nasturtium aqnaticum ;

Hicracium murornm (FL Sv, 637 ) ; liieracinm Alpinuin (ibid,

6'32); et Hieraciam nmbellaturn, foliis Hnearibus (ibid, 639) i

Cotula faitida ; Viola (palustris) acaulisj foliis rcniformlbus

(FL Sv. 733); Chmunda Innaria; Equisetiim foliis octagonis;

hycopodium selago ; et Li/copodium clavatum, cum stminc^

mlphuris vegetabilis ( Fl, Sv. S59) ; Liehencs Islandici vscu-

lenti; Tremcl la nostoch; Urtita maxima (FL Eappon 374^;
and Sorbns accaparia, and others not worthy of particular spe-

cification.
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REMATIKS ON THE INHABITANTS OF TH I S N E I G H JlOUK*
TIOOB.

There is no great distinction to be inadc between the inhnbirr

tants of the district of Dale and tliose of the juriscHction of Bon-r

garfiord. In the vicinity of Breedefiord and the isles the people
are very active and industrious, particularly hi agricultural

pursuits: ihey devote their attention much more to the rear-

ing of cattle than to fishing; but those who live northwards
from Bardestrand to Cape Horn adopt the latter employment,
and in general are neither so' gay nor so active as the others.

Such as arc in easy circumstances continue to rear a few sheep,

and in winter make the wool into clothes for themselves, as well

as into stuffs for comnierce. The poorer people, who have

neither wool, fish, oil, nor fat for their lamps, are obliged in

that season to sleep most pf their time. Those who reside in

the western part of the gulf, are very gentle in their nKumer.s, and
disputes rarely occur among them. They are a religions, well-

informed people, and have a good enunciation.

On the contrary, tht; iuhabitimts of the northern part of

Arnarfiord are large and ruddy. They are well-ftiade, courageous,

and much disposed to fight M'hen irritated or oft'ended. They
hiivc retained in their eostinne the ancient fashion of the coun-
try, namely, white clothes in the antique style; tliose of Onund-r

iiord, situated to the north of the port of .Dyrcfiord, let the beard

grow, and also adopt the pld mode of dressing. Tiie people

in the vicinity of Breedeiiortl ai^d Arnariiord, '«ne much attached

to the study of natural history, and are well skilled in bptany and
mineraloj^y.

At a ccirtain age, the people in this part of Iceland are parti-

cularly subject to diseases of the chest, which teiminate in con-

sumption : they are likewise much affected with the scurvy, to

Avhich most of their other diseases owe their origin. In the

AVestfiord violent leprosy is iiot uncommon: it attacks the head

and face, ^^hich become covered with hnups, and the gum^
svveli, though without causing a looseness of ilw teeth; but it

is remarkable, that aniidst all these attacks, tlie patient seldoni

feels pain. In this disease an insensibility occurs in all the liinbs,

and the treatment is simply the same as if the complahu >va%f exr-

ternyl. When the patient is interrogated, he declares that ho
scarcely feels any p:iin, but merely a heaviness of the body,

M'liich renders any strong exercise disagreeable. The causes of
this disorder aresupjjosed to arise from tlie vicinity of the \'illagc8

tp the sea, in copnequence of which the air is always impreg-

nated with saline vapours; besides which, the grovmd is noilnnj^

but pure rock, so that the fishermen cannot take the exercise of

riding. To this may be addt'd their sedentary life, and cunsta^
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%mg down in ivinter; as \vell as their feeding on scarcely any

Sliing but fresh lish in summer, and dried lish in the winter sea-

son: all of wliich circumstances' injure their health. It will

therefore be readily supposed, that these people cannot arrive at

a ffreat a";e : the lishermen never attain more than from liftv to

sixty years. It is however remarkable, that the women live much
longer, particularly those who have had many children; which

probably arises from their never going out to sea, and their tak-

more exercise in the countrv.

The houses of these people arc much better than those m the

southern fisheries and near the Wcsterjoekkel. In tliis part long

fragments of whalebone are much employed in building not only

liouscH but boats, though these bones are much dearer than tim-

ber
;

but, on the other hand, they will last a century without

decaying.

The cabins and drying-houses of these fishermen are much
cleaner than in other parts; and tliey do not exhale so bad a

smell, because the entrails and waste parts of the fish are tIu*own

into ditches and covered with sand.

Out) kind of fuel employed here is, marine weeds mixed with

turf and the remains of fish ; it however produces but little

heat, and is too expensive for general use; their common sub-r

stitute is therefore the dried dung of cattle.

OF wrrCHCRAFT AND OTHER SUPERSTITIONS IN ANCIENT
AND MOnEUN TIMES,

^

Every person who lias read and studied history, is aware
of the influence of superstition on the manner of thinking, in the

different pco[)lc who inhabit our globe. The reader, however,
will doubtless be amused with some details on the spirit of su-

perstition wliich still exists among the Icelanders.—These insular

people have, from the earliest times, entertained the most ridi-

jculous ideas relative to sorcerers and gliosis; but even more
lebiightened persons in every part of the world have been sub-

ject to this charge. There are two sorts of magic in Iceland,

which are denominated the black and the white. Under the latter

name is in general comprised natural magic, which does not de-

pend upon M'ilchcraft, and which the Icelanders rarely adopt

;

but they understand by white Diagic, an operation vviiich

partly consists of natural means, and in which they seek to dis-

cover wondi;riul and supernatural events by acts of devotion and
jiuperstitiqu, accompanied with exorcisms and invocations. This
Y'lnd of magic may therefore, >vhen not applied for evil pur-
poses, simply excite the weak and credulous man to the feur of

f lod, and to consequent acts of piety. This was indeed u sort

VJf religious niagic used in pagan times, as well as since the esla-
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blishment of Christianity. From time immemorial, superstitioiTS

means were employed in Iceland for the cure of diseases. To
bleed., letting a sma^l cjimntlty of bloody 'and then closing the

puncture ; to cure tho.sc possessed hy exorcising the evil s|)irits ;

and for similar purposes, such maj^ic wns constantly adopted.

There was a certain invocation or formula adhered to for each

lespecfive purpose ; wliich was accompanied by tlie ringing of

bells, the ornamenting of the altars, and the distribution of sacred

bread, w ine, water, incense, &c.
In iriore modern times they adopted other mc^thods ; such as

forming a cross with the fingers, by disposing them in different

ways
;
making use of the bread and wine employed at the altar

;

reciting prayers or psalms, and wearing them in writing on the

breast; to all of which they attributed curative virtues. We
find here but few traces of divination

;
though there may be re-

marked some vestiges of chiromancy, and several copies of the

figures and hieroglyphics which relate to that art. There are

likewise several ancient writings on astrology ; and the most il-

literate of the people believe that there is no disease or evil

which such superstitious juggling cannot remove : they entertain

eimilar ideas of the supernatural virtues of cei taiu plants and
stones, well as of various remedies derived from tlie animal

kingdom. Most of these absurd opinions seem to have origi-

nated from false translations of foreign books, which were in-

trocluced in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries : and which

were approved by the clergy, who themselves adhered most ri-

gidly to their contents.

Black magic is that which is generally described by the word
necromancy, as it is supposed to be effected by the aid of

evil spirits. In ancient tinuis it was much practised in Nor-
way, but it has not been known' in Iceland for more than

two centuries. It is effected in two different ways, viz. by magi-

cal characters, and by poetry ; but in great operations they join

both together. In the histories of Eddcn and Sn, Sturiesoih ^ve

learn tljat Odin was the first and greatest philosopher of the

Korth; wliich is confirmed in several other annals, that mention
all the ceremonies which he practised. These two kinds of magic

were not merely in vogue in the times of paganisni, but existed

long after the introduction of Christianity.

OF THK MAGIC JN THE TIME OF PAGANISM.
The word blot signifies, in the North, the religijon of the

pagans. They adored idols, and made sacrifices to them in

order to ohtahi their wishes ; and this idolatry was tolerated by
the laws. The greatest evil was, that they intermixed magic with

iLt'ir religjou? ceremooies. 'I'his idolatry was connected with
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taiious objects. Disci blot consisted in sacrificing to a goddess

called Discn, to whom they attributed the power of deciding

the fate of mortals. Their Aha blot was a sacrifice to the

spirits of rivers and fields, in order that they might succeed in

their culture, or that misfortune might fall upon those of an

enemy. The most ancient and terrible species of magic was
called Seidur; and was effected by fire, poetry, and singing:

by this means those who were present, and even absent, who
were the objects of the mysteries, became as it were bewitched,

mad, and overvvhelmed w^ith misfortune. Sn. Sturlcsou says^

that Odin himself disapproved of this vile and dangerous art»

which could not fail to displease the gods, as well as the moral

part of mankind. It was after this that they ceased to make
.sacrifices to tlie idols ; which proves that magic, even in pagan

times, was lield in abhorrence by all persons capable of refiection.

They particuhu4y detested the Seidur ; and Harald Haaifiigar
caused his own son to be burnt, as well fls his partisans, on being

convicted of having formed a society for practising this art.

It is forbidden in the inost ancient laws of Iceland and the

North. The ordinary punishment inflicted on those who exer-

cised it, was to enclose them in a sack, stone them to death,

burn tlie corpse, and throw the ashes into the sea. In general

they burned the sorcerei- or magiciaps, and scattered their a^^hes

before the wind; in order, as they asserted- that they might not
return to torment the living. For in Uial time they hud belief iu

the appeai*aiice of ghosts ; doubtless because Odin boasted that

his art enabled him to make the dead appear, and that he had
even learnt in what manner to la^ spirits. But it is known that

these ridiculous ideas likewise took root during the barbarous

ages iu all other nations ; and no person is ignorant of the tales

about goblins. The more learned men in Iceland at the period

in question employed themselves in writing on this subject, and
several of their dissertations still remain.

OF THE. MAGIC LS THE EARLIEST TIMES OF CIlUIS-

TIANITY.
The magic of the early christian ages was the sa^ne as that of

pagan times, and was practised only in segret : it was in use as

much in Iceland as in Norway ; and the magicians made choice
of the few nights that preceded any grand lestival, to perform
their operations. This kind of magic is called in the ancient code
of northern laws Utcseter ; which means outside the house.".

Odin himself practised it, and Sn. Stitrkso?i mentions this re-

markable circumstance respectuig it. Those who performed their

mcantations i^i the open air were supposed to converse with spiiits

^ho commouly advised them to do ill ; ou which account they
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were considered as culpable as those who exercised the black aYty

or that whose object was the raising of gliosts and phantoms.
In the times of paganism, when there was no code of law, the

proceedings against such as practised the black art were very

abort : they were punished with all possible rigour, but the

other maericians were not molested. After the introduction of

ciu*istianity, a scrupulous difference was made between the dif-

ferent kkids of magic; and the punishment was more or less se-

vere, according to the extent of the offence. It appears that

they knew little in Denmark of either magic or witchcraft;

tliough in Sweden both were prevalent, and the laws against them
were summary and rigid. The code of laws of the North, and

of Iceland, prove that magic was generally practised throughout

those counti ies, and that a number of malevolent persons exer-

cised it notwithstanding tl^e existing penalties. It was not till

towards the middle an-e that sorcerers and magicians were bumt^
It will scarcely be credited, that at the period in qviostion many
women were accustomed to bite or cut off one of the lingers of

tiieir children from u persuasion that they would thus obtain a

long life : for this conduct they were pvmished by 'A simple line.

The punishment of burning was indicted on those who sacri-

ficed to or worshipped idols, and on those who pretended to tell

fortvuies, or perform other species oi' witchcraft ; Mhiie such

as gave them iesid(.»»ce, or took their part, suffered the same
fate. They were also placed out of the protection of the laws,

by a declaration directing them to be considered as assassins
'

who merited death. Any person who exercised magic in the

way of imj)recation or other sorcery, w-ith a view of injuring-

juen or cattle, >vas punished with death ; and whoever sus-

pended certain stones about himself or his animals to operate

as aunilets for the purpose of preventing or curing diseases by
supernatural efiects, was placed beyond the protection of the laws\

It was also believed that such a man could not fail to beconui

mad by the operation of the evil spirit ; and those who happened
to be present during similar acts of sorcery, and did not prevent

them, were subjected'lo u like punishment.

In the early ages of clnistianity, the law continued equally ri-

, gorous against those M'ho made use of amulets from an opi-

iiiou that such charms received supei'uatural virtues from the

idols ; but this rigour ceased when the christians themselves

began to use various stones and plants in their religious cere-

monies. ' -

OF THE MAGIC IN MODERN TIMKS.
In the later ages, after the reformation, magic and witchcraft

seemed to revive, with the superstitious ceremonies which ill-
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disposed people borrowed from tlie ancient forms of catholic

worship : there then arose an ancient species of necromancy,

notwithstanding all the severity employed to prevent it, and to de-

stroy every thing which related to its operations. They endea-

voured to combine with this the pagan system of m^ic, but they

failed for want of knowing it : they were, therefore, obliged to

invent their ovrn characters ; and it was easy for the malevolent

to use imprecations, and to raise pretended evil spirits, in order

to produce an elfect upon weak minds. The superstitious peo-

ple gave credit to these projects, and suffered themselves to be
deluded by such frauds and gesticulations. This kind of ma-
gicians had greatly increased since the seventeenth century, which
may be attributed to two well-known causes. The first is, that the

prejudiced, and the persons in authority in the country, being too

rational to fear such proceedings, endeavoured to maintain the

opinion which the people at large had conceived of the effects of
magic, in order to keep them in a state of dependence. In this

they perfectly succeeded : for they were not only feared, but
were considered to be greater sorcerers than those who directly

professed the art of magic. When they perceived that this stra-

tagem succeeded, they considered that it would be much better

for the people to retain these ideas ; because this strengthened

their own power, and augmented the veneration which was paid to

them. They did not indeed employ themselves with magic
; but,

on certain occasions, they knew how to give to suspicious cere-

monies or events a mysterious appearance, from which they de-

rived advantage : they made the people believe that they had di-

vined such circumstances before-hand, and- that they M'ere so

well informed In this art as to be able to produce great effects

by occult means. Others still more cmuang asserted, that if

they examined and interrogated the magicians, it was only for

form ; since those knew already what those had done, and the means
they had employed. Thus the people believed that there were
several kinds of witchcraft, which the learned and people of
rank were aione able to understand by means of Latin and otlier

foreign books.

In order to give an idea of some of their species of magic, we
shall begin by that which they call Finskgaldn' ; which, as they

asserted, wns brought into the country by an Icelandic magician

who had made a voyage to Lapland for the purpose. This con-

sisted in possessing a spirit which bore the forin of a worm or a
fly: but the pretended voyage never took place. It was also

said that queen Gunnhild and others went to Lapland for the

express purpose of studying magic, and assisting at the opera-
tions of the sorcerers.

-Another kind consisted in interpreting the songs of birds

;

OJ^ArSEN.] N
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which was the magic practised by th6 great people, patticularTy

the princes and kings. The crows were considered as the

birds best infoi med of affairs of state, and capable of predict-

' ing future events ; but as there are none of those birds inlceland,

the ravens fulfil thi,s office- They had also a class of magic ana-

logous to that employed to conjure up the dead. They made
choice of a friend, or other intelligent person, who promised to

appear to them after his death, and give an account of whatever

was interesting: and they considered his first visit as pregnant with
danger. The utmost degree of magic however in those times>

consisted of what they called Knrra KalJ : this was the evil spirit^

who appeared in the form of a calf newly-born, and not yet

cleaned by the dam. Those who desired initiation in this mys-
tery, were compelled to perform that operatioawith their tongue

5

by which they arrived at a complete knowledge of the art.

or THE LAST STATE OF MAGIC IN ICELANB.
.

We shall pass ov<ir the various ceremonies and different modes
employed by the modern magicians. The Rtiiines were always

the principal agents in their operations, as they were in ancient

times. They also used other characters, or rather drawings and

paintings ; such, for example, as Aaron's rotl ; Solomon's seal

;

Thor's hammer ; and also the Sprota, a long thin wand, which
they asserted to possess the power of opening rocks, eminences)

and mountains, on striking them. This magic wand also pro-

cured the means of conversing with the gnomes. All these va-*

jious operations were much in vogue in the latter ages, and there

still remain traces of them throughout Iceland. If a person fell

sick, it was immediately attributed to witchcraft. There were

scarcely any houses that were not said to be liamited ; and every

one believed he saw the dead returning to disturb the living. In

short, every thing that was bad, whether melancholy, vapours,

epilepsy, convulsions, palsy, or apoplexy, was attributed to the

manoeuvres of the evil spirit. The priests and people of authority

endeavoured to destroy this remnant of superstition, but they

did not succeed : because it was seen that they beliuvud in it

themselves, and were as much terrified at its effects as the com-
mon people. It was at last conceived that nothing would da but

severity of punishment ; and they then began to burn those who
were thus guilty oi' no other crime ihm a weak mind. As soon as

a man was accused of having bewitched others, or even animals,

he was condemned without mercy to the stake. There is no
doubt that this excessive severity ^vas derived from the Germans,
iis well as from the ancient Swedish laws. Ten persons sulJered

death in this way in the space of thirty years, from 16GO to 1690.

Most of these unfortunate people were vagrants j and very few
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of thcWi were convicted of practising sorcery, while tliere is no
doubt that several were perfectly innocent. At length the per-

sons of authority in the country began to see the odious nature

of the laws in question; and in IGQO there was notified to the

tribunals of the country a decree from the king, commanding
that the proceedings against every person accused of sorcery

should be laid before his majesty for revision, previous to pas-

sing sentence.

WHALE-HUNTING.
In this part of Iceland they often hunt the whales in such a

manner as to drive them on shore, where they are killed. The
ilesli of this lish has by no means a disagreeable taste, but is

very similar to beef; and the young whales of the species which
are good to eat, even have a very delicate flavour- Its fat,

after being salted down, is used for the same purposes as lard;

to which it is preferable, both in point of taste and because it

will keep for four or ftve years.

Although the Icelanders have at their choice many isles which
afford a g!*eat variety of productions, it must at the same time
be admitted that they are very laborious and vigorous ; and that

they understand domestic economy in a wonderful degree, much
more so indeed than many other nations could do if placed in a
similar situation. They are besides very sober; and clean in the

preparation of their food and utensils, circumstance which rarely

oceui's among fishermen by profession. To their praise it must
be added, that they are very hospitable towards strangers, as well

As to the inhabitants of the interior of the islands, who come to

trade with them, or to pass the Gulf of Brecdfiord. It fre-'

quently happens that seven or eight strangers meet together at

one time in the houses of these people, and remain with thenx

for a week together, on account of the badness of the weather*

As soon as they arrive, the generous cottagers dry their clotties,

and lodge and feed tliem with the greatest pleasure ; while in ihe^

evenings they amuse them by reciting historical anecdotes, or

playing with them at chess, to pass away the time as agreeably

as possible. When the strangers set off, they constantly refuse all

kind of payment whatever ; but if they are obliged to undertake

the passage witii them, in their canoes, llicy then accept of a liberal

compensation for their labour and time. Hospitality is, how-
ever, the characteristic of the whole country 5 even to such a
degree, that when a traveller puts up any where for the night,

they do not require any thing of him either for his supper or
his bed. This friendly disposition is carried so far in the juris-i

diciion of J3ardestrand, that when a stranger enters a house be-
fore dinner, or in the middle of the day, simply to rest himselfy

' N £ \
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with the Intention of continuing his journey^ he finds it impossw
ble to depart without accepting a dinner. When persons of con-

dition or those who hold official situations travel in the southern

quarter^ and sleep at the house of a peasant^ they give him on
their departure whatever they think proper. It should iinally be

observed, that the gi-eatest riches of these insular people consist

in the productions of the country, which they employ for them-
*• selves and others. There are very few rich among then) ; but

most of them live at their ease, and very poor families arc sel-

dom to be met with.

Our travellers now undertook a journey to' the Hornestrand^

or alojig the coast to the North Cape. Near the bay of Kolla>

at the door of the church, they met with a remarkable ancient

monument : it was aflat round plute, about two feet and a half in

diameter ; . and containing forty-two characters, which they could

not decypher, but considered as magical hieroglyphics. In the

middle of the plate was the figure of a man on horseback with

cuirasses, and holding in his hand a naked sword. I'hc horse is

represented in full gallop, and surrounded with stars ; lit its feet

ia a quadruped with a long tail, and covered with scales ; it re-

sembles an otter, and has several horns on its head. This animal

is pierced with a javelin, and by its side is the iigure of a wo-
man wearing on her head a bonnet nearly in tlie ' shape of a
crown ; she is prostrate before the cavalier. The words which

the characters compose are repeated four times, and iill the. line

which forms a circle. The writing seems to denote an ancient

German dialect of the tenth or eleventh century, or perhaps of

a still earlier period. Some other figures on this plate seem to
^

represent the history of Saint George.

EXTRAORDINAKY IIUltHICAN ES.

On the 29th August, being near Reykcfiord, about half a mile

from the port, there arose a terrible hurricane, which detaclicd f

from the shore an enormous mass of rock, to w hich was affixed

the cable of a ship. The inhabitants in the vicinity attributed

this wind to the effects of witchcraft ; as there resided near the

spot a very adroit and sensible peasant, whom they regarded as a

great magician. We amused ourselves in talking with him on
magic and supernatural events : he had no aversion to open his

mind to us, and answered all our questions with nujch frankness

and sagacity. He possessed very considerable knowledge of the

diffi;rent stones and plants in this part of the country.

Jn the evening, after the wind had subsided, we heard a
• very loud noise in the air ; which was succeeded by a dreadful

storm which beat down our tent, and broke the stakes that

iiU])ported it, though they were retained by a number of cords
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and stones. Tliis Imrricane arose in an instant, and subsided in

the same sudden jnanner. It was, however, impossible to check
the ndiculous opinion which the inhabitants entertained ; and thej

continued lo IjeUeve that sorcery was the occasion of all their

alarms, notwithstanding our endeavours to convince them that

the hurricane originated entirely from the state of the atmo*
sphere.

DANGEROUS ASCKNT OF THE DRANGAR,
On the 31st August we crossed the Gulf of Ofeig, in order

to arrive at Drangue, by travelling along the shores ; and on
reaching Angenaes we had a full view of the line rock of

Drangar, from which the glac? e?' takes its name. This promon-
tory is composed of seven points ; those in front are lowest, and

extend into the sea from east to west; the four to the east, on
the contrary, are much higher and very pointed. The raomitain

itself is from three to four hundred fathoms in height ,* but the

Drangar has not by far so great an elevation. A very dau*

gerous road runs between these mountainous summits ; but the

inliabiLunis nevertheless pass along it to go to their church at

Aaruaes.

The Drangue-Viig, situated between Engcnaes and the Dran-
gar, is an agreciitile country, covered with herbage, and was for-

merly inhabited : it contains a quantity of timber for ship build-

ing, and a few islets which are near the shore afford abmidaut

su])j)Hes of sea-fowls' eggs.

There is no road which either leads to or crosses these rocks.

We attempted to climb them, as we were assured by our guide

that others had succeeded in ascending them on -horseback. This
midertaking, however, was equally difficult and dangerous : for

we were obliged to go on our hands and knees, and to drag our

horses after us; as, though they were accustomed to walk on rocks,

it was here necessary every instant to assist them, and prevent

them from slipping or stumbling, which they frequently did in the

crevices and holes. We were often compelled to get over a kind

of steps or projections, which were upwards of four feet iu

height. When our horses attempted to leap up them, the bag-

gage with which they were loaded fell off, and every thing brittle

which it contained was sure to be broken.—Towards night, how-
ever, we succeeded in gaming the summit. We found it level

;

and it appear^ like a floor laid with slate, in pentagons and hep-
tagons ; its composition, on the whole, was exactly similar to

that of the basaltic rocks already mentioned.

• To return seemed to be attended with as much dansrer as

our ascent. Tlie declivity was very steep ; and what rendered it

more dilHcult and dangerous waa, that we were obliged to per-
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form it in tlie dark, and were exposed every instant to vio-*

)ent gusts of wind. Wc were forced several times to carry

the loads of our horses, to enable them to continue their pas-

sage : and it was necessary to make a number of windings before

"we could arrive at the farm; which was five miles distant, and was
the only habitation on this coast. In our way thither, we had little

more satisfaction or rest than during the disagreeable descent we
hadjust performed; for it poured with rain, and the wind,was
exceedingly high. There came occasionally some terrible gusts

towards that part of the mountahi that conlahicd the farm, and

where we had erected our tent. We heard during the nigiit se-r

vera] disruptions ; occasioned by the force of the wind, which
detached large fragments from the rocks. While the iuhabi"

tants of this farm were relating to us that on such occasions

considerable musses of stone were separated with a terrific

crash, we heai d a tremendous noise in the direction of the rock,

resembling the repeated firing of artillery. On looking towards

the spot we saw a cloud of smoke, or rather dust, rising into the

air, and which proceeded from a new excavation u» the momUaiti.

Every person immediately ran, with a view to save hiniselft into

the open fields. Our own people, who had never been divested of

fear and terror during die journey, asserted, that they saw a mass
roll from the top of the mountain. At first we could not distinguish

the cause of the thick cloud of dust that obscured the air : but

we soon remarked that this fall had taken place directly before

us ; therefore we could not escape in that direction, and we did

not know on M'hich side to make off, in order to avoid the dan-

ger. At length we discovered the place whence the fragment

had been detached from the rock. The few cattle belonging

to the farm, and our horses in particular, ran backward and for-r

wards in the field as if they were nuid. Happily, this enormous
jnass of stone was propelled perpendicularly from the mountain

;

and, falling in a direct line u])on a rock a little above our tent, it

broke into a thousand pieces.

PKESENT JtfODE OF FLOATING WOOD.
The Icelanders call the present mode of conveying wood

along the coast by water, Stokafarse; but it is not an advantage-

ous method, and the passage is dangerous. Ilui inhabitants of
the district of Isefiord, and tlie northern part of Baidestrand^

make these voyages in large canoes, containing eight or ten men.
On reaching the coast they make choice of the best timberj with

which they load their boat; and, making a raft of the overj)lus,

drag this after them. When they have a quick passagt, and meet
with no 'accident, their expences are well paid; otherwise this

is not the. case. Sometimes their vessels ure wrecked: and
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they are not unfrequcntly. In order to prevent such a misfortune,

.obliged to throw a part of their timber overboard, and to cut

away and abandon the raft ; for the canoes are so small and
weak, that they cannot carry a sail in strong winds. But the fact

is, that from the time when the Icelanders abandoned tlie praams
used by their ancestors, they were in want of wood for building

their houses and boats, and were obliged to make use of unsafe

and fragile canoes*
>

On the 5 th September we arrived from the Gruna-Viig, at

Sneefiaelds, where we remained till the 10th on account of the

bad weariicr. After a strong wind there came on such a violent

storm of snow, that we were obliged incessantly to remove it

from our tent witli shovels, without which precaution we should

have been buried beneath it.

Tiiis country is always exposed to considerable falls of snow,
which take place in summer as well as winter : on this account

doubtless it has received the name of Sneefiaeldstrand. These
storms of snow arc probably occasioned by the vicinity of the

glacier of Drangue. We could not but remark the striking

difference between the countries situated towards the iiorthern,

and those of the southern part : here the fields and rocks were
covered with thick snow ; while on the other side there was a
radiant sun with mild air. From the same reason the coast of
Sneefiaelds is exposed to the dangerous fulling of considerable

Inasses of snow, collected on the rocks; which destroy botli mea
«nd beast, and often carry away entire houses.

The inhabited part here consists only of a small village be-

tween t!ie mountain and the shore : it terminates near the

bay of Lone, which we were obliged to cross during a violent

hurricane. Here the glacier of Drangue takes its principal base

in an ascent from the shore
;
fiUng off between two high moun-

tains, the sunnnits of which cause the glacier constantly to pro-

pel so much snow to the coast of Sneefiaelds. If we form an
idea of the extent of this glacier, which is twelve miles long

by six wide, and consider at the same time that its site is conti-

guous to the villages and the sea, it will not be surprising that

it should occasion the frequent recurrence of snow, fog, frost,

and variable weather. We cannot observe without admira-

tion how often this glacier is subject to increase and diminution

:

riiose who reside in its vichiity agree in stating that the ice is

now to be seen where twenty years since there was a rich and
verdant soil. The continued winds which have prevailed of
late years to the cast and north-east of the glacier, are the pria

cipal cause of this increase of congelation. The people in this.

-
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district pretend that the ice decreases towards the foot of thtt

mountain ; but they do not observe that this change proceeds
from a thaw, which diminishes its extent towards the fields. The
muddy bottom beneath these heaps of ice is likewise exposed to

variations ; occasioned by the passage of currents of water, which
carry with them a great quantity of soil, and thus produce a
Tast aperture, through which the rays of the sun can penetrate

and partly melt the ice; which, thus possessing no longer a suffi-

cient thickness to support their super-posed mass, often break and
sink down,

Oy THE PASSAGE OF "MASSES OF ICE.

We cannot refrain from mentioning the conveyance of masses

of ice from Greenland; since ihey are often carried as far as these

roads, and particularly towards fsefiord and the coasts of the

North Cape, or Cape Nord. We learn by the ancient annals

of Iceland that this circumstance has always occurred, and that

from it the Isefiord derived its name. Some time afterwards they

gave the name of Iceland to the whole country, because the in-

habitants called these masses Hav-Iis. It is incontestable, that

this ice comes from the coast of Greenland, since, every one
knows of the enormous heaps that are formed there. They are

conveyed towards Iceland by the west and north-west winds; and

not only fill all the bays, but also cover the sea to such an ex-

tent, that from the summits of the highest hills, the extre-

mities of the ice can scarcely be distinguished. These masses

are like mountains ; so enormous indeed, that they penetrate from

sixty to eighty fathoms into the water, and rise several fathoms

above the surface. This conveyance of ice takes place with

astonishing rapidity, and is accompanied with a crashing noise

that may be heard at a distance. The shock of the fragments,

when they meet together, is terrible ; so much so, that the timber

which they carry with them often takes tire by the force of the

friction. These heaps of ice fvequently carry off in their course

little isles and projecting portions of land, as well as masses of

rock against which they happen to strike. They cause an altera-

tion in the bottom of the sea near the main land; and disjoin

promontories, and salient parts of mountains and rocks. When
they are unfortunately driven up the bays, towards the interior of

the country, the poor inhabitants are convinced that they shall

experience a bad year, an excessive scarcity of provisions, and

every concomitant misery. When a severe dearth is occasioned

by the heaps of ice which have been propelled towards the shore

of the northern part of Iceland, the southern districts also suffer

from it, though the ice does not reach them.

The north part of tlie island in likewise exposed to rigojous
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frosts, and, at Intervals, to moist and cloudy weather : it also

snows and freezes in the midst of summer. The grass is thin,

and difficult to dry ; and the cattle arc lean, and often shed their

hair : on tlie other hand^ the inhabitants are very liable to leprosy

and the itch. We shall mention a remarkable circumstance;

which is, that as long as the masses of ice are not lixed, but are

moved backwards and forwards in tlie sea, the weather remains

variable and stormy ; while the Currents, and the ebbing and

flowing of the tide, are affected and altered in an astonishing

manner ; but as soon as the ice is fixed to the bottom of the

sea, and the waters carry off the detached lumps, then every thing

seems to gain its level ; the weather becomes calm, and the air

inoist and foggy. This conveyance of ice exposes tlie country

to other very serious inconveniences : the bears come over on the

ice to hunt for sharks; but when it breaks, they are taken

suiprise, and carj'ied off on the detached lumps. Before, how^
ever, this takes place, they commit great ravages among the

sheep ; which obliges the inhabitants to unite in troops to destroy

them with their lances. These bears, nevertheless, do not pass

the summer in Iceland; but take advantage of the time when
the ice, driven towards the west of the island, begins to break

oft^ and make towards it to reimbark. Much has been said of
the cunning and instinct of this animal ; and it is asserted, that

^vhen the ice begins to retuni, and thus leaves it by surpi ise, it

climbs to the summit of the mountains to discover in what di-

rection the masses are moving off, and immediately Swims after

them. The colour of these bears is generally white, or riisty.

With respect to the advantages which the inhabitants derive

from these masses of ice, though they do not always drift on their

coasts,—these consist in their affording them a quantity of float-

ing limber, which they convey in their course ; and a number
of whales, as well dead as living. The latter, being caught with-i

in the fragments of the ice, take advantage to slip out at every

aperture, in order to respire ; and when they come near to land^

tlie inhabitants kill them with their lances, or with blows of
the hatchet : but they are obliged to take care not to perforate

the belly, in which case the whale would sink to the bottom.

This ice also conveys with it a number of sharks, which are

taken upon the ice itself; for when thus embarrassed, they suffer

persons to approach them without resistance. The inhabitants

procure, besides, various other species of fish; but particularly the

stock-fish, whicli assemble and keep near those masses of ice that

sink deep in the water. These fish always remain with one side to-

wards the ice, in consequence of which they become blind on that

side ; for on observin;^ them, the eye next to the ice is found to

be entirely dimned, and covered with a viscous matter, Tha
OL AFSKN-l O
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cyclopteri also, wlien taken near the ice, have but one eye*

The raj>idity with which these masses move in their course^ is %
circninstance very remarkable, particularly when the wind is

contrary ; and when it corresponds with the current, there is

no boat in full sail which can proceed with the same celerity.

This swiftness of motion may be accounted for by the depth

which the ice sinks in the water, by which it does not preserve

any great elevation above the surface ; hence the current has more
power over it than the wind. We cannot be less astonished at

the duration of this ice ; for some masses, when they touch the

bottom of the sea, remain there upwards of a year, though the

part that projects above the water soon melts by the heat of the

sun. When the weather becomes mild, there are at first formed
in these mountains of ice a number of holes, about six or eight

feet deep, and wide cnouj^h to coiUain the arm : these holes are

filled with a limpid water, which has a very aj^reeable flavour,

and is excellent for allaying thirst. The reason why this ice does

not melt easily is, that it is vei*y hard, compact, and contains no
anvbubbles; while, being collected in very large and lliick masses,

. jjit is preserved by its natural coldness. It also reflects from ita

smooth and shining surface the rays of the sun ; and is continu-

ally in the sea-water, which in this northern latitude is tolerably

Salt. It is likewise very white; and contains but very few hete-

rogeneous particles, which would contribute to its solution. On
examining the clefts in the surface of the ice and its sides, it

might be supposed to be of a greenish colour ; but this arises

only from the rariiied state of ihe light. There may be distin-

guished two kinds of ice, which separate from each other in

their course : the first is called Hallu icCy which is even, and

much tl^inner than the other, for it is not more than from one to

three toises in thickiu^ss; so that it appears to havt^ been formed
in the sea, near the extremity of a glacier. The inhabitants re-

joice when they see this kind of ice arrive, because it disperses

and melts in a short space of time. The other kind is the enor-

mous masses of ice already mentioned ; whidi are as large as

rocks, antl uppftar to have been detached from the glaciers where
ihey were formed, and where they gradually acquired tlieir enor-

mous size.

There are also many different opinions respecting iliis ice, but

all of them are mifound*'d : we shall mention only two, which
have been adopted by foreigners and learnud men. The first is»

that this ice consists mostly of saltpetre, and that it might
be employed in tlie manufacture of gunpowder. But if

these persons could procure a piece of the ice in question, they

would soon be convinced of their error. I'he other opinion,

tUough still more improbable and even ridiculous, has nevertlie-
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less found a number of partisans in an age so cnliglitened as our

own ; and what is still more singular, many celebrated naturalists

mention it in their writings ; they say that this ice, and particu-

larly the large lumps from the glaciers, takes lire, and may
be used as fuel. We shall merely slate, from our own exj)e-

rience, that this is false. The circumstance that gave rise to

this idea was, that^a clear flanje had been seen to cpme from llie

ice ; and this happens sometimes in the vicinity of Iceland,

where the probable cause has been discovered. It can only be

attributed to what we have already stated; namely, to the lumps
of drifted wood which get between the ice, and take fire by

the great pressure and considerable friction they experience.

The ice may be seen at a distance, though the wood is imper-

ceptible ; and hence the idea has occurred, that it is the ice

which burns.

FOXES.
We liavQ already spoken of the sagacity of this animal, and Its

mannei' of procuring food ; but die additional tales which we
lu'urd of it in this part, induce us to resume the subject. When
a fox pei ceives that his hole is discovered, he takes the first fa-

vourable opportunity to retire to another spot. The inhabitants

of the vicinity then take great pains in watching him night and

day, that tliey may kill him as he passes out, and destroy the

young in the hole. This animal abounds in the mountains,

.
where the inhabitants hunt him in winter. In summer lie retires

to the rocks, to feed on birds and their eggs ; while in winter he
supports himself on the spawn of fish which he finds on the

shore, as well as on nuiscles and other shell-fish. It is verv sur-

prising that he also eats roots; particularly those of the Arundo
and the Jngelka, which grow in the clefts and ridges of the

mountahis. We think however that (he foxes which feed on
these plants nuist be a difterent species from the others : the

people call them Gras-tofur. The shepherds are anxious to dis-

thiguish this khid, and to prevent their dogs from dohig them
any harm.

If w hat is related of the white fox in this part of the country

be true, his sagacity and instinct surpass every thing. He hunts

the white water-fowl of the largest species; and in order to catch

them, he waits till low water, when the bird returns fatigued

with searching for its prey, and perhaps loaded with food.

These fowl th<Mk collect in troops on a sand bank near the sea, to

repose and sleep. Tlie fox takes advantage of this circumstance,

to, creep in among them : but to gain them undiscovered, he
moves gently backwards with his tail erect; so that if the birds

fihould happen to wakcj they perceive nothing but the white tail

o 2

1
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in the air, and take him for one of their own species. When
the fox gets to them, he seizes those that are viearest, and the

others fly off.

These animals sometimes quit the main land to proceed to the

isles, particularly those near JSreedetiord. They also get upon the

masses of ice, in order to be conveyed to such isles as ai e more
distant: though this method does not always produce the desired

effect ; for it often happens that the ice does not stop near the

isles, but carries the foxes out to sea. \ye were ocular witnesses

of such a circunistauce ; for we one day saw four foxes sitting

on u rock of ice, one behind the other, the current carrying

ihem rapidly out to sea. When a fox succeeds in gaining a^

island,- he commits considerable ravages diere, and obliges the

birds to desert it. As soon as the inhabitants liud he has landed,,

they collect in the neighbouring isles in canoes (taking advantage

of the spring, before tlie birds have arrived) and hunt the fox

till they either catch him or force him to take to the sea. When
this animal swims, he keeps his tall in the air as long as possible;

and as soon as he lets it trail in the water, it may be known that

he is fatigued. We were assured that they son)ntimes hunt him
from hole ta hole, till he has been found on the shore motionless

and apparently dead ; and that after taking him into the canoe

and landing liim on the opposite shore with a view to profit by
liis skin, he has got up and rup away.

FARTHER PARTICULARS OF THE SEAL, OR SEA-POG.
The prhicipal species of this animal are those which die inha-r

bitants distinguish by the names of Landselus and Utaekr ; and
the advantages which they derive froin it are too important to be

passed over.

At Patrickfiord they are accustomed to kill it with tlie gun;

but the animal in consequence becomes liinid and difficult to

approach ; besides whi('h, they thus frighten die birds, and oblige

them to abandon the country. Some of the inhabitants of Ise-

fiord have therefore resumed the ancient meUiod of killing the

seals with javelins or harpoons. They sell at the following prices

:

An Utseler costs four Danish marks when it can swim a little and

is tolerably f^t ; but this price is given |)i'incij)ally for the skin.

The young sea-dogs or seals are sold by weight, principally for

their fat ; and the price is about five marks (ov SOlbs., after taking

out the nitestines. An old Utseler is about two ells and a

half in'length. They are savage, and it is dangerous to irrir

tate them. With the exception of the lard, the ren^ainder of

the body of all the seals has no fixed price ; but the young Land-
eelurs, after having cast th^ir first hair, and acquired siiflici^nt

strength to swim ar,d ff^ed tbemstlves^ cost a mark. The skine.
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when well prepared, s<^ll for as much as those of oxen, cows, or

ranis
;
they are, liowevor, raliier spongy ; they are used for slices.

In winter the Landselur contains most fat; as one of these ani-

mals then affords from lifty to sixty pounds, but in summer it

does not give half that quantity. A pound of lard of the best

quality will furnish hall* a pint of oil ; but in general not more
^han three or four quarts is derived from a liordung of iai'd,

which weighs ten pounds,

NATURAL niSTOllY OF THE SEALS.

The inhabitants relate many anecdotes of tlie sea-dogs ah*eady

mentioned, and particularly of the Landselur. They say that

these animals are very observant; and when they perceive any new
object on the land, they approach towards it: which has suggest-

ed to the inliabitants the idea of catclnng them in two ways.

They spread nets in the streights and bays thrdugh which the

seals pass; and then on a dark evening they make a i\\Q on the

coast with shavings, horn, and other combustible substances,

that exliale a strong smell : the seal, attracted by the sceut,

swims towards the lire, and is taken in the nets. Sometimes
these animals are met with at a considerable distance up the

country, being attracted in a dark night by the common light in

a house. They are easily tamed : and the people put them, when
young, into ponds, and feed them daily

;
by which they become

as tractable as a common dog, run about the yard, and follow

the inaster of the house or any one else who may call thepi by
their name. In some years the seal is almost starved ; when, for

instance, the winter is severe, fish and insects are scarce, and the

^iea-weed by which they are nourished is carried off by the ice

and breakers : they arc then found so lean and weak, that it is

impossible for them to escape, and they are easily taken ; their

fat is consequently wasted, and nothing is found in their stomachs
^ut a few marine plants and stones.

{SUPERSTITIOUS IDEAS OF THE PEOPLE CONCERNINO
THIS ANIMAL.

It is singular that the lower order of people in Iceland have a

Jiigh veneraliou for the seal, and at the same time an aversion to-

wards that animal. This doubtless arilses from the mifounded
idea, that it bears a greater resemblance to man tlran any other

.creature. The Icelanders pretend that it has a wonderful in-

stinct ; and some extravagant fables they relate of it. The
seal certainly resembles a dog more than a man, and this has

doubtless induced modern naturalists to give it the- name wf
the sea-dog. We arc convinced of this resemblance from the

(disspction of a couple of seals of the, lirst and best-known spe-
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cies : but it certainly deserves to be ranked among the most
fiagacious of animals. The aversion which some Icelanders have
•for this animal^ is in some degree innate ; for nothing can hiduce

them to eat its flesh, though prepared in the best possible man-
ner, and even disguised so that they could not distinguish it : this

aversion may perhaps arise from a knowledge that the seal is very

fond of human flesh; and that it always follow boats and sbips^ to

feast on the corpses of those who may be drowned or fall over-

board. Those seals that have the most hideous aspect, are very

.
dangerous when enraged : they light together, making the most
horrid bellowings; and when they attack a man, it is seldom that

he can get rid of them without losing liis life. 'I'he bite of :i

mad dog is not more severe : they rise up against a niati with

impetuosity, atlack him iirst with their claws, and bite him
wherever they can. They preserve their ferocity even when they

take to flight, and throw stones at their pursuers with their hind
feet, AVhen they perceive a man, and the latter does not succeed
in giving them a blow on tlie head, they endeavour to seize his

stick in their mouths, in order to force it from his hand ; and if

he unluckily allow them time to rear on their hind legs, they

catch him by the breast, and hold him with such force, that it is

imjjossible for him to get free without assistance.

it is wel! known, that in aticient times the flesh of the seal was
in high repute as an artick^ of food, and tliat it is still so in many
parts; much, however, depends on the choice of the animal.

The flesh of the old seal is black ; and that of the Landselur,

when young, is allowed to possess the best flavour. On killing

the animal, the blood is inmiediately expressed, and the flesh

washed and salted and afterwards smoked a little, when it he-

comes a relish which is pleasing even to epicures. It should, how-
ever, be a year old, to possess its jjroper flavour. We ai c sui prized

how the Greenlanders, who may be said to live ou seals, can be

so active and clever in all their movements ; it is equally asto-

nishing how the Jcelanders, Avho, notwithstanding then* aversion,

arc obliged in years of scarcity to live upon the flesh and fat of

this animal, nevertheless enjoy good healtli, and preserve their

spirits and size. All the inconvenience that arises to them is,

that they lose in- some degree their strength, and are not so

fU for hard labour,

OF THE MARMENILL, OR SEA-MAN.
Many centuries have elapsed since authors first wrote about

the marmenill. Torfaeus, in his History of Norway," says

that it is met with in Iceland ; and bishop Pontoppidan assures

us, in his." Natural History of Norway," vol. ii. p. »J02, that

there arc sev*;ral species of it. M. Stroem, in his Sundmees-

>
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clicn/' p. ^S7, is very angry ^vitb those who ^Yill not helicvc in

its existence ; and Childrey asserts it as a fact, that some lisher-

men caught one on the coast of Suffolk in 1 187, and that ano-
tlier was taken in Yorkshire in 15.'3o. It is said that two have

been caujxht in the sea near Iceland ; one when t!ie island first

became inhabited, which is mentioned in the Ltindnama Saga;
and the other in 17-13, near Talkknofiord, in the bailiwick of

BardeslraJid : and it is likewise true, that there Avas foinid in the

belly of a shark, an animal that resembled a man. All those who
saw it did not doubt for an instant that it was the body of a mar-
mcnill, and not that of a luimau being. M. Wernhard Gud-
mnnsen, curate at Ottrerdal, which is situated in the same baili-

wick, gave us some very circumstantial details of this; and added,

that if wc desin^d it, he would procure certificates from all the

persons w^ho had seen it. The following is his account : " The
lower part of the animal was entirely eaten; while the upper jjart,

from the epigastric and hypogastric region, was in certain places

only half devoured, but in others entirely: the sternum or .breast-

bone was perfect. This animal appeared to be about the size

of a boy eight or nine years old, and its head was formed like

that of a man. The anterior surface of the occiput was very

protuberant, and the nape of the neck had a considerable inden-

tion or sinking. The aloe of the ears were very large, and ex-

tended a good way back. It had front teeth, which were long,

and pf a conical form, as W'ere also the larger teeth : the eyes'

were like those of a codfish. It hud on llx^ head lona;, black,'

and hard hair, very similar to the Fncits filiforrnis ; this hair

hung over its shoulders. Its forehead was large, and round at

top. Tiie skin above the eye-lids was much w'rmkled, st^anty,

and of a bright olive-colour ; which indeed was the tint of the

whole body. The chin was rather cleft at bottom ; the shoul-

ders were very higli, and the neck uncommonly short. The
arms were of their natural size, and each hand had a thumb ami
four fingers covered with flesh, its breast was formed exactly

like that of a man, and there were to be seen something like

nipples (/;<7/??7/rt') ; the back was also like that of a man. It.

had very cartilaginous ribs ; and in parts where the skin had been^

rubbed off, u black and coarse flesh was perceptible, very simi-

lar to that of the seal. This animal, after having been exposed
about a week on the shore, was again thrown into the sea."

This is the history of the marmonill or sea-man in question.-

If we reflect on the change which an animal undergoes on re-

maining some time hi the belly of a sliark, whose propensity for

huinan flesh is well known (as entire corpses liave been found in

its body) ; when we recollect, that in a short time this fish can
travel a vast distance, and suddenly convey itself from one shore
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to another ; and lastly^ however little we consider that the ima-?

gination represents every thing very different from what it actually

is; we are almost induced to believe that this thing was a man.
But, on the other hand, if the description be exact, it will be
observed, that neither the hair, teeth, nor fingers, resembled
those of the human species. It must also be remarked, that the

inhabitants of Iceland always scrupulously collect and decently

bury the corpses or limbs which may be either thrown ashore by
the tide, or found In whales and other large fish ; and hence,

those who saw the animal in question would have made much
hesitation in leaving it ou the shore for a week, and afterwards

throwing it into the sea, unless they had been convinced it was
not the corpse of a human being.

FARTHER PARTICULABS OF TUE WHALE.
Whales formerly frequented the western coast of Iceland in

great numbers ; but from the seventeenth to the eighteenth cen-

tury, the Spanish and French fishers pursued them so eagerly,

that they are partly destroyed, and the rest have emigrated to-

wards the North. Those whales which aft'ord a good food,

viz. such as have pieces of horn instead of teeth, and those with

the venter plicaius or plaited belly, are now tolerably well

known; because the fishers do not care for these species. AVith

respect to the whales with teeth, or those of prey, it is certain

that there are many species in tlie northern seas, which are still

unknovm to foreign naturaHsts, because tlicy are not caught by
the whale-fishers; and because, even if these wished to take theiu,

they could not succeed, on account of their extreme agility.

The Icelanders, however, are very elaborate in their descrip-

tion of these fish ; but all their accounts are so confused and

\ague that they cannot be relied on.

Among the species w^ell known to the inhabitants, and most
of which have been described or mentioned by naturalists, is th(i-

liaUena dorso impetmi of the moderns, which is more com-
tnonly known by tlie name of llalccna vulgaru ct Grmnlan-
dica ; but this is now seldom foiuid, except on the coast of

Greenland. They eat its flesh, which is very similar to beef,

and when young is particularly white and delicate. The next is

the Bakcna tubere pimuformi; or, as other writers call it,

Salccna pinna adiposa in cxtremo dorso : this species is now
very rare in Iceland. The kind first mentioned is upwards of

two hundred English feet in length, and the latter fi om one hun-

dred and forty to one bundl ed and seventy,

. Of the whale without teeth, or the Balrcna ventre pUcato,
there are several species known to the Icelanders; who eat their

^sh, which is intermixed with fat^ and has a very delicate taste ;.
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feiittiie Greenland fishermen do not search after them, because they

tontain less fat, and have none at all in the belly. To this class

also belonsj the Balana maxima ventre plicato of naturalists^

and the Musculus of Linnaeus ; which are driveii to the coast of
Iceland from the sea, when the intrepid mariners of the western

Quarter attack them in the gulphs at a great personal risk:. The
other kinds are Balcena media, venire plicato, pinna brcvi

acuta in medio dorso; Bala^na minima, rostro longissimo et

acutismno; DelphinnSy (minimus), ventre protracto ; 'and Del-
phinus (maximus) pinna in medio dorso majori acuminata.

There is u species of whale at which the fcelanders are much
alarmed on its approaching tlieir coast: they call it the Illlivele,

or ill-disposed whale ; and assert that this species is so vora-

cious, that it takes whole boats with their crews into its

mouth, destroys the vessels, and swallows the men alive. These
whales are said to be so greedy after liuman Hesh, that when they

have caught a man in any particular spot, they will wait there u

^Yhole year hi tlie hope of devouring another. Hence the usher-

men take great precaution to avoid those parts in which they

recognise this species, and do not return to them. The greater

number of those met with in the open sea, belong to that just

descrihed; and the ancient laws of Iceland, particularly the eccle-

siastical laws, forbid the eating of them : the species appears to be
the Unicornii marinum. Tim fish is seldom seen near
Iceland, but its valuable horn is often found on the coast. The
Speculum llegale," p. 130, asserts, that it avoids man.

CURIOUS ANKCnOTES OF BtUDS.
Oin* li'avellers paid very minute attention to the different spe-

cies of birds found in this part of Iceland : because the gulphs and
creeks abounded in a variety of water-fowl ; the hunting of which,
as has been already stated, forms a principal branch of the em-
ployment of the inhabitants. Among the species most nume-
rous are the tribe of geese, ducks, and pelicans; all of which have
been previously described. The mountains are inliabited by va-

rious species of the and the Icelanders, in their endeavours
to catch them, often forfeit their lives. Sometimes they go in

companies of two or three together, and assist each other in

climbing to the sunnnits of the mountains, whence they fre-

quently fall and are dashed to pieces ; while others proceed along-

he base of a mountain which is washed by the sea, till they
are overtaken by the tide. It is inconceivable to a stranger how
these men can find the way back; indeed they often take 'the pre-
caution of travelling by the aid of a line from diirty to forty

fathoms and upwards in length. When two go together, and gain a
mountainous height, one holds the line at the top, while the oth«r

Ol^AFSfiN.] r
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searches below. Another method is to let themselves down by
a sti'ong line, made with from four to seven thongs of ox- hide ;

which not only supports the weight of a man, but likewise of all

the birds he can take: and five or six men remain at top to lower

or draw him up.

We had some difficulty to believe the account of Debes, p. 1 38,

relative to tlie removal of the young diving-fowl from their

nests; for, according to him, the old hen carries them on her

back: but as we had never seen any thing of the kind, we took

particular pains to inform ourselves of the fact. In the first place,

mobtof tliese birds fly too heavily, and their wings are too short,

to carry their young; which are very fat, and nearly of their own
size. The following particulars, however, may be relied on;

—

As soon as the young has moulted, or changed its first down, the

old one ceases to bring it food ; but nevertheless continues to

visit the nest, and exercise its wings before it, to induce the young

to fly. Al length the latter, perceiving the old bird to dart witlx

vigour in the air, and impelled by hunger, approaches nearer and

nearer to the extremity of the precipices: and here we are

obliged to admire the infinite wisdom of nature, which has

given the old birds an instinct that informs them their young
have not sufficient strength, agility of limbs, nor size of wings, to

enable them to fly through the air; hence they carefully watch
the moment when the young bird first attempts to fly. The old

hen and cock then drop below it, and extend their wings in such

a manner that the extremities nearly touch each other: the young
bird does its best, but falls backwards and forwards on account of

the shortnefts of its wings. As soon as it is in a train for flight,

the old ones cut through the air, scarcely moving their expanded

M'higa, and direct their course obliquely towards the ground :

during which time they let the young bird support its neck upon
their united wings; and their bodies being at a sufficient distance,

it has room to move its own. It is curious to see this fanaily

arrive in the water, w hich is then covered with birds of the

same species : for they all endeavour to prevent the novice from
falling in; and, receiving it with great noise, give it a place among
them, and accustom it to swim. The duration of the life of

tliese birds is unknown, as is likewise the age at which they begin

to propagate. When the old birds descend to the plains for the

first time in Kpring, they are always accompanied by their young;
which the people endeavour to catch, because they are very fat

and delicate.

There is a very high mountain in this district, which is much fre-

quented by the birds in question; and has the following remarkable
peculiarity, as can be testified by all the inhabitants of the neigh-

bourhood; When tbcy approach it in a boat, in search of bii ds, or
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for otlier purposes^ so near as to be immediately below it (for it is.

;iImost perpendicular, with fragments projecting in many parts)

tliey are obliged to be cautious not to speak loud or make
any noise ; for this always causes the fall of lumps of stone of

different sizes, which the simple people suppose arc thrown at

them by evil spirits ; it is certain, however, that this etfect is produced

by the sudden motion of the air ; as the mountain produces so

strong an echo, that the fall of a small stone makes as loud a

report as the discharge of a cannon. When it happens that a man
or sheep falls from the mountain, it is asserted that the belly

bursts open and the intestines come out during the descent; but

what is still iiiore surprising is, tliat when a l)orse falls, its iron

shoes come off before it reaches the ground, and the crooked

nails in them are found to be straight. The young birds also

fall from this mountain in considerable numbers, and the people

of the country come hi boats at low water to collect them: but

as the tide is- here very violent, they sometimes cannot reach the

spot till after intervals of several days, when on their arrival tliey

find the dead birds lying in heaps in a state of putrefaction. They
then carry off for eating those which have last fallen, and strip the

rest of their feathers.

The other species of birds, of ^vhlch our travellers noticed

great numbers in this part of the country, were Lams collo et

pectore albiH, supra bvnno et albo varkgatus
i
Procdhiria (a

iind of storm-bird, according to Linnaeus); JUaru^ alhus (?naxi"

7mis),dorso et alh mpcriiis nigris; Larua albiis medim et vulga-

ris auctorum; Larus albus, apicibus pcnnamm albis; Sterna

J'mco-albay rcetricibfis mediis lo?igissimis nigris; Stcrtia

alba, capitt supra nigra, <^c. Linn.; Tetrao (versicolor)

rectricibus albis intermediis 7iigris, or Lagopns auvtorum;
Ti^rdus minor ; Haematopus Linncei; and Piea marina
JBartholini. Among the birds of passage they particularly

mention the following, with which the Icelanders were well

acquainted: Numenius (major) rosti'o arcuatOy maciitis Juscis

rhomboidalibus, (5fc. ; Tringa cinereo-fusca, macula in dorso

viotacea; Charadrius nigra et luteo varicgatus, pectore nigra;

C/iaradrius nigro lutescente variegatus pectore macula nigra,

S^x.; Charadrius (minimus) cinereo et Jusco variegatus, ^c,

;

Tetrao (versicolor) rectricibus albin, intermediis nigris; La*
gapus auctoruni; Tardus, alis subtus ferrugineis, linea supra

oculos albicante; Tringilla remigibus albis, primaribus extor*

sum 7iigris, rectricibus nigris, £^c,\ Motacilla pectore nigro;

Motacilla dorso cimreo-cerulescente, fronte alba, S^c,; M"o-
tacilla fusca, cauda surgente; Hirtindo nigra, gula albicatU^;

utid Fasser colore bruneOy frontc ferruginca^
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INSECTS.
There has hitherto been but little information obtained of the

insects that exist in northern countries; and it has been even

asserted tliat few are to be found in Norway, and in Iceland

none at all, in consequence of the cold which prevails there-

Horrebow and Linnaeus have, however, proved the contrary: and
in Iceland the people are acquainted with several. When our tra-

vellers passed through the island, being on horseback, and the

season being intemperate, they had but little opportunity of

attending to this branch of natural history; but when M. Olafsen

was in Iceland in the year 17(iO, he made a collection, and
in one small valley found upwards of two hundred species. He
afterwards classed and arranged tHem; but he justly observes,

lhatj " though insects excite our curiosity and admiration by the

minuteness of their couformution, the distinct and singular organi-

zation of their parts, their metamorphoses, economy, &c.; yet

such details, however interesting to the philosopher, are neither

useful nor agreeable to readers in general." In the present work
the authors consequently confine themselves to such as are most
remarkiible for their useful or injurious qualities. They divide

them into the six classes of Coleopterous^ Hemiptevous, I^epi-

doptcrous, Hymenopterous^ Dipterous, and Apterous. In their

descriptions they incorporate the remarks and opinions of the

Icelanders on the different species; but as these contain nothing

interesting, we shall, for the information of the scientiiic reader;

merely insert their names and characteristics. They are the

Dcrmcsfes tomcntosiis ovains, auralo nehulosm, or U(cmisph(vria

I'Jillii ; Curcu/io abdonmtc ovalo miytr, colpoptris striato gra^

nutaiis; Thap/n/limis puhesrens niger^ or Maxillosus Limmi;
Dytiscus nigro'brunms eoctrerno (tbdorninis albido'^ Scarahmus
(vu/ga7'is niger) ScardbA'us ihoraci inermi negro eh/tris riibris

or ScarabeiiHjmetarius Liruim ; FhalcBjia (maxitna) colore

obscure sericco paliescentey Use; Fhalena tola anrea, pimchilis

nlgris consperm; Tenthredo acu/ro crasso^ Iclmemnon 7nger

;

Apis hirmta mgra, the j^pis scrresfi-is IJmKsiy and Bombylius
aucionim. 2 ipu/a (maxma)a/is/ii/aHnis dil'Htefim:a,6;c. ; Tipnla
Intca alis nlbisy in sedcrido orcclis ; llpuh 7iigra suhvirescem,

alls hyaliim nov pimctatis ; Tipula vigra siibliirta, alis hijalinis

pedibusferrugineis; Musca (variegata) thorace nigro, nitente

apdomine virescentt,6;c. ; Mnsca hirmta lutea, ptmcto alarum
fusco; MmcG 'gibba, capite alho, Intc.o tt viride varicgato ^ cor-'

pore aureo; Mmea aurata^ thorace nigra ^ abdornine caruhs'
viridi Limmi; Hippobosca oviiia, alis nullis; Pediculm
capite et thorace rnbris, abdornine cinerco-albido; Pedicuhn
(akc& arctice) e dntreo co^rulescem ; Pediculus capite jmco,

\

*
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dbdomme glaitco; Podura tota argenteo-aurata, lanvgint

supra CO!ru lea ^ 6;c,; Podura obscure cmridca^ antennis crassis,

S^'c; Acarns albm corporc sphioso; jlcarus petranim ruber;

Aniscusfuscm, crmta carinata macula in thorace alba; and
several varieties of the Aniscus niger^

I

EXTRAORDINARY ROCKS.
In this part of the country there are a number of roclcs^ orlarge

masses of stone of a splierical form, \vhich are heavy, com-
pact, and frequently ignescent: they may be seen in all the

mountahis of the western quarter, and their spherical surface

appears as if rising out of the sunnnits of tlie moiuitains. Some
of them are two, four, and even six fathoms in dia-

meter. Nothing is more singular than this spectacle, since it

cannot be conceived how these rocks have attained their situation.

They have every appeaiance of having been moved from some
hi;j:h spot; tliougij there are no mountains near them more ele-

vated than those on which they stand, while no inundation, how-
.

ever considerable, could have had the power to move them : so that

we can oidy suppose that they were always in the same situation,

and tliat the earth \\ hiph once covered them has been carried off

by water. It is, nevertheless, possible that a great overflowing

of the sea, together widi the large quantities of floating ice con-

veyed from Greenland, may have thrown the masses of stone to

0)e height at which they are seen; since it is known that the

force of such causes lias carried olf small peninsulas, rocks^ and isles.

BOPULATION OF GREENLAND.
The Landuania-Sav.a and odier ancient histories contain an

account of the first establishments formed on this coast, which

took place at a very early period, and the isles soon became
fully inhabited; but their population was considerably diminished

by the removal of a colony to Greenland, though historians erro-

neously assert that that country was originally peopled by the

Nt)rwegians. It is nevertheless true, that Eric the Red was a

Norwegian, born at Jof-dercn: but he did not go thence directly

to Greenland
;
having previously come with his father to Iceland,

^vherc he passed a great part of his life, and he was still young
\vhen his iather established himself on the coast of Cape Nord,
Before this time Greenland was discovered by a person named
Gunbiorn Uli-^en, in the same voyage during which he found the

rock called Qunb'wrn-Sldar, His account gave Eric the

Red the idea of proceeding thither, on his being obliged to

quit the former country for a homicide which he had committed-

At this period, which was about the year 982, Iceland had been
inhabited upwards of a century, Greenland was not occupied
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till three years afterwards; because in that interval Eric retumei
to Iceland, and boaated much of the country he had visited. The
narrative of Eric produced sucli an effect on the inhabitants of
Westfiord and Borgarfiord, that in the year 986 they embarked
in twenty-five vessels for Greenland : but being unfortunately over-

taken by a storm, only fourteen of the ships reached their desti-

nation; the others were partly lost, though some put back to

Iceland. The new settlers increased rapidly, so that in a sliort

period there were two hundred and eighty farms in the western
and eastern parts of Greenland. On comparing this population

however with that of ancient Iceland, it is found not to equal

one-third of the smallest canton in the hitter country, according to

the survey of bishop Gitzur.

NORTHERN QUARTER.
Our travellers, on entering the districts of Hunevand, He-

grencessvadie, and Thingoe, inform their readers, that as the

system of investigation they pursue renders repetition so frequent

as to become tedious, in consequence of the same objects re-

curring in evei'v quarter of the country, they intend in future

to be very brief in their descriptions of the remainder of their

journey, and to mention only such circumstances as arc peculiar

to each district.

It appears that on their first arrival in Iceland they began their

journey from the southward, quitting the chain of mountains that

extends across the isle from east to west, and intended to go by the

road which leads to Skagefiorden, about twenty Danish leagues

in length* : but when they reached the midst of the mountains, a
violent storm of windandrain came on; Avhich continuedwithsuch

fury that they lost their way, and wandered for three days about
the moimtains, exposed to the inclemency of the atmosphere,

without food either for themselves or their horses. They were
obliged, at the risk of their lives, to cross several large rivers that

proceed from the glaciers ; and through which they were forced

to wade and lead their horses, which had lost their shoes, and

thus wounded their feet. At last, after encountering inex-

pressible difficulties, they had the good fortune to fall in with a
road that led them to the canton called Oefiord; whence, after

remaining a few days, they resumed their journey across the

district of Thingoe, northwards to Tiorness, and the volcanic

and sulphureous mountains in the vicinity of lake Myvatn. Some
time afterwards they undertook another tour to the north of
Iceland

; by going first through the district of Dale, as far as the

gulf of Ruteliord, which separates the divisions, and the north

* Fifteen of tlie^e leagues make one dc;jrce of the einator. —Editr
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shore of which forms a part of the northern qiiarttif. Tlieir

observations on this quarter are the result of the different journies

tipecified.

The northern quarter is generally reckoned as one-third of Ice-

land : but this it cannot be in point of extent; for if in the western

quarter we comprise the inhabited mountains, this alone would

be almost as considerable in size as one-third of the island, while

riie eastern quarter would be rather larger. In respect to culture,

it is certain that the northern part is of far greater importance

than any of the rest^ as well as the next in point of population

to the southern ; nevertheless^ the number of inhabitants in

the northern portion does not form one-third of the population

of Iceland, The site of this quarter is very line ; and agreeablv

intersected by gulphs, vallics, promontories, and little defiles

that run between the mountains : and there are several isles

along the coast, some of which are very fertile, but olhtus do
notafford herbage sufficient for the cattle they contain, "^riiere is

an isle called Flatoe, which lies a little to the eastward of the

point ofGiogre, and is very important as a lishery. In the year

1755 it contained four farms, or habitations of peasantry, all of

which were destroyed by an earthquake. The iish at this and

three other isles near the port of Husevig are so abundant, that

the inhabitants make an annual trade of them : tlioy live, how-
ever, themselves principally upon seu-fowi, which are very nume-
rous ; particularly the Lams albus cxtrcmitatibus alarinn fiitrris,

and the large Peterell. 'Diis latter bird contains in its intestines so

great a quantity of oil, that it ejects it, when irritated, from its

body. Hence, when the inhabitants catch it, they take the pre-

caution of tying its two extremities with a packthread, to prevent

the oil coming out. They prepare this bird for their winter

food, by half-salting and drying it : they eat its fat with cod-lish

in lieu of batter ; while its feathers, particularly those that come-
from the belly, are so oily that they serve for kindling a tire, and
thus occasion a disgusting stench.

DISHUPTION OF MOUNTAINS.
These events often cause very terrible misfortunes in the can-

tons to the east of the gulf of Skagcfiordcn, and in that of Nor-
deraadal; but the inhabitants of Vatsdal in particular have suf-

fered much fiom those shocking disasters, the last of which
occurred in 1720. A dreadful fall took place in 1545, which
annihilated the farm of Skidestad, and buried thirteen persons:

the torrents of water which were precipitated from the fractured

mountaiu carried off a great portion of the meadow ground be-
louging to the farm, and conveyed it a considerable distance to the

eastward. It is doubtless impossible to give directions for guard-
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ing against such fatal accidents; nevertheless we shall commnrtr-*

cate our opinion, which may be useful with respect to thd

ordinary disruptions that occur ahnost every year. The inhabi-

tants, who pretend that there can be no remedy for these mis-
fortunes, have neglected the precautions that were taken by theii*

ancestors ; such as high inclosures, or stone walls, raised to stop
tlie progress of the fallen masses. Tliese walls were composed of
two parts, which met and formed an acute angle opposite to the.

crevice of the mountain, where it was supposed the fall would
take place: this angle was very thick, and constructed of the

largest stones that could be procured ; the walls were coiitinued

on the two sides of the angle, and formed two arcs of a circle^

the extremities of which ascended obliquely to the foot of the

mountain. The angle had a coating of stone within and
"witliout; and the two walls which formed it diminished gradually

in strength from the point to their end. For a long time these

Avails were carefully repaired every year ; even when the fall liad

been so great as to cover a largo portion of the soil, and
destroy many houses: and when the fragments that fell M*ere so
considerable as to fonn a hillock at the base of the. mountains,

they increased the hillock and made it serve as a wall, to secure-

their habitations from the effects of similar accidents.

REMARKABLE RIVEUS, LAKES, &C.

In the northern quarter there arc a much greater number of

rivers and lakes of fresh water than in the western part, and they

all afford abundance of line salmon and trout. There is a lake in

the canton Olafstiord, in the district of Vadia, which is well

worthy of attention from the remarkable circumstance that a

variety of sea-fish, and particularly the cod, are naturalized and
abound in it. In winter the inhabitants break holes in the ice,

through which they pass their lines, and catch these fish by the

hook. In thq spring it abounds in trout : and the sea-llsh taken

in it have a most exquisite taste, very different from that of the

same species caught in the sea; from which the lake is only sepa-

rated by a kind ofjettee, formed of the mud and surf of the shore,

and heaped together by the impetuosity of tlie waves. The river

that descends into the lake has formed a narrow passage over tliis

bank into the sea. The lake is about a Danish league in length:

and it is very evident that it has been separated from the s^a by the

effect of an earthquake, or subterraneous fires; thatthc same revo-

lution first formed the bank, and eliclosed in it the species of sea-

fish that it now contains; and that the river which empties itself

into it, by gradually depriving the first waU;r of Its safine quality,

naturalized the lisli that it contained, and which afterwards bred

in it.

t
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Tlio- Inrgest hike in all Iceland is that culled ]M)'vatn, and it

contains the greutst abundance of trout.

From time inunemorial, the Icelanders in the vicinity of this

Like have hud no other means of obtaining a living than by fishing

here for trout. Each peasant has his boat with ten or a dozen
lines, that are from ten to thirty fathoms in length : these iinw

are made by the w onicn, who spin hemp into very fine tlireads.

HOT AND noitING SPRINGS.
In the district of Hunavatn there are two liot springs. We

visited the first, which is called Reykehver ; and on immersing
Fahrenheit's thermometer in it, we found that in three minutes the

spirit of wine had attained the 204th degree. Our people hav-

ing brought from a neighbouring river a lump of fresh salmon^

\vc suspended it in the water by means of a stick placed across

the oriiice of the spring; and in eight minutes we found it per-f

fectly dressed and excellent for eating : it was even more tender,

than if it had been boiled over a fire. The two brass hydrometers
which the Royal Society had sent us, sunk in an instant to the bot-

tom. The other spring fornis u bath which the inhabitants con-

stantly use; and they assert, that when the heat of the water
increases in this bath, it is a certain sign that the weather, though
clear and serene, is about a change, and that rain will speedily fall.

This observation is applicable to all the boiling springs in Iceland*

OF THE HVEREVALLK, OK BELLOWING HILL.
This hill, so famous thVoughout Iceland, rises from the top of

the mountain of Kiolfield, and to the westward of the road. We
had often heard the most wonderful though very unsatisfactory

accounts of it ; since none but the shepherds and herbidists had ap-
proached Hear it, on account of the quantity of lava and nume-
rous marshes, which rendered all access to it difficult and danger-

ous. We were informed that the most dreadful roarings pro-

ceeded from the hill and could be heard at a great distance
;
which,

together with many other particulars not less surprising, induced

us to visit it. On the 18th of September, as we passed in view
of it, we discovered at a distance a thick smoke that pro-

ceeded from itj and rose to a great height in the air. When we
Game wiUiin the distance of a quarter of a league, we saw
distinctly that the smoke was exhaled from three different places;

and heard from afar a noise resembling the roaring of a lion, but

accompanied with a whistling that sounded in a maimer the most
piercing to our ears. Our horses were scared, erected their ears,

and it was with considerable difficulty we could make them ad-

vancPf At last we were even obliged to dismount and leave tljem

aj some distance, and perform the rest of our journey on foot *

OLAJ^SEN.] e
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The first object that arrested our attention was a white, round,
little hill, from whicli the smoke issued with impetuosity by thred

harrow wiTiding apertures that occasioned the whistling. These
openings were about two inches in diameter. The border^

ivereofared colour, mixed with white and green. We endea-

voured to sound them, but were unable on account of their siuu-

osity. The liltk^ stones which we threw into them were instantly

forced out, and the fhit stones with vvhich we attempted to cover

the mouths of the apertures were immediately driven away by the

jpressure of the smoke. While \vc stood near them it was im-

possible for us to hear ourselves, even when calling out as loudly

ias we could. In other respects Hvcrevalle is a large valley full

of herbage,. and might be inhabited were it not for its height and
its position. On the north of the glacier of J5ald Jokul, we saw
several swans swimming near the hill, and in a rivulet that

flows at no great distance we observed some trout. The ground
here is never frozen in winter ; on account of !he subterraneous

fires, the Itoat of which we sensibly felt. Near the hill are

three large hot springs, where we perceived a great nmnbcr of

petrifactions : the middle one is the most impetuous, as it propels

the water to the height of seven feet. But an extraordinary cir^

'cumstance peculiar to all these springs, and which no others in

Iceland possess, is that a brilliant, line, and hard crust is formed
at its surface, which resembles porcelain, and at a short distance

produces an appearance similar to a coating of ice. In this vi-

cinity • we observe the ordhiary variations of the petrejhciis

tophaceis and the bolls thcrmarum, in tlieir different colours of
white, grey, red, and yellow. Iii the part at which the lava

l)egins to run, there is a very deep chasm in the ground, from which
a kind of siViokc issues that has tinged the rocks black and red,

and covered their sides with particles of thermal boles. If the

ancient Greek and Latin poets had been acquainted with thesfe

places, they would certainly have described them as the residence

ofEolusand Vulcan ; for the Hvcrevalle is, beyond contradic-

tion, among the most admirable and extraordinary wonders o'f

tiafure to be met with 'in Iceland.

There may also be remarked here the remains of a largie

building, whicli is supposed to have been inhabited by banditti';

'tut this is not very probai)le,as the place is accessible on all sides.

We found in tliis vicinity a vast number of square lava'-pebble!^,

|6f which wc formed a pyramid ten feet in height at a feiv p^cefe

frbm the Bellbwhi'g Hill ; and on this occasion vve bbserved k
•sm^ulur instance of the penetrating force of soutid, a's we'foUnd
vhi otir pyraiiiid re-il:c1lbed the ro'aring of the hill.

ih the district of Thii^ghe is a spriiig called the Gxehv'er, 6x
fek-sp^iiTg; *v^hich is ^aid to derive its name from tile circum^tdnrife
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of an ox having fallen into the crater^ and being aftenvard.s ex*

pellecl from another at some distance. But the most probable

origin of the name is, that the noise resembles the bellowing of

an ox. The Oxehver propels the water to the height of eight

feet for about a minute, or till tliat in the bason is reduced
gbout a foot and a half : it then ceases for two or three minutes,

at which time the water in the bason has regained its level; a
harsh nqise is then heard in the earth, similar to that from
the discharge of several muskets, on wliieh the water begins

to issue with jmpctu.Otiity. At a short distance farther to ,

the north is a small hot spring, which the inhabitants use for

bending wood ; as the water possesses the singular property

of softening and even consuming wood that is left in it a short

time, to such a degree tliat nothing but the filaments reuiain,

and it is difficult to distinguish to what substance these belong.

The natural colour disappears; and the wood becomes white,

biueish, and somewhat ti aiisparent ; under this state it much
resembles asbestos, and when the filaments are separated they

inight be take!) for fine silk-thread, Tliis singular metamorphosis
is the more worthy of attention, because it is on a substance

thus prepared that the thermal waters exert their petrifying qua-
lity in impregnating the matter of the particulis tophaccis,

MKTEOllIC PHENOMENA.
The northern quarter of Iceland often affords a spectacle of

igiieous meteorsj but particularly lightning and other calorific

j)henomena, which oi iginatc from the volcanoes and vast glaciers

lu the middle qf the is;[and. Tlie atmosphere is sometimes red

and loaded with flame ; while at others tiiere may be seen ignited

globes and trains of fire like comets, winch dart backwards and
forwards to a great extent.—rSeveral of the inhabitants of this

quarter, and particularly of the district of Huuavatn, perceived at

the end of September 17.55 a phenomenon of this kind. An.
earthquake, which was felt in the whole of the northern district,

preceded the appearance of the meteor ; and was considered as

the indication of the eruption of mount Katlegiaa, which actually

took place about the middle of October. The em thquake begau
by five or six shocks at eight o'clock in the morning, and towards

nine several others occurred, wliich were announced by a hissing

m the air: the grqund then shook, and at first experienced a
iiuniber of gentle though considerable motions; but afterwards

the concussions were frequent and violent. We happened to be
present when this event occurred, and our tent m^e frequent

springs in consequence of the undulating motion of the ground z

at die same instant we heard a terrible noise, the shock of w hich

threw us out of our tent; when we saw all tlie mountains enve-

Q 2
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loped in a thick fog, M'hile the air resounded with the continual

fall of vast precipices.

l?E\lTILltY OF THK NOTITKETIN G^^AUTEH.
We were enabled by experience to confnm the report, that

in the northern districts both grass and plants thrive abundantly

;

a circumstance which is attributed to the prevalence of the north

winds. We remarked that the vapours which this wind
conveys to the districts near the sea, contribute materially to

fertihze tlie soil. Two principal causes may be assigned for this

effect. 11ie first is, that the plants of the northern climates are,

as well as the inhabitants, accustomed to cold, and can support

it better than heat : hence, when they are transplanted to a

milder region, it is necessary not only to procure an appropriate

soil, but even snow and ice are necessary to preserve them.

Another cause of the vigour of grass and plants in the northern

countries is, that their roots can withstand the rigours of winter.

This district produces the same series of plants as are found in

the western part- Tiie following species are met with in con-

siderable abundance: Geniianap Centaurium (minus); Coch-

learia; Achillea (millefolium) ; Epilobinm (alpinum); jiruti'

do (arenaria); Papaver alpinum; jigaricus caulescens, pileo

albo horizontali, lanidlin &; stipite allm; jigaricaa caukscens,

pileo supra piano aubconvexo horizontaliJ S)r,; Agaricus can-

/escens, pileo 'subconvexo supra cx albo sanguineo ; Fiola Mar-'

tis tricolor; Gallium florc lutco ; Pinguicula ; Plantaga
mervia; Ubnaria; ylrc/tangelica; Muscus Islandicns Lichet^

foliaceus minimus ascendens raviosis; Coralloides tenuissimus

nigricans ; Bistorta (poh/gonum) ; Campanula (patula);

Rhodiola; Jufiipcrusfruttcans; and Carduus heto.roplit/Uus,

The various particulars relative to the character of the inha-

bitants, their manner of living, and the means of their subsistence,

are so very similar in their details to what we have already en-

larged upon, thai no farther observation is necessary. We shall

therefore mention a few unconnected circumstances ; such as the

SlNGULAtt METUOi) OF CATCHING MOUNTAIN-FOWL.
All the birds taken on the isle of Drangue, as well as their

eggs, and the perroquels of Iceland, belong to the bishop. Tliis

chase, if it may be so called, is very lucrative : but that pursued
by sea withni circumference of the island is still more so, and is

performed in the following manner. They construct small rafts

of plank, about four feet long by two and a half wide, and fix

five of them together in such a manner that the distance between
each increases progressively from boat to boat. A cable, witli a

iarge stone for an anchor, fixes them iu the sea- Each raft is

1
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perforated whli a number of holes, in which are arranged from
a hundred to a hundred and tift^ hices of horse-hair ; and a bird-

call is placed in the middle raft, '^Vlm inhabitants of the environs,

on the arrival of the season, repair to the shore to pursue this

kind of hunting. Their boats are large, and contain from six to

eight men, while to every five rafts is attached one of these boats.

There is, besides, a boat which draws six or eight smaller rafts,

for the benefit of tlie men employed. As soon as they have fixed

the rafts, they go to a distance and drop the fishing-lines, which
are provided with a certain number of hooks: these are sunk to

the bottom by leaden weights, while they are kept perpendicu-
lar by wooden floats.

I^hey visit these lines twice a day, and in the interval they fish

with common lines. The fish are distributed over the rafts.

Each raft is capable of cohtaining about a score of birds at a
time; and it is remarkable that the fish suffer themselves to be
taken more readily with black horse-hair than with that of any

other colour.

The western part of the isle of Drangue contains a spot at

which these hunters can land at the base of a rock : but it is im-
possible to proceed up the island without permis-sion from the

people belonging to the bishop, for on every side the rock

is extremely steep. In the spruig, when the people em-
ployed by the bishop iirrive, the most hardy and active amonj
them ascends by driving nails from space to space on which
he rests his feet, and continues this process till he gains the

>Hunmit ; he then drops a rope with which he is provided, and
thus enables the others to mount. On quitting the isle they take

out the nails. It will be perceived, that when they gain the top-

tljey begin to hunt the birds; but though this manner differs from
that of the rafts, yet the latter is of great utility when the sea

is culm.

A MONSTER.
In these districts there is a kind of fish which is considered a»

a monster, perhaps on account of its size ; but it will doubtless

be discovered by naturalists to belong to the genus of marine

worms. The Icelanders may be excused for their notion

pf it, since it is known that a celebrated nation, remark-

able for its scientific men, has taken for an unknown and

terrible monster a far less animal, doubtless of the same species.

We found in one of the annals of Iceland an account which states

that in the year 1639 there was thrown upon the coast of

Thingoe a singular creature or monster, the body of which was

as long as that of the human species, and was provided with

seven tails ; each of which was four feet long, and covered \vitK
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lyiiobs resembling the pupil of the eye, with cyclida,of a golden

colour. Iiidependuutly oi'the seven tails, another a[tpeared above

them, which extended to the length of four or rive jylhoms. The
history relates that this monster had neither bones nor cartiiaj^e,

and to tlie sight and touch appeared only like the front part of a

woman's stays: no head was distinguishable^ unless cine or two

f
rejections might be called so which were near the seven tails,

t is said that many persons of respectability e,xamined this

prpdigy, and that one of the tails w as sent for investigation to the

ancient abbey of Thingpe. The above is the description of

this lifeh as accurately as w e could procure it.

It at first appearctl to us that the examiner was deceived^ and

bad taken the posterior' for the anterior part of the animal; while

the, carbuncled appendtiges might be not tails, but tentacles or

arms;/ and as mention is miide only of seven, it was probable that

the eighth hadbeen toi n off. Now, however, we think it evident

tliat it was nothing more than a very large cuttle-fish ( Sepia); but

of what species we ciirmot determine, since no description has.

"been, given either of the form of its stomach or the structure

of its mouth, .which were probably disfigured and damaged,

Thp description of the carbuncles and the cotyledons is curi-

ous ; and appe^ars to be very accurate^ from the preci&iou

with which the colours, .Sec. are described. An animal of

tlie saine species, which was found on the coast of Holland

in l6Cil, excited such a sensation in the country that it was
taken for a prodigy. Aldrovandus, Johnston, and others, speak

of a fish of the same kind wliich was found in the Mediter-

ranean, and which grew to four feet : it had ten tentacles like

tjiat of IceJciud. We saw a drawing of this fish; whichj though

budly madej cijablcd us to ascertain its structure.

. sill

VATOUR-BATH.
On arriving near some mines of sulphur, our guides pointed

out to us what they called a dry- bath, which is a natural grotto
' that has been rendered more convenient by being fitted up with

lava-stones found in its vicinity. Two apertures in the fioor of

this grotto exhale a very liot ajid moist va])Our, which however

isfieither unliealthy: nor of^a disagreeable smell. The inhabitants

make use of this bath by sitting on the ground/which is covere^l

^^'X\\\ sand. Time arc m^ny opportunities for constructing simi-

I^i'jfeatljs in this neighbourhood.
» .

1 ^ I A 4 '
•
- •

V.Qj.CtANORS, ANJ> MOl>Il.nN KJIUPTIONS.
Near Myviitn there are two or three burning mountains.

Tbat .calU'.d Krabla is celebrated by its terrible.eruptions between

the year&;17i«14aud 17o0. It is fornjcd.rixthvr pf clay th^u of rock,

f
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and of late years has become crooked and deformed ; but its

inune, ns well us two hideous gul[>hs or basons which it contains

on the south-east side^ still render it famous. These gulphs con-

tain stagnant waters, atul have received the name of llell-

mouths. Allhou^h theVe were several inhabitants at a short

distance, we could not induce any one, even for money, tO

conduct us to the Krabla: for tliey all pretended that it was

impossible to get at it, particularly on horsel)ack; as their slieep

were often lost by falling from the precipices, and sinking into

the pits of mud which are concealed irom view. Hnving how-
ever received all the fnformation .we could procure relative to

the road, we set off together and arrived without accident,

though we met with many of the reservoirs which were hot and

covered with a cVust of red earth. We ascended the Krabla till

we reached oue of the craters in tlie form of a cauldron, which
we distinguished fro^n a distance by the black and thick smoke
that it emitted.

AU this country we found to resemble the famous Solfatara

'rtcar Pouzzol in the kingdom of Naples, and which the inha-

bitants' take to be purgatory. The last eruption of the Krabla
was terrible and impetuous : it vomited Hames and matter in a
State of fusion, which rolled down in torrents and inundated

tli'e Vieighbouring iields. In the lake, where this matter burned
like oil for 'several days, it killed all the fish, and dried up a great

f"

tortlon of the water. The largest branch of this river of fire

an thi oe leagues from the mountain, and vvas a league in brendlh;

*\vhile another torrent overran the presbytery of Reykehhd,
w hieh was swallowed up without leaving the least trace behind :

but the niost astdnishiug circuuistancc in this, accident was, that

*t\ie church remained untouched, as did the burying-ground at-

taelied to it, though the firey torrent |>assed round and scorched
it. The volcanic matter ran slowly, destroying every thing it

met with in its passage without imdei going the least change. AU
the lava is therefore of the same black colour; and no dif-

ference is to he perceived iu the part where the parish wus de-
stroyed, except that the stones are a little redder. Tliese vol-

canic torre^nts emitted in tiie day-time a blue tlame like that of
burning sulpiiur, though the smoke that rose from every part
'])revented it from being often seen. Din'ing the night the whole
horizon round 'the lava was inliamed, and the highest 'regions of the
atmosphere were reddened by it. The burning streams 'propelled
globes of fire into the air, the coiitinued redness of \Vhich gave
notice of the hdrVible disaster at a very great distance. In the

parts where the torrent stopped, as well as in the vallies, the
surface of it was soon covered vVith a crust similar *to 'the scum
fdrnlcd'on^hot iiiilk: this ci*ust, Whic^h 'might be from one to tw^o
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feet in thickness, soon Imrdencd like stone; but -when new
waves of fire arrived they broke, melted, and carried off tha

crust, as a thavving stream dislodges and conveys away the i<fe.

In concretion the lava assumed different and very curious figures;

as those of flowers, works of sculpture, 8tc. After the volcano

had ceased to vonnt fire and formed its incrustation, the bottom
of the currents of lava remained a long time in fusion, and con-

tinued to run under the crust iu such parts as were sloping : in

forcing its passage the fiery substance generally broke the con-

densed crust, and thus occasioned many crevices and caveriis

internally vitrified, with stalactites suspended on their sides. The
most intense fire of these volcanic currents vitrifies, calcines, or

reduces to ashes, every thing with which it comes in contact; and
v,'hcn it consumes itself iu a rock it leaves nothing but the ashes

of tlie matter in fusion.

OF BI.OOD IN THE SEA.
Tliis phenomenon is well known in other countries, but seldom

occurs in Iceland. It was perceived in 17 1^ on the coast of Iley-

kestrand, from the shore to a considerable distance in the sea.

The oars of the fishermen were tinged red, as were the rocks be-

low high-water-mark. The historian says, to make use of his

own words, that they were dyed or covered with coagulated

blood;" which proves that the writer, as well as the people, con-

ceived it to be that substance in reality. The same phenomenon
was observed in 1649 ^^'^ western quarter, about two leagues in

the sea : on the preceding night the water appeared to be all on
fire, and the next day it was red. It must tlierefore arise from

something of a phosphoric nature; but we cannot decide whe-
ther this proceeded from marine insects, or some maritime plantt

VAPvlOXTS KEIST ATlKABl.E CTBCUMSTATf CES,
We shall here record a few observations which we conceive to

be of interest.

I. The first church for christian worship was that built at Aas,

in the canton of Hialtedal near Ilolun, in the year 985: it was

erected by order of bishop Thorvard Spakbodvarson.

II. The small farm called Kalvskind, near Oefiord, is cele-

brated from having been the residence of Rorek, king of the^

upper countries of Norway. Having been vanquished and

made prisoner by Olaf the Holy, king of Norway, who put out

bis eyes, he was transported to Iceland; and was no where happy
except in the little farm above-mentioned, which was then kept

by a poor peasant,

III. Printing was introduced into Iceland by a Swedish priest

named John Matthieson, who practised it in the district of Hu*
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navatrt, \vlierclic resided in 174S. His son conveyed his print-

ing-office to Nupefellj where he printed books at the same time

when bishop Gudbrand began to print at Hokm; and this prelate

afterwards added that printing-ofhce to his own.
IV. A iunnan skeleton was dug up in 1748, from an eminence

in the presbytery of Ravgenil. During our travels we saw
the bones; which were large and strong, and evidently those of
a man far beyond tlie ordinary stature. From several circum-
stances we had reason to conclude that this skeleton must have

been burled nearly eight hundred years.

V. A pestiferous and terrible meteor^ like a large cloud,

was seen in the last century upon the mountains in a high and
narrow path at Sigleliordskard; whercjas well by day as by night

it moved about in the air; and falling suddenly upon tra-

vellers, suffocated them in an instant. This was most destruc-

tis'e about Uie year 1730^ and it was supposed by the people to

be the evil spirit. The curate of the district had orders, on per-

forming divine service, to offer up prayers for its removal : au
altar of stones was, in consequence, erected near the spot in

17So, and the service celebrated in the presence of a great num-
ber of assistants. Since that period nobody has been incom-
woded by the phenomenon,

EASTERN QUARTER.
This part of Iceland, which in the language of the country is

called OstfirdingaFiordung, extends from Langenoes in the north

to Osterliorn in the south, and from this latter promontory to-

Avards the west as far as the river called Stank-Elv-paa-Solheime-

Sand. In going over this quarter our travellers pursue thdir

usual series of remarks on the situation and quality of the soil,

the coasts, isles, mountains, and roads; with other minutiae, not

generally interesting, if we except the followuig particulars.

OF THE PRINCIPAL MOUNTAINS.
There are very high mountains in Iceland, but no part of tlie

country contains such enormous ones as this quarter. We tra-

velled to the glaciers which several of them contain, and which
eject water and fire. Our journey to the mount named Kat-
legiaa was occasioned by a wish to see closely the eruption from
that volcano which took place in the year in which we travelled.

AWFUL ERUPTION OF KATLEGTAA.
One of the ordinary symptoms of an approaching eruptiort of

volcanoes is an earthquake. The last in this district occurred in

175.'i, and was probably occasioned by the internal convulsions

of tlie glacier of MyrdaU The same glacier exhibited a sin>i-

OLAFSUN.] R
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lar dreary spectacle about the year QOO ; nnd from tliat pe-

riod to the time above-iTientionedj the horrible .^jccne has bteii

live times repeated. Nothing, however^ indicated the last

eruption; except that towards the end of the preceding year two
new rivers arose from the glacier, and nni across a part of ihe

canton called the Sands of Myrdal. The peophj, nevtrtheless,

did not apprehend an eruption, thoup,h they had observed an

extraordinary molting of the iee of the jil'dcicr, which must have

been occasioned by the subterraneous^ hre; b(?cim:5e, ufi soon

as the ice is dissolved, the water which drojiH from it falls into

the bowels of the mountain, and meeting with the tire puts it in

agitation. Hence arises the earthquake which is felt at a dis-

tance; because the fire labours to open itself a pa8saji;c, parti-

cularly near the volcanoes that are extinct; and there may often

be perceived vent-holes from which the fire exudes, very far froiii

the place of eruption.

With respecjt to the eruption we are about to dcscriljo, it began
about ten in the morning on the 17th October; when suddtn and

irregular shocks were felt throughout the whole canton of Myr-
dal, which did great damage to the houses. Soon uftei wards
the lire burst out with great violence, totally melting all t)»e

ice that remained: and afterwards a river darted from the Kat-

legiaa; and, spreading itself into three branches, inuudaled the

whole extent of lava called Myrdal Sands. This torrent car-

ried with it, as far as the sea, a quantity of enormous pieces

of ice like small hills, which crashed together in their course

with a terrific noise, and which had torn off with then) irag-

inents of rocks as large as mountains. The torrent of water
was filled besides with smaller lumps of ice and black piunice-

stone ; and it was in general thick and muddy, impregnated with

sulphureous and cineritious argilla. The continu;il shocks of the

earthquake absorbed the attention of the inhabitants: when sud-
denly a terrible noise, like the bursting of a thunder-cloud, issued

from the Katlegiaa, which was followed by a propulsion of fire

and water alternately, accompanied by a dreadlid report ; at the

same time an internal disruption occurred with such violence,

that the inhabitants thought the moment wiis arrived for the total

destruction of Iceland. 'J he eruption took place at tliree con-
tiguous apertures; anct immediutely after a deluge of water rv\shcd

forthi carrying oft* to the sea prodigious masses of ice and
rocks.-' it was preceded by a thick cloud of black smoke, and
followed by a liail of gruvel and pumice-stone. During these
horrible scenes the eardiquake continued with a singular subterra-
nean noise; and from time to time the volcano projected to a con-
siderable height vast globes of fire of a dazzling brightn^^ss, which
l^urst in the air and were seen at a great distance. After the first
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paroxysm, and ihe shower of stone and grave], a natur&l but
very extraordinary hail succeeded; each hail-stoiK; containing

a i)article of firavel or asbes^ with which the air was filled

at the monunl of congelation. The volcano thus continued its

ravaf^es i'or the lirst day ; and at night it presented a spectacle

similar to artilJcial fire-works; the air was tilled with flames and
sparks produced by the globes of lire which the crater continued

^to dart forth like lightning; which rose to a distance, then split

into tiiousands of particleSj and spread a sublime elif'ulgence ia

every direction. These globes of lire were projected into the dis-

tant cantons. An ignited column of various colours next rose

from the crater; and a tremendous report, similar to the repeated .

firing of artilleiy, was heard in the bowels of the juountain, in-

dependantly of the noise already menUoned. The people, among
whom were ourselves, were iDuch inconvenienced by an insup-

portable sulphureous smell; and a fine ash-like dust, which we
inspiied by the nostrils, and w hich soon affected our lungs. Both
heaven and earth now appeared in fiames : the burning matter
fell upon the affrighted spectators, who were fully of opinion

that the world was at an end.

On the following day, the 18th, the weather was calm but
rainy, and the volcano was obscured from the sight by a fog that,

covered the whole canton. The same detonation, earthquake,

and subterraneous noises, were, however, repeated, accompanied-
with frightful hissing. At night the horrid spectacle of the pre-

ceding evening was resumed, and globes of fire^.were incessantly

propelled.—On tlie l^l^h the weather was serene, and the air was

clear throughout the canton of Myrdal: tlie whid was norths

west. The colunni of smoke which rose from the apertures of
the volcano appeared black by day, and full of balloons and
sparks of fire, which at night illumined this whole canton as

before; but it is very remarJiable, that the districts to the east-

ward were enveloped in total darkness, as well by night as day.

All the cantons in the eastern quarter were covered with black

sand and ashes: and the interna] detonations, resembling the re-

ports of cannon, were heard as far as the districts of Goldbringue -

and Kiosar, w hich are between twenty-five and thirty leagues

distant froni the volcano; while on the same day the ashes fell

like rahi in the isles of Feroe, so as to render tliem totally black*.

T'he next day tlie wind blew from the same point, and the vol-

cano continued its ravages. At this period, among the globes of

fire that were propelled, we observed two of very great bulk,

• These isles are situated in the North Sea, about the longitude of seveu-

west from London. They are one hundred leagues (of twenty to a degree)

E, S. E, from Kadegiaa. EclU,
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tvhlch burst with such a horrible report that we never heard any'

thing Hkc it.

On the 21st of October the whid changed to tlie north-east;

the darkness spread to the canton of Mvrdnl, and the atmos-
phere was covered Avith a whirlwind of ashes. The column of

fire continued to rise till the ^28th; when the wind changed to the

north-east, and the darkness prevailed, accompanied by a terrible

fall of ashes^ which blackened the snow in the isle of Videy, in the
;

district of Goldbringue. In the vicinity of the mountain the'

pumice and other stone and gravel liad fallen to the depth of

three feet. In short, till the 17th of November the eruption,

earthquakes, and detonations, continued with little diminuliou in

point of violence.

In the following year, between January and September, this

mountain made five eruptions; the last of which was accom-
panied with a terrible full of stones and ashes, so as to throw the

inhabitants again into the utmost consternation.

The disastrous effects of the eruption of Katlegiaa were

—

1. The devastation of the surrounding meadows by torrents of

water; and particularly also by the showers of sand, ashes, and
stones. By this means nearly llfty farms were destroyed, and
the owners rendered houseless.

Q. The mountainous country beneath the volcano, as well as

the sea-shore, afforded incredible proofs of the violence of the

eruption ; for there might be seen along the wliole coast of the

mountainous chain of Myrdal, several large rocks in the space

of two leagues, which had been detached from the glacier by

torrents of wattr. Three chains of rock, ice, and pumice-

stone, extended in a parallel direction along the Sands of Myr-
dal, and ran into the sea at the distance of three leagues from
the coast. These rocks still project above the sea, in places

where the fishermen formerly found forty fathoms of water.

3. The eruption alluded to reduced the inhabitants of the vi-

cinity to misery ; and it is even a miracle that many of them '

tvere not destroyed, though it was ascertained that only two per-,

sons lost their lives by this fatal occurrence. The roads and
fields about Katlegiaa were filled with travellers on the day

of tlie eruption, and the torrents of water thrown out by the

crater carried off numbers of cattle. The men who were sur-

. prised by this sudden fall of water, saved themselves on the

mountain of Hafursoe; which is insulated, and probably had
been surrounded several times with the aqueous fluid. Others
had already passed the fatal plain; and many saved themselves

upon the heights, loading up their horses: but these eminences

soon became isles by the inundation from the volcano ; and the

unfortunate people vrcre thereby exposed for seven days ta starve

4
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irig^ colJ^ and .showers of sloiics, with no prospect around

them but that of certain tk^tructiou. At length the masses of

ice beiutr cousohdatcdj they drew after thein their emaciated

horses, whicli were so reduced as to be luiable to walk; and
gained, when they were themselves iu the last stage of ex-

haustion, the parish Hot'debreck, iu the canton of Myrdal.
On the 7th Novenibej-, when the inundation had ceased, thes€;

'

men, to the number of eighteen, endeavoured to pass over the

plain; but the henps of ice rendered the passage impossible, and
and they at lengUi found the n\eans of reacliing the sea-shore.

The strong sulphureous exhalations, besides subjecting the in-

habitants to the danger of suffocation, also deprived them of
the sense of smelling: the eyes became red, the eye-lids swoln,

and llie gums ulcerated. Tlie cattle which were not carried off

by the inundation, did not escape the disaster: for some of them
AVent mad from alarm at the lire and earthquakes, and ran head-
long into the abysses among the rocks; while those which re-

mained were starved, because the pastures were covered with

sand and ashes, so that the animals, by searching for grass, exco-
riated their mouths and teeth. To hicrease these unfortunate

circumstances, the winter provisions which the inhabitants had
collected, were spoiled by the fine cineritious dust, which pene^
trated every crevice of the houses; and all the portable water
was corrupted by the infected air and Hying ashes.

4. The volcano threw out, during the impetuosity of the erup- r

tion, a meteor similar to a strong Hash of lightnhig, the effects

of which were both astonishing and dreadful. Eleven horses

were killed by it in the vicinity of the mountain, three of which
were in a stable, and were found dead bv the side of each other.

The two people abovementioned lost their lives by this meteor
in a remarkable manner: The one, a respectable peasant, on
coming out of his house, was struck by it, and fell dead in-

stantly : at first, no mark or wound was perceived, nor were his

clothes scoi ched ;
but, on being undressed, it was found that

the skin and Hesh on the right side were burnt so as to expose

the bones, as were the shirt and neckcloth, which were pro-

bably of good linen, though liis outward clothing, which was
of woollen, did not seem to be hijured. The other victim of
this phenomenon was a servant, who used to go out with the

peasant to milk the cows: she was struck at the same time, but
did not die immediately. On changing her clothes it was found

that she had been burnt on the right side; but the burn, which
was penetrating, glutinous, and very different from an ordinary

stroke of lightning, continued to consume her, so that whenever
the clothes in which she had been dressed were taken off, they

were found to be danjaged by the caloric. At length her body
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fcccame swolUn, and suppuration took place: the lire extended

to her intestines ; and this unfortunate girl, after lingering for some
days, expired in the most shocking agony. Several persons ob-

served that this fire perforated iu various parts the hard and com-
pact rocks which it met with in its passiigc; nuiking round liolcs

wiiich were smaller on the side I'rom which it issued, than oi>

tlv,it where it entered.

GLACIKR OF KAXr.KGIAA, &C,
Our travellers madea jounicy to the sunmiit of this glacier,

accompanied by a guide; antl reached itj after encountering,

many difficulties exactly similar to those they experienced on tra-

velling to other eminences. When they arrived within a league

of the glacier, they were surrounded by a heavy fall of snow, and
the winds became so violent that they could scarcely stand, A
fog covered the mountain on \\hich tluy stood, as well as the

summit of Katlegiaa; and they would not venture to pass the

night at such an elevation, lest the cold should be loo severe.

But the greatest danger they incurred was, their proximity

to the Katlegiiia itself; which was then in a state of fermenta-

tion, and, as ihey were infonned by the guides, had been vomit-

ing fire for two days before; \\hile from the direction of the,

wind at the time of their journey, they were exposed to any

shower of stones and sand that might occur. They tlierefore

returned to their tent by eiglit o'clock in the evening. On the

following day, say our travellers, at six in the evening, a lotid

report similar to a clap of thunder, was heard from Katlegiaa.

Our guide, who was born and brougiit up in the vicinity of the

niountahi, toltl us, that the musses of ice had given way in the-

pai'ts were the noise was heard. In the evening we saw towards

the west a globe of tire, at no very great height above the ho-

rizon : it was about the size of a ftdl moon, and had a tail like

a conjct ; wiiile above it, another stream of light appeared in a
zigzag form like lightning. In a short lime both these meteors

sunk, and disappeared in the clouds that surrotmded the glaciers

of Myrdal.

On the 30lh Auguslwe pursued our journey over various sum-
mits till we reached the top of the glacier; where we had a line

field foi' contemplation on the naluix; and eflccts of the lava, both
of which have been already described. The result of our obser-

vations on this and the neighbouring glaciers, may be comprised
in a short compass. The degree of heat and cold is very dif-

ferent in these cantons; but no one lias hitherto thought of

making observations on the dicrmometer, which might neverthe-

Jess be higljly interesting, particularly in tlie ntMghbourhood of
Ora;fe, which is contiguous to the glaciers. It would be very
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ttsloiiisliiriir if the coltl were not found much more severe iii this

part than cL^cwhcrc.

The iniisses oK ice wliicli come from Greenland totliis coast,

as -svell as to ihat of the north, cuuse here the sinne rovohitions

us occur in the more ?v.>rthi.'ru atmosphere : they chill the

air on their arrival to such a degree, that in sunnncr snow falls

hi abundance; while the frost is so severe tluit it destroys the

grass, and sometimes even the cattle. In the years J75."3 and (i,

we were vvitiicssps to a similar occurrence whicli destroyed all the

productions of the soiL It appears that these masses of ice,

came in ancient times to the eastern coast. The ainvals reVate,

that in 130.0 they obstructed the passage to the uorth and cast

shores, aud occasioned a famine in the followhig year throughout

Iceland.

The atmospheric phenomena, earthquakes. Sec. are so fre-

quent in this part of Iceland, that tlie inhabitants scliloin regard

them, aud still less speak of them, as new or extraordinaiy oc-

C(.u r(^ncii3. The cause of such phenouicna is undoubtedly the

vast number of icy and burning mountains, which produce idl

sorts of meteors. Thunder is rarely heard in the <li.strict of

Mule, which is contained in this quarter of Iceland; and hence
the annals describe with much propriety as an cxtraordinar}'

event, the misfortune that occurred in KiQO; when a house was
destroyed, a woman wounded, and a cow killed, by lightning in

the canton of Ostfiord,

Tlie inhabitants of this quarter of Iceland possess no pecu-
liar characteristic to distinguish them from those of the districts

already mentioned: though the latter look uj)on them as a distinct

people, in consequence of their living insulated, as it were, from
the other quarters ; so that^ having little occasion to communicate
M ill) their counti-ymen in general, they have a mantier of behaving

and rwasoning peculiar to themselves. They are mostly peaceable,
sentimental, and reserved; and though they do not ditfer essen-

tially from the other inhabitants,
,
yet their dialect, costuznc,

motle of travelling, &c. are sufficient to make them appear to
people of other districts as a distinct race.

OF STREAMS CHANGED INTO GUEAT lltVKUS.
Tlie inhabitants assert that some streams have been extra-

ordinarily augmented by the eruptions of the volcano ; but as

those often change their beds, it is not easy to determine how
nuich they may have increased. With respect to rivers whose
increase is continual, we have two exumplen. The first is that of
Jukulsaa, on the sands of Solheime, which is called the Stink-

ing River: it was formerly a small stream; but received a vast

iuci tiase from, the fermentation and the eruption of the glacier.
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wliich iiuindatcd tlic plain, and carrying off all the grass, trans-

formed it into a desert. Tliis devastation took place about the

year 900^ and the Landnaina-saga speaks of it as a supernatural

event: since that time the river has become large and deep
enough to convey the masses oficefiomthe glacier; and it is

uow one of the principal rivers of the country.

FURTHER REMARKS ON BLOOD J N THE SKA.
In Ife'.iS, but at what period of the year is not nicntioncdj the

fishernuni on the eastern coast perceived blood coagulated in the

sea, which was chiven by the tide in oblong heaps upon tlie shore.

We mention this circumstance that it may be compared with

the detail we liave already given. It is likewise certain, that

when whales meet and fight in the sea, and particularly when
they are pmsut.'d by hundreds of harpooners, the sea becomes
tingetl wjlh red to the extent of several leagues round; hence
this may be a natural cause of llie phenomenon alluded to.

SOUTHERN QUARTER.
Our travellers inform us lliiit during the time they travelled,

they made the isle of V'idey, in this «|uarler, their habitual winter

rfisideuce.

•TOURNFA' TO MOUNT IIECLA.
M, E. Olafsen, who published at Coj^cnhagen a dissertation

.on the natural state of Icehind, embarked from the above-

mentioned isle, in a niercliant .ship whicii was proceeding to the

isles of Veslniannocr; where, in company with M. Povelsen, lie

undertook a journey to mount 1 iecla.

This mountain, which is better known to strangers than any
' other, is one of the inferior elevations of Iceland. The annals

call it by its proper name, \\hich is Heklufiall; from which fo-

reigners, and particularly the Germans, have formed their Ilec-

lienfeld. It is not a promontory, nor is it situated on the

sea shore, as it has been represented in a number of charts. It

lies to the west of the glacier of Tinfiallojoeckel: and now beyond
the canton of Kangaarvalle, though it was formerly withhi this

canton ; but its numerous eruptions have so ravaged the sur-

rounding country, that the people have withdrawn from it.

On arriving at a habitation called Selsund, near mount Hecia,

the owner wished to become our guide. He was well acquainted

with the country around this mountain, though he had never tra-

velled farther than its base; for the people consider it as an act

of rashness to attempt to examine the mountain, and they assured

us that it would be impossible to ascend it on account of great

uunibeis of dangerous bogs, which they asserted were always

t
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%iiming with sulphuric fire aud exhaling smoke; while the

Bummitj accoi-ding to them, was covered widi boiling spri-ngs, aini

iargc craters which continually propelled smoke and lire. They
told us that Hecla was provided with a guai'd of black and
singular birds of the conformation of the raven, -anued with.

beaks of iron, with which they gave a very unpleasant reception

to those who had th<; temerity to cUmb the mountain. This
story is one remnant of the popwiar jMejudices that have been
formed with regard to this mountain. Our guide, nevertheless^

assured us that he never perceived eitiier the birds, the fire,

or the smoke.
We had an opportunity during owr journey to mount Hecla,

to contemplate its environs, which on tli'e south and west sides

•afford the most afflicting specimens of frequent eruptions. The
finest part of the territory in question is covered by torrents of

melted stone, sand, ashes, and other volpauic matter. Between
the sinuosities of the lava we observed, in different parts, some
portions of meadows, walls, and broken hedges; and our guide

informed us that on the east and north sides tiie devastation was
•still greater, and afforded dreadful traces of the ruin of the country

and its habitations.

There are neither grass nor plants to be met with to the ev-

tent of tw o leagues round mount Hecla, in consequence of the

soil being covered with stones and lava; and in some parts

where the subterraneous fire has broken out afresh, or where
the matter which w as not entirely^consumed has become ignited

Qgaiuj the fire has contributed to form small red aud black hil*-

locks and eminences from scoria;, pumice-stone, tind ashes. The
nearer we approach towards the mountain, the larger are these

hillocks ; and there are some of them the summit of which is a

round valley, whence the subterraneous fire ejects the matter just

mentioned.

As we approach towards mount Hecla, the ground becomes
almost impassable, particularly near the higher branches of lava

which have been thrown from the volcano. Round the latter

is a mountain of lava, consisting of large melted flag-stones which

are from forty to seventy feet high, and in the form of a rampart

or wall. Wc were here obliged to leave our horses : and even our

guide begged to be excused from attending us any farther, under

the pretence that he had a violent head-acii ; but the real reason

we suspected rather to proceed froin the operation of his pre-

judices with respect to this terrific volcano. The flag-stoneg

alluded to were detached, and mostly covered with moss ; while

between them were very deep holes, which prevented us from
advancing without the greatest circumspection. We ascended

on the western side. The rocks appeaced very 5ti*ange to for

OtAI'SEN.] s
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they cracked continually luider our feet/ which at first gave us
niuch uneasiness ; button investigation w e observed that tlie rock
itself had been consumed and was reduced to pumice stone, which
was disposed in thin horizontal layers, fractured in every direction.

From this circumstance an idea may be formed of the intensity

of the fire which could thus consume a whole mountuln ; for

if Hecla w^ere for a few times to take fire again, aii the rocks
that compose it would fall into ashes.

We continued to ascend without meeting any obstacles that

impeded our aUtmpts, by small slopes which we found at inter-

vals, of winch we passed seven before reaching the summit. We
found in the breaches and fissures, which were very numerous,
a quantity of white, black, and red, polishin*;;-st()nes (sA"wr// .s^m/J,

the first of which was unconnnonly fine and light. This circum-
stance tends to support the account of mount Hecla iiaving

vomited water, though in a far less quantity than the devastating

torrents of Katlegiaa. Here has also been found after the

different eruptions of mount Hecla, a great quantity of salt,

sufficient to load a number of horses, which in no small degree
tends to confirm the opinion of the connection between vol-

canoes and the sea. Such a cojnmunication may rcasonal>ly be
presumed, particularly with respect to the volcanoes and gla-

ciers of the eastern parts of Iceland, on account of the great

extent of their bases: in fact, these mountaius vomit a much
greater quantity of water than the solution of the ice would
afford; and it has even been observed, that these waters possess

a brackish taste. With respect to moinit Hecla, it may as an
objection to this theory be observed, that a vast qiumtity of rock
salt may be contained within it; but its bowels undoubtedly
fcxtend to a level with the sea. Besides, independently of the
opinion so generally received by learned men of all countries,

that there is a secret connection between this mountain and Etna
in Sicily, since the two volcanoes have so often been observed to

burn at the same time, a number of curious examples are known
which prove the sympathy between Hecla at the time of its

eruptions, and the other volcanoes in Iceland more distant from
it than it is itself from the sea.

It was on the night of the IQth June that we ascended the

mountain. The weather was serene and calm, but when we had
attained a certain height we began to feel cold: the surface

was covered with ice and snow ; not however oi' the nature of
those of the glaciers, because here the ice melts in summer,
except such as remains in the deep fissures and holes. On
reaching the ice we found it covered with snow that had lately

fallen, which wc ascertained to be deeper and deeper in proportion

we asc{inded : at the summit of the crater it was a foot and a
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lialf. The wliole of tl* is. as well as the preceding day, the air

Iiad been clear in the canton beneath tlie volcano: but like the
olhe) mountains, it attracts the clouds tl ai envelope its summit,
without dnir benig perceived by the inhabitants. Xt is worthy
of reuinrK, (hat the snow h:id fallen only on that part of the niouii-

taiu \vhich was cbvored with ice, and not below ; so tliat it may
be conclur!(.d that the ice which is on the mountains in summer
is the measure or degree of elevation^ oi- that region of the air,

where, th^. thick clouds and vapouis can collect and float in the
atnjGsphere though the air may be pure and serene in the
lower regions: hence at "this heij^ht the air possesses a certain

density^ In other respects Hecla is only a small mountain,
compared with the high glaciers and mountainous chains of the
interior parts of Iceland. Its circumference is from three to
four leaguesi; and its height by approxmiation to that of the
other inountahis which have been measured, is about three thou-
sand feet above the plain of sand that is below the rampfirt of
lava. Its elevation above the sea is yet unknown.

After a fatiguing journey, up to our knees in snow, we at
midnight reached the summit of mount Hecla. A perfect si-

lence prevailed; and we could perceive nothing but ice, and
neither fissures, .streams of water, boiling springs, smoke, nor
fire. It was as light as at noon-day, so tliat w^e bad a view of
an immense extent. We looked over all the glaciers in the east-

ern part; and in the distance we saw a high and square moun-
tain which our guide had previously informed us was the ancient
volcano of Haerdubreid, which appeared to us like a large castle.

We also discovered all the high mountains in the northern quarter.
Not meeting with any thing remarkable on this mountain, we

descended by the western side, along a ravine or deep valley,

which runs from tlie summit to the base. There is some reason
to believe that this ravine -is the bed of a river of lava which the
volcano ejected in the year 1300; since the annals assert that,

during this eruption liecla was split from top to bottom : and
though the cavity in question now bears the appearance of a deep

)

valley, it is certain that when formed, it was laid open to the
bowels of the mountuins; but when the eruption ceased, it waS
soon tilled with the stones, rocks^ and gravel, tliat fell into it.

At length we rejoined our guide at the bottom of the hill, and
found that he had got i id of his head-ach; he expressed his sur-
prise at seeiu'.;; us return safe.

ErUPTTONS OF MOUNT HECLA.
Frorn^ every probability, this mountain must have been subject

to eruptions long before Iceland had any inhabitants. One of
tlie auuals states the first eruption, after it was peopled, to have

s ^Jl
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occurred in tlic year 1004; and another chronicle assertsr tJiat die

one of 1029 ^vas the third. But in geneval the histories of the

country do not agi ee oi> this pohit: fov from certain annals which
speak only of great eruptions, mount Hecla appears to have un-
dergone no move than twelve ^ while others contend that sixteei>

have takem place* We, however, after attentive reading and care-

ful research,, ascertained that it has experienced twenty-two erup-
tions, without reckoning those the periods of which are uncertain,

though many take them into the accouut; because the same erup-

tion has sometimes lasted upwards of a year, or one has commenced
in winter and continued till the succeeding spring. Most of tlie

annals of Icelaiid agree in stating that die lirst known eruptioa

from mount Hecla took place between the years 1004 and 1 106;
while the lust ovei-flow of its crater was in the year IC93. A
fire broke out among the surrounding lava iu the year 1728.

In 1554 there were remarked scveval violent eruptions from
the mountains contiguous to Hecla on the northern side, and
the fire appeared for the last time hi 1754 in the lava to the west
of diis volcano: die fire ifi question lasted three days.

The intervals between the eruptions of Hecla are very mi*
equal : for from two to five and ten, years sometimes scai cely pass,

in tranquillity, while at others from fifty to sixty years occur be-

tween two eruptions; and iu 1705 upwards of seventy years

had elapsed since the last fermentation, on which accouut the
inhabitants were daily expecting an eruptiou more violent than
ever.

In 1766 their fears were realised: for on the 5t?i of April
an approaching eruptioa was announced by earthquakes, and
it began by an exhalation of »moke and flame; while pebbles
and large stones were propelled to a prodigious distance. The
fermentation re-commenced in 1767; and in 1768 flames still

continued to rise at night from the crater.

M. Biame Povelsen visited mount Hecla in 1762, to collect

volcanic or volcanised substances ; but a fog which cam« on,

prevented him from ascending. He only met with a variation of
the common melted stone marked with ligneous fibres: it resem-
bled jasper, vvas of a red colour, and on breaking exhibited yel-

lowish veins; the filaments were black. This specimen waS
evidently ferruginous. We have spoken of the fossil-wood called
Surturbrand, which has been petrified after being turned into
charcoaL In 1750, M. E. Olafsen found a specimen of it in
the mountain of Draapehlid; and these two species of stones
exhibit a singular proof of the metamorphOSes that are affected

by volcanoes,

OF THE GETSmU
The Geyser is -a boiling spring ia th^j southc-cn district,, whiclk
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is ^vell deserving of notice. At the time wlien ^vc arrived at it

the water was at a considerable height in its bason, and ovoi liowed

It in every direction. Soon afterwardis were heard a subterraneous

runibhng and gentle detonations. This was the signal for the

propulsion of the water, which began instantly to rise; but

at the period in question it did not attain more than sixty feet.

'I'he jef. suddenly ceased, and began agahi at intervals of some
minutes. The violence of the spurting diminished by Gfradutions,

till the bason became entirely empty. Our guide told us that it

was usual to see the Geyser flow with such feebleness and irregu-

larity. Tlie bason was for an instant without any water; but the

vapours whicli arose from the crater prevented us irom seeing the

bottom. We n»easured its dcpili with a plum-linc, and found it

to be seventy-two feet : while the diameter of its oriiice was about

U fly-seven; antl tiiat of the bottom, or very little above it,

eighteen feet. The bason, by contracting, terminates like a
funnel: we therefore again ckopj^ed our liiR% rn the hope that the

lead would lind some aj)erttu'es througli which the w^ter issues;

but no sooiver had the bill touched the bottom, than a boiling

jet (VertH was propelled over the rock, though forttuiately it did

not fall upon us. Not willing to be deterred from our purpose

by such an interruption, we again attempted to sound the bason,

when anotlier gush obliged us to make a pi ecipitate ret^-eat. The
air and mamier of our guide on this occasion evidently testified

that he was alarmed at what had happened; and that he thought^

like iWost of the common people, that it was not permitted to

man to examine such mysterious places, because the powerful

spirits who leside in them always punish those who attempt to

dive into their secrets. We frequently, but in vain, renewed our
attempts to sound this crater, in order to ascertain what holes
were at the bottom : but either our ball was too large, it being
about two-thirds of an inch in diameter ; or the apertures were
sinuous like those of the Hverevalle, which prevented us from
gaining our point.

After the propulsions already mentioned, the Geyser remained
tranquil during the night, the water rose slowly, and the bason
was not full till four o'clock in the morning. We remained ia
the vicinity^ that we might not fail to observe the spouting of
the water; and in order to ascertain its force, threw ii^to the
bason some pebbles and thermal concretions which we found
about it. At length the issue of the water was announced by a
rumbling noise under our feet^ similar to the fnnng of cannon at

a distance. -Five reports of this kind succeeded each other,

each of which wa$ louder than the preceding, or as if the can-
won was approaching towards us; we felt at the same time
the ground shake uader us as if it w^s about to s^Ut or burst.
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On llie sixtli report, the first propulsion took place, and
the water rose to a great height; after which every successive re-

poit was.tlie signal for a new ascent, each of which carried tlie

water liigher than that \vhich had previously- taken place. Tlie
pebbles and. stones we had thrown into the basotv were split

in a tiiousand~pieces, and tlirown up mnch higlier than the co-

lunnis of water, which always terminated in a point. We took

the precaution to place ourselves to wiudw^ard, that we might
not be inconmiodcd by the thick smoke which had prevented ns

from seeing the opposite side. From the very beginning we had
observed, th.at al each propulsion the Mater which was in the

bason vras agitated, and raised so as to overflow the crater in

every part ; but pai licuUnly on the nortliern side, where it felt

into a sn)all valley and formed a rivulet, in which the water at

a great distance iiom the. Geyser still retained such a degree of

heat that the feet of the cattle which j)asscd it were often scalded.

The spouting of the Geyser was this time grentcr and more
violent. According to our observation, the greatest rise of the

water was not quite so high as the mountain or Laugafell Mhich

is ()])positc to the Geyser, and whose elevation nuiy be about

seventy fatlioms; we estimated the height of the spovuing water

at sixty. The inhabitants of the neighbomhood, however, who
daily see the Geyser, pretend that the water has often spouted

high as the summit of the mountain in question, and when this

occurs ihey expect rainy and stormy weather. The propulsion^

lasted, in all, ten minutes; and an interval of abont three seconds

occurred between each subterraneous detonation which announced

the ascent of the water. In consequence, there were at this time

about two hundred jets altogether.

OP THE NATURE AND QUALITY OV TtlE GKYSEB.
Nothing is known with certainty relative to the sources of the

Geyser; it not having been ascertained, whether the water that

is propelled from it proceeds from the neighboiu'ing mountains,

or from the tea. The former opinion is the oldcbt, and perhaps

the most reasonable. In the Danish Mercury for 1754, are

some details relative to this spring, in which it is stated that the

variations in the issuing of the water have no fixed period. The
rock from which it proceeds has increased in the course of

time, ])y an accunmlation of the thermal turf which we have
already described, which in its colour appears at first sight like

the crust that is found at the bottom of boilers: that of the

Geyser is very hard and uneven, and is dispersed in thin layers one

uliove the other; ond the whole rock is formed of this substance-

The boiling water of the Geyser has a petrifying quality, asf

we had opportunities of ascertaining. The pebljlca and tiier^

«
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mnl concretions which wc found ^it th(* ijoUom of the ci;iter>

vero covered witli die sUilks of plants and small brandies of birch,

completely transformed into a hard stone of a pale colour. We
jfound in the rock itself the stalks of petrified plants ; besideJt

diiferent kinds of wood, .sheep-bones, and even horse- dung, pe-

trified. Anions*' tlie rest was a stone bearing the impression, of

{small birch-leaves, iu which we could distmctly perceive the

filanieuls: the leaves \vere white, and composed of a kind of

thermal turf; but the stone itself ,^as evidently transformed into

ficorisc of eu^'th. We no where met with a similar metamorphosis.

There are several other hot springs near the Geyser. What
has been said m the Danish Mercury relative to the ocular

demonstration of Vjirious persons, who have often seen flames

issuing with the water of the Geyser, is by no means contrary to

experience. The edges of the craters of several of the hot-

sprinf^s are coveied with a crust of this white matter; which re-

semblL'.s porcelain, and is no where to be found except at

Hverevalle.

In these parts are sevoial pits of boiling clay ; and other fine

fat earths of various colours, similar to what is tonnd contiguous

to the sulphur-pits. Of the boiling springs lately mentioned,

one in the canton of Hreppar called Grafarhver is worthy of

notice, because the people assert that birds are often seen to

fiwini m the boiling water : which, if true, is a secret of nature

that cannot be accounted for; but the inhabitants do not agree

in their account of the size of these birds. Some say that they

are as big* as ravens, and others that they resemble ducks or

plovers: they are seldom seen more than two together; and a
dilference of opinion prevails about their colour, though it is

agreed that they are dark.

In the canton of Olves there are also a number of hot-springs,

one of which likewise bears the name of Gejser, which word
implies violent: it is inferior to the Geyser already described,

. but its process is much the same.—Near the last-mentioned

Geyser is a drj/ apring called Seyder. Its tunnel does not con-

taui any water, but a thick smoke issues from it; the lieat of

which is so great, that the inhabitants can easily cook in it their

milk, fish, and meat. Hiey assured us that their victuals are

dressed by it as quickly as in the water of the boiling springs;

and that they receive no peculiar taste or smell from the smoke,
which itself has so sulphuric odour, though some vapour issues

with the smoke: it is the latter probably which penetrates the

-vessels, and causes ebullilion.

We ascertain^id that the degree of heat in all the hot springs

is nearly the same, as is the weight of the water. Fahrenheit's

thermometer generally rose in it to 182^
; and out of the water^
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in the smoke 'or steam near the surface, to 90°: the heat is con-

sequently rather greater in the springs of Olves than in those of

Reykholtz.

With respect to what we lately observed about the plunging of

birds in the hot water, we have ancient authority for the reUuion.

Halfdan Jon^en affirms the same tiling, and asserts that many
respectable persons of his time bad attentively noticed the swinj-

ming of the birds in tiie springs of Olvts. We were told as

a fact, that these birds not m-erely swim, but dive beneath the

boiling water'; and that when a man approaches, they remain a

long time under it, and sometimes never rijs'e again. They are,

however, not often seen 4 tor three or four months sometimes

elapse between the jieriods of their appearance, and there arc

only a few select sprinj^s to which they repair in winter. We
dare not give the lie to the Hssertions and attestations of persoijs

of credit; bnt if we cotisidcv tlicse birds to be natural, how
many objections may we not oppose to the relation I Their plu-

mage, beaks, and legs, if defended by a callous skin, might pos-

sibly resist the boiling water while swimming; but when they dive

what becomes of their eyes? Perhaps these organs are of a par-

ticular nature, and we may be told tiiat the salamander has eyes,"

but we now know that that animal does not live in fire, as was
formerly supposed; it only passes rapidly round, and goes through

a short portion of this element. We must also ask, of what na-

ture is the blood of these birds. We kkow that that of birds in ge-

neral is liglit, and on this account sea-birds cannot dive. To
this it may be answered, that the thermal water is much lighter

than any other, and that ducks are in general heavy. The ex-

cessive heat however of these springs is such, that no ordi-

nary bird could immerse itself in them without instant destruc-

tion. We therefore think, that if the birds in question do esistj

they must be amphibiotis, and in this case would afford a great

and interesting novelty for uaturulists.

or THE AUROTtA BOHEALIS.
This meteor is frequently seen in Iceland from the decline of

day till midnight ; at which horn* it generally disappears, and does

not occur again during the night, though the atmosphere be
serene. This event, however, takes place only in dark nights;

for when the moon is full, or nearly so, the aurora borealis is

scarcely ever seen: yet it sometunes happens, that when the

moon appears in all its splendour, the aurora borealis rises in the

distant horizon, approaching towujd» the lamp of night, and as

it advances it loses all its brilliancy. On the 18th November,
nb3y the aurora boreaHs aj)peared in the south-east horizon at

seven ih the evening, and extended at first i» a luminous ^rcH
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towards llie north-west; but suddenly it expanded over the whole
sky with an extraordinary brilliancy: it was admirable to see tliis

phenomenon disappear several times in a sort of twinkling,

so that there remained only a feeble light at the south-east in the

lower part of the horizon. A strong wind had blown all the

day; and in the evening the frost had set in so severely, that the

sea was frozen between the isles and the coast. On this and
eight following days the wind was north-easterly, and often gcntlo

except on the and Q.Mh of November.
Oii the 18th Deceniber 17.54, the aurora borealis appeared

in the evening after a very stormy day, accompanied with hail,

thunder^ and dreadful lightning. The storm continued in the

evening, and all the night; but between the gusts the sky appeared
clear and the moon bright, the winds blowing from the S.S.VV*

The aurora which then appeared, did not vacillate; it extended
from W.N.W. in a number of lunnnous and narrow streams, at

lirst as far as the zenith, and afterwards descended E.N.E. to-

wards the horizon. The storm and lightning continued the fol-

]o\i'ing day: the frost was more intense, but there was no thun*

der, and the aurora again ai)peared in tlie evening.

On the 9th December 3 765, the weather was fine with a
gentle east wind: it froze at half past nine in the evening, and
the moon appeared hi the W.S.W.; when the aurora borealis ap-
peared suddenly in the west, and divided into two great arches,

which extended over the horizon north and south at no consider*

able height till they met together. This spectacle continued
for about a quarter of an hour; and the streams did not penetrate

into tlie upper region. At ten o'clock there appeared an arch

in the east passing the zenitli, and proceeding westwardly: it

continued to expand till half past eleven, when the upper ho-

rizon was covered by it, and threw out a vivid light like

flames. The sky could, Jiowever, be perceived between these,

and the ring still appeared to surround the horizon,—At length,

at midnight the aurora entirely disappeared, with the eruption of

the ring; which shone about an hour longer, and whose strongest

light was on the northern side^

On the 1st October 1756, a gentle wind blew from the N.W.
the sky was clear, and the weatlier was cold, when a thick arch,

not particularly luminous, rose from the W. to the zenith, whence
it darted in a nordjern direction a luminous point tuat formed a
rectangle, and which was again subdivided into two other points,

^his was the only time that we ever saw the aurora borealis ex-

hibit such a singular spectacle. Shortly afterwards the light re-

tired towards the east of the horizon, shining with brilliancy,

increasing in size, and rising in undulatory arches, which con-

tinued to dart jiiore rapidly towards tlie S, and N. The light

OJLAFSKN.] T
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dimuiisbed from nine till ten o'clock^ and then entirety disap-^

pearcd.

llie southern quarter enjoyed a beautiful spectacle of this k'md

in 1757. On the 7lh February, that and 'the precedin*^ dii^

having been fine, moderately cold, with wind i'rom the E.S.]^.^

the aurora borealis appeared suddenly at six in the evening in the

northern region, scintilhuing with extraordinary and rapid move-
ments williout any certain form. The hght augmented anil .sj)ieiid>

till about half past.seyt ii; the atmospliere from S.K. to S.AV.

appeared like one blaze of jirC as far as the zenith, beinjj^ every

where covered with a red or purple flame; while the rest of the

heaven was ornamented by the streaks which issued from thia

mass, and was uncommonly brilliant. This meteor, unlike any

thing we had ever seen before, lasted about five minutes.

From the above observations it will be seen *how variable

the aurora boreaiis is in Iceland. It is extremely seldom that

this phenomenon is observed motionless; or that the horizon

is reddened, without sensible vacillations, as is the case in southern

Europe. The aurora borealis often exhibits yellow, j^reen, and
purple streams, alL equally brilliant; sometimes ,undidating, and

at others like the fire of rockets.

We were well aware of the derangement of the needle by
the eifectof this meteor whiU; it Ja. led; but we had a compass,
which was no tadapted for such observations, so that we could

not ascertain to what dci^ree this variation extended.

MlSCELLANEOyS OliSERVATIONS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS;
DISEASES.

Tlie venereal disease first appeared in Iceland in 17.53, in the

district of Goldbringue". The inhabitants, and particularly the

young people, unacquainted with its nature, neglected it; never-

theless it did not connnit much havock, nor extend so much as it

ij)jght he exj^ected. The government aitervvards sent a physi-

cian to cure the })oor gratis; he is annually su])plied with niedi-

cines, and paid foj- teaching young men who wish to study physic

and surgery,

MANNER or LIVING AMONG PEOPLB IN EASY CIRCUM-
STANCES.

Within the last fifty' years, and particularly in ibis quarter, a
vast change has been inti odnced in the manner of living among
the hiliabitant^!. I'lieir food is ddforently prepared a^id numerous
dishes, as well as foreign liquors, are now in fashion; a variety of
dt ic 'e eatables, ex])ensive drinks, and groceries o' all kh»d?),

beiii^ m constant demand. Among these factitious, necessaries

there arc muny^ of which even the names were imkuowu aboiit
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fialf a contury ago. Poverty has inci'eased with luxury, tlioui-h

the introduction of the lattm- is considered US ci muvlik of prospe-

rity; but t!ic aunaal in-j)ortalion and coii.suniption of a grc;.t

C|uantity of groceries, wiiies, anil brandy, ha« not only diaincd ,

tht country, but rendered the inhabitants clfcnninateuHd valetu-

dinary, as well as caused vi serious ciiange in then* inorais. At
the present time tea and su^ar are so connnon in tliis cjuurter,

that ah]\ost every peaj^ant in decent ciri_ii:nsliuices is piovided

with his set of clilna. Coff-.e is also much in vogu',-, but it h;is

not yet e-\tended i.niong the peasantry; other pers(>ns, on tlie

contrary, make a tlaily and expensive eoasumption of it. Thisc
do not consider their food palutaljle without being seasoned \Mth

all the aronialic spices afforded by every quartei- of the world:

they must have red, and French, and sometimes even more va-

luable wines, with their dinner; though liot many years have
.elapsed since red wine was unknown in Iceland, while the white

kind was used only at soleum festivals or among the iirst persons

in the country.

' SINGULAT? ACCOUNT OF A SPECIES OF SllAflK.

''Tn this quiu ter of Iceland sliarks form a lucrative object for the

fishermen, on account of the great quantity of oil obtained from
them. There is one species deserving of public notice, the male
of which isdescril)ed by Artedusas ibilows: Stjuohis piju/a (Uii

nulla, covport: ^uhi oinmlo, AVe often examined the female, and
made a variety of remarks respectuig its generation. Tlie vagina

is short, but very lavge, and capable of great extension: the ma-
trix is double, and situated on each side of the rectum: its two
uteri are oval^ oblong, or resen)bling a pear; and ])erfectly se-

parate, except \vhere they meet at the oriiice. There is a narrow
canal which goes from the bottom of the matrix to the ovarium;
it is tolerably Jarge^ and situated between the pectoral lins; is

regularly rounded, and contains a great number of eggs, the

major part of which are about the size of a pea or smaller, while

some are as large as a chcsnut, and one or two of the biggest

are the size of a hen's egg. Two nerves extend irom the ovarium

to the rectum, and lower orifice of the matrix. We found

three eggs at once in one of the vulva?, and four in the olIu:r.

The small squali are hatched in the belly of the female; and as

soon as they issue from the shell, the egg again closes roiuid the

umbilical cord. It retains the placenta uterina; and becomes-

filled with a thick and whitish matter similar to the first milk of

a cow after calving, uiid of rather an oily nature. Thus the

young squali, like many other creatures of the auimal km<^om,
are nourished through the umbilical cord ; and when they have

attained their full term^ are torn from each of the vaginm^
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and swim round the motlicr with the egg still attached to them
by the umbilical cord. A circumstance still more wonderful is

related by the fishermen, and in which they all agreed; that

the young squalus frequently enters the dam for the purpose per-

haps of repose or nourishment, or to avoid approaching dan-

ger. We have, liowever, always doubted this account; till we
had one of these fish in our hands, and examined its iuternal con-
formation. The fishermen further assert, that when they take a

female of this species, and open it in their boat, their young ones

issue out alive: this is natural enough; but that they re-enter the

mother when dead, remain in her, and come out occasionally for

the purpose of respiration, is a circumstance which we greatly

doubt, and have no means of ascertaining its truth.

As the young squalus increases in size, the egg contracts

and diminishes in proportion ; till at last it drops, and the uni-

biliical cord conies off. Some time before this happens, the

little fish has taken food by Vhe mouth, and has acquired suffi-

cient strengdi to be able to provide for and defend itself; it

therefore abandons the mother, as it can no longer find an asylum
through her means. We ascertained that this species of fish

drops its young in the month of June, singly; some of them winch
were alive haviui; been brought to us between the 10th and J 8th
or that month. Nothing, we conceive, is more probable thau
that all other fish with cartilaginous fins possess nearly the same
singular economy in their generation.

While wc are on this subject we shall mention another pecu-
liar and interesting circumstance relative to the fish generally

called the Buckler, or the Cyclopierus Lwnm, Syst. Nat. 132,
Avhich is found in abundance along the coast in the district of
Goidbringue. The female deposits and fixes her spawn on the

rocks along the shore, and sometimes so high that at low water
it can in the month of June be reached by the hand. This fish

comes to the coast in March, and departs in July. The in-

habitants of the western quarter, who apply to the know-
ledge, of fish, assert that the male of this species breathes

ficquently and gently upon the spawn, as if for the purpose of
hatching it. In the year Moo, we ascertained the truth of this

account by finding a quantity of spawn with the male near it.

It remained motionless, and horizontal in the water, its mouth
being turned towards the spawn, from which it was distant about
an inch; the mouth was continually in motion, opening and shut-
ting as if spitting something uj)on the spawn, but these mo-
tions were always slow: though the sun shone brightly/ we
could not discover whether any thing came from the mouth; but
jt is probable diat it communicated some nutritive air or hUmour
to the spawn^ near which we did not observe the female up*
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proach. With respect to the bii ili of the fisli of this species^ we
received from a reputable person iu the western qiuuter an ac-

count which states^ that at the end of July iind beginuing of

i\u;^ust, he found in the sea in cahn weather a quantity of weed
drifting in with the current, and thinking he perceived among
it some iusects in motion^ he exumiued it nearer, and found it to

be iilled with little cyclopteri, adhering to it by their pecto-

ral fni, which was round, and jesembled a buckler or shield.

There were several of them which could not iind a place, and

swam roimd the weed endeavouring to lix upon it. Their con-

formation was perfectly distinguishable; though thry were only

from two to six lines in length, and each of them had its egg at-

tached to the un)biiical cord. What was very extraordiuaiy ia

these young lish was, that some had three eggs, otliers only two,

but very few had one. Our observer did not examine in what
manner these eggs were joined together; for it is probable that

one or two which were abortive remained attached to the egg
which properly belonged to the fish that drew it. These two
discoveries in the natural history of the lish in question will pro-

bably lead to others tliat relate to llie generation of this class,

and their first disclosure from tlic egg,

KFFECTS OF SUBTERRANEOUS FIUE'AT KEYKlAVIK.
We must reserve a space for nicntioning the subterraneous fires

which, since the occupation of Iceland, have appeared in the

chain of mountains of Reykiances, that extends from the heath

of Hellisheide to the point of ihe pi oniontory in the sea. The
first eruption took place in the year J 000, in the mountain that

iitands beyond the canton of Gives; where a river of fire or mat-

ter in fusion ran over the high rock called Vatskard, and emptied

itself into the canton below. There still remains a striking mor
nument of this eruption in a great extent of scoria?, which shews

the course taken by tlie fiery matter.

The coast called Vandlose-strand, or the dry coast, every

M'here presents the most frightful appearance of melted, and sub-

verted rocks, and alarming clefts and holes in the ground. The
point of the promontory of Reykianoes is, however, the parti-

cular spot which has always had a passage open to the burning

mountains above it. According to bishop Oddsen, there was in

1340 a terrible eruption, which consumed more than one half of

tlie promontory : and the isles and rocks situated beyond this point

likewise afford the most striking proofs of the ravages of fire,

not only in the soil of the isles, but particularly in the sea near

the pri>montory: for the fire has had its seat here since the

most distant ages, and has often burst forth from the bowels of

the earth across the sea, the deep and roaring waters of wliich
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have not been able to resist its violence. The Stiirlunf^a S;iga>

and njJiny other of ihc ictjiaiidic annuls, asiiti t tlial the lite has

broken forth \n this spot; and that there have ))een extraordinary

eruptions as often an five times in tlie thirteenth ecntury, in con-

/ sequence of which ancient and modern isles have successively

appeared and disappeared m a nianner as astonishing as droadfuL
The iire broke out a^;;iin in 14'J2; but on its ray,e beiii^^ ex-

Imusted, it remained trjiuquil till when, accordin<i; to

bishop Oddsen, it was seen for the htst time at a great distance

in the sea, by the crew of a ship that was passii»^.

Hie o]}inion which v/e have ah< ady hazarded as to the incre-

dible forct* of tlte eruptions of the vok aiioes in Iceland^ receives

additional we'ight and eiucidation from what has just been stated;

^inasmuch as that the sea ilseH may bt eome tlie focus ol great and
terrihie eruptions while it has such a remarkable communication
«'ith the, mjuntams on lai.d.

ON THE PKSTIFKROUS KFTECTS OF TTIR AIR.

If the two events \Ahich we are about TO'deseiibe had not re-

C€nlly 0(:c(fried, and been wiijiesscd' by a uurnbur oj persons,

they would riot ptrhaps be ci edited, ileii- c the people auri*

bute them to the (:])eration of evil SjuiUs: aufl for this they can-

not be blamed; as the lioly scri]>tu!*'s aii Td tt 'Cin sufficient

authority, and they are in want of that knowledge which would
enable them to discover the natural causes of such accidents.

The first is as follows;

We learnt that three or four persons had dropped dead sud-

denly 0)1 the coast of Vandlos-strand, to tlu; suudi of Hafneliord,

ill the winter of 17'>3-4; some before, and others alter Christ-

mas; but particu arly on the estate called Landekot. I'he soil in

ihis part is open and burnt; and we conjectuied that it exhaled

some vnporrs that were more pestilential than ordinary ou account

of Uie subt. n aneous se\^ crs being blocked up by the snow and ice.

In the follow m*^ w inter the same accident ha))pened to soine others,

and in the ili.rd year the total number of persons suhora.ed

amounted to uii eteetu The inhabitimts now became so te.ri-

fied that they talke<l of abandoniiiii the canton, which was very po-

pulous OH account of the abundance of fish. As the persons

dropped cioWn \\hile walking through the fields, suddenly gave a

shriek and expire d, the survivors believed that it was a punishment
with which tlie vvlmighty had entrusted the evil genii ; nevcrthe-

lessthey s\ere persuaded to remain there the fourth winter, though
not without being hi a pani<' of tenor lest they should be afilicted

with sudden death, liut in that year no person died in the mjin-

ner described, nor has any similar example occurred since. We vi-

sited the spot iu the summer of 1765^ and observed that the soil was
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bourlioad was always free from snow, as indeed groat tracts of
lava generally are ; but they asserted tliat thf sudden deallis oc-

curred wliether snt^w and ice were on the oround or not. They
added two othercircuuistmices: first, tliat the ueciduuls ni question

always hiippenod during the winter solstice \\ hen the days were
short and dark, but always in the d:iy lime ; and secondly,

that tliosc who died in this manner were ahnost all related

to the same family, the principal part of the number bein*

fornved hv four brothers luul their children. As two of the bro-

thers were walking tojj;t'ther one of tliem dro])ped dead, while

the other did not expLritiice the least disagreeabie sensaliou. All,

however, who were thus struck were people of regular habits;

and it was not perceived tliat any of them was of a melancholic

temperament, or had any coinphiint that n)ight uiduce a suspen-
sion of vitality.

The other event Is no less strau^e, though of a different ua-

ture. Jn the summer of 1754, on amoiuiug when the weather
was serene, though the sky was rather cloutly and a slight wind
prevailed, there was .seen i'.t Oi t back a black cloud counng from
liic mountains in the north-east, aud descending obhtjUely through
the atmosphere towards Oreback. The nearer it approached the

sujaller it became, and it darted along with the rapidity of a hawk.
This cloud, which then appeared round, flew towards a spot

where several persons had assembled, as well strangers as

natives, for the purposes of commerce; and on puhsmg m-
pidly before them it touched tlie jaw of a middle
which gave Wixw sucii pain that he imtantly became raving mad
and threw himself into the sea. Those vvho were near' him raa
and prevented hiu] Jiom drowning ; but he continued insane,

uttered ail sorts of extravagant expressions, and made many
forcible attempts to free inmself irom those who held hinu
They wrapped his head in tlannel, and held him down for some
time upon the bed; mIicu after two days the madness abated,

but he was not restored to his senses till tlic evpuatiou of a
fortnight. AnoUier account of this phen<5menou slates, that

the persons in company with him did not peiceive the ctoud idl

it cqme up with them, but simply heard a hissnig m the aijr

while it passed: those, hovrever, who weie farther otf observed

its rapid course,'and saw it sink and disapjjearoa the sea-coast.

The cheek oi" the njan v ho was touched by this cloud was
turned of a deep black and bhie colour, which gradually disap-

peared as he jecovered. Every one will make his own reriec-

tions on these smgular events ; those who are acquainted witH

the secret effects of nature, and versed in history, will doubt-

less tiud siujUar examples. In other respects the reuder may
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compare these incidents with those of a like nature which hap-
pened ill our own lime, and which \ve lately described-

REMAHKABLE PLACES.
From time immemorial the followuig places have been con-

sidered as remarkable:

I, The Althing, or seat of tlie general court of justice.

Wc have already mentioned Reykiavik as singular foi* being the

first haGitution iu Iceland: built by Ingolf; who, as well'as his

successors, there administered justice, and held the aUhing (or

£n])erior general court) at Kialarnes, whence it was afterwards

transferred to Tiiingvalle, where it is still held. The river

Oxenia now divides the Althing into two parts. The spiritual

court, which is on the right bank, is held annually in the church
of Thiugvallc, but only for the bishopric of Skalholt; that

of the north is held at Ilugimere, in the canton Skagatiordur.

On the western bank of the above-mentioned river is the build-

ing appropriated to the proceedings of the inferior court, called

Lavretten: this building is now of wood, as is that of the supe-

rior court which is contiguous to it. The Court called Lavret-

ten was formerly held In the open air; but in I69O a place was
erected for it similar to the other buildings of the Althing, that

is, the walls were of lava stone, and the roof was of rafters and
lallis, covered on the outside with their Vadmel or woollen.

JI. The bishopric of Skalholt which was established by
the first bishop Isler, about the year lOoG: this bishop was the

son of Gissur, siunnmed the Whiter who together with Hialte-

Skeggcsen did so much, that through their efforts, the Christian

religion was authorised by a law,, and adopted in the year lOOO
at tlip Althing. ]t was the king of Norway, Oluf-Tryggveson,

wlio after liaving taken much trouble to no purpose to cause

this new religion to be adopted by the Icelanders, sent off the

two persons above mentioned to finish the work, but their at-

tempts liad nearly proved abortive; for the eruption took place,

at that identical time, which produced the lava called Thuraar-
Iwraun, and at the very moment when they were harranguing their

countrymen, messengers arrived with the melancholy news*: and
the Pagans considered the eruption as a token of the anger of

the gods, at the blasphemous discourses of the partisans of the

new religion. A fortunate circumstance however allayed the

* Tlir Kk-istni Saga, cliap. IT. p. 88—90. mentions tliis circumstance
the following terms: *• Eccc autem vir cursu anhclus: ijrnem subterra-

ncum in Olfub erupissc, ct Jam villa Thorodrli pontificis iirimiiKTC nunciat.
Tumethnici: non miraiiij si cjusmodi sonnoniljus cxcandesccrciit dii, voci-

fcrantur. At Suomus pontitc x; quid igitur uxandueruntdii, cum ficopulus,

cui nunc iuaisLiinus contlagnu u?
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rage of tlie people In this critical moment; for a heathen priest

naiued Saorro-Godij who probaljly had formed a good opinion

of the new faith, answered their outrageous remarks by the fol-

lowing laconic and ingenious question, What was the reason

of the vengeance of the gods, at those periods when the rocks

ou wliich we now stand were in flames? for every one knows
that this happened before the country was iniiabited." Christi-

anity was then adopted by the people, and fifty years afterwards

the son of Gissur the White was created bishop; and Skalholt

was made the episcopal residence for the whole of Iceland. The
son and successor ofthe latter, whose name was also Gissur, com-
pleted the busiuiiss, by persuading the Icelanders to enact a law

relative to tythes, which continues in force to the present day.

He then ceded and separated all the northern part that it might be
formed into a second bishopric.

HI. The isle Videy contauied a very famous monastery till

the reformation of i^uther, at which period it was secularized:

this ujonastcry was founded in 1 2*26 by bishop Magnus Gissersen

and his brother Thorvald, and this Thorvald was afterwards canon

of the monasterv.

IV, liessastadr, vulgarly called the Royal House, which is

now the residence of the baiUie, w-as also known in ancient

times, pviucipally because this place was the property of the fa-

mous historiogra})luir Snorro-Sturleson, who made it his country

seat. Formerly the governors of Iceland [^resided here when
they stopped in the country in the summer : they generally cam^
every year, and returned in their own shi ps.

VESTIGES OF ANTIQUITY.
We shall mention the following remains of antiquity as worlliy

of notice.

J. ^u eminence on an islet situated in the river Oxeraa, belong-
ihg to one of the most famous heathen poets of the north, named
Thorlev-Jarlaskald. Some remains of this eminence may yet be
seen, though the overflowing of the river has from time to time
carried oft' the major part. The history of king Oluf-Trygg-

veson contains an account of the structure, and of the Ufe of its

illustrious owner.

II, The ornaments of the cathedral church are fine and valua-

ble, particulaily two antique altar pieces. They still preserve?

here a bishop's crook, the head of which is brass very finely gilt,

and an episcopal bonnet of golden-worked cloth. Here is also

to be seen the coflin of Saint Thorlak, who is the same Sanctus
Thorlacus mentioned in our almanacks : he was boi'u in the

jBOuthern quarter; he succeeded to the episcopal chair in 1178;
and died in 1193. His translation tQok place in 1193; and
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hiB history, which is filled with prodigies and iiiiraclcs, sfill exista

ill Iceland. His cofliu or sarcophagus which is in the form of a
inKill house, is seven feet long, five Iiigh, and three wide: it is

covered with black leather, trinnned and embellished with brass

ornaments. There is no relic in this «arcophagus 'except two
fragments of bone, which are said to have l)eionged to the scull

of the saint. These bones were held in high estimation; and
some annals assert to the credit of Bishop Wilchin, who held

this ofKce at the death of the saint, that he caused his skull to be*-

completely covered over with silver, and in the two fragments that

remain in the coflin, there may be perceived the marks of sninU

nails as well as pieces of the metal. One is naturally inclined to

usk how this could have been done, since the head is not now to b«

found ; but the relics theniselves will furnish us with an answer,

for they are nothing more than pieces of large cocoa-nut. Thesie

nuts were formerly very scarce in the north, and perhaps totally

unknoN\ n to the mass of the pec^le; and it is certain, that they

were not allowed to examine attentively the remains of the saints.

IIL A crucifix at Kaldatlerna'S in the time of the reformation

of Luther was greatly honoured and adored throughout the coun-
try for tlie innumerable prodigies which it was said to haveeffected.

It was richly covered and dt!Coratcd with velvet shoes, pieces of

gold and silver, and otlicr ornaments that had been presented

to the image, Gissur the first Lutheran bishop caused the image
to be taken from the cross, forbade the people to adore it,

'^nd despoiled it of its ornaments; but they had it privately re^

placed: on which bishop Gisle Jonsen hearing of their supersti-

tious proceedings, went ui 1.387 to KaldadernoKS, caused the image
to be taken down a second lime, and carried it to Skalholt, where
he had it cut to pieces and burnt; but this bishop happening' to

die soon afterwards, the fanatics attributed his death to the ven-

geance ol' tile figure. I'Vom an ancient ))oeui coujposed in ho-
nour of this image, we learn tliut it hud beeu brought into Ice-

land, as wtis supposed from lloiue; and was purchased at the

port of Kiuershavn at Oveback.

OF ANTIQUE AKMS.
Thev shew at Skalholt an ancient axe or halbert, whicli be-i

longed to the liero jiamed Skarphediii, who, according to the
JN' iaIs-Saga, died iii 1010. Jt is nuich consumed by rust, and
the handle which" is of pine shod wiih iron, is six feet and a half
long.

At Illidarende are preserved two sabres and a lance ; the for-

mer are not remarkable. They arc of the same sixe, and
the blades which are very rusty, are three inches broad-

—

The liandle of one of them is nearly a foot loiig,.aud ornamented
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x\'hli brass ; V'liile that of tlie otlier is covered witli skin. Instead of

n guard they have a piece of curved iron about an inch in, thick-

Hess^ witli two round buttons at the ends. The huice is a strip

of pine live feet four inches long, shod with iron. There ia

also in the same piace a vizor nuich decayed, which is com-
posed of four rings of iron that are groved into each other: ita

thickness is double round the neck, and it must have been mad^
for a middle-sized man.

OF THE GENERAL COMMERCE OF ICELAND AND PARTI-
CULARLY OF THAT OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.
The ports and harbours of Iceland particularly those of the

!50utlieru quarter were in former times niucli frequented by mer-
chants, and first by those fi-om Norway; afterwards by the Ger-
mans, and particularly by the Hamburgers, who came in great

numbers. 'J'he English began to trade there in 1413, though
without permission; and they afterwards continued their -trafiic

for a lengtli of time eitlier by permission or secretly ; because it

often happened that conunerce was absolutely forbidden with
tliem on account of the disturbances .which they excited in the

country; but at that period the trade was of no great extent.

John Gerricksen and other Catholic bishops, several of whom
came to this part of Iceland in the English vessels, bought mer-
chandizes which they sold to foreigners, and thus created a con-
siderable traffic. A vice-governor having made a fortune in this

manner, resigned his functions, and went to live in England,
carrying with him great riches in merchandize, silver and jewels.

In this ccnlury fishing was carried on to a considerable extent,

but the more this increased the more was nn-al economy neglected.
The great plague at length occurred, and agricultiue as well as

other essential occupations were neglected; because every thing

was in confusion, and this confusion for a long time gave rise

to various abuses. About the year 14'20, the vice-governors
began openly to monopolize the conunerce by trading with
their own ships: the bishops on the other hand as they acquired
riches and power, become dissolute and arrogant. An event
which happened to bishop Gerricksen is very remarkable in

the history of Iceland: his brother having in 14.^3:) asked in
marriage a young lady of distinction without being able to obtain
her, conceived himself so mortally offended, that in revenc^e he
killed the brother of the lady, and set fire to the house in which
she resided, which with the people in it were destroyed, except
the lady whose destruction was intended. She had the <*ood
luck to escape at an opening in the roof without being perceived
by those who surrounded the house. At length being preserved
from such imjninent danger, and overwhelmed with^resentmeut

u 3
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tou ards the monster who had murdered her brother, she made
a vow to bestow her hand on whomsoever would avenge her

cause upon the bishop, who had been the origin of her misfor-

tunes. A young man named Thorvardj the son of Lopter the

ricli, of Madrevallc in the canton of Eyafiordur, undertook to do
flie justice she required. In the following year he made a jour-

ney to Skalliolt accompanied by some armed men, and arrived

on the evening of St. ThorlakV day. As soon as the mass had
begun he entered tlie church, seized the bishop who was at the

altar, and conveyed him to the river Bruei aa, where a stone

being fixed to his neck he was thrown in and drowned. All the

servants of the bishop to the number of thirty were massacred

in the cathedral. The kings of the house of Aldcnburg endea-

voured to check these alarming outrages, and Christian I., in par-

ticular, forbade under the severest penalties any hostile incursion,

attack, homicide or robbery.

In the 3'ear 1477j the governor Biorn Thorlevscn was killed

near the glacier of Westerja^kkel by some English who came to

trade there, because his M'ife Olor had made her domestics

search for and kill all the English they could find in that neigh-

bourhood.

I'he Governor Didrich Pinning prescribed in 1490 cerlain

rules to be adopted by the German, English, and Icelandic mer-
chants, according to which ihey were to transact Iheir business*

The shocking plague which was four years aftcru^ards comnui-
nicated to the southern quarter by a foreign vessel made dreadfnl

liavock amongst the ii»liabitants. 'J'he Icelanders it appears

have always been discontented with d\c commerce of the English.

In 15J5 they made vehement complaints to the king; but thft

English contiuued to visit Iceland for a long time afterwards.

OF THE TIEFORM ATION.
The Reformation began in the southern quarter, as it was here

that the christian religion was accepted at the Althing or gene-*

ral court ofjustice. We have said that it wan bishop Gissur who
first organised the bishoprick of SkalkoU and its revenues; and
it is remarkable, that a bishop of the s:nne name began in 1540
the reformation at Skalholt. He was a good, learned, and aifec-

tionate man, but he did not live long; his successor, whose
3iame was Morten Einersen, was affable and possessed much
merit. He was the best spiritual poet of his time, as is proved
by his canticles for the mass.
The famous bishop Jon Aresen thought to distinguish him-

self by combating the reformation, though he did not dare to pub-
lish his opinion on the subject till the death of bishop Gissur.

Aresen was not a man of learning, but was t\ell gifted by nature;
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he was of a lively and agreeable disposition and a good poet, lit

the troubles which he excited, he displayed more courage

than judgment, and his vanity and irascible temper caused him
to exhibit an inexcusable degree of turbulence. He imagined
that his zeal for the faith would protect him ; but he was mis-

taken. The end of this bishop^ as well as other remarkable events

that arose from the reformation in Iceland, are detailed in a work
written on that subject by bishop Harboe.

Oluf Kialtesen was afterwards bishop of Ilolun: he began
the reformation in the northern bishopric, and received the as-

sistance of several distinguished characters, particularly of the

governor l^aul Stigsen, who enacted many useful laws for ex-

tending the religion, and regenerating public instruction to the

advantage of the country in general.

Oddur, son of bishop Gottishul of Holun, a pious well-in-

formed man contributed in no small degree to the l eformation,

fcy his translation of the New Testament into good Icchindic.

Not being upon good terms with bishop Agmund, with whom he
came into Iceland, he dared not shew him liis translation, or
even entrust him with the project; but to Gissur andGisle,who
were afterwards bishops, he communicated his intention, and
they assisted him in its execution: it is a fact that under some
ivhimsical influence or pretext, he took up his residence in a cow-
stable, in which he translated the gospel of St. Matthew.

Bishop Gudbrand, whom we have before mentioned, rentlercd

the greatest service to his country, by establishing a j)rinting-

office, and translating the Bible and other religious books: his

whole time, in fact, was employed in this maimer. The figiues

and capital letters in the first edition of the Icelandic Bible are

by him; he cut the matrices and cast the types with his own
hand.

The bishop of Skalholt Brjmjolf Svendsen was the person,

who after the reformation, restored order among the ecclesiastics,

as well with regard to the administration of justice as to other

important objects. He was a very wise and learned man, who
was always arduous for the prosperity of his country, and gav^
incessant proofs of those virtues by his manner of living.

CONCLtJSlON.
Having now recorded every thing worthy of notice, we shall

bring our work to a conclusion. We have omitted a number of
excursions and accidents which happened to us during different

journies, as well as accounts of such enterprises and experiments
as were not attended with success. On the other hand we have
inserted whatever we conceived would be useful and important;
and we have no doubt that our cjForta will meet with the appro-
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bution of the judicious and learned reader; but particularly of

jiucli of our countrymen as reside in Icelarid, or have any con-

nection with that part of the Danish dominions, which has

hitherto been so imperfectly known.

The Editor of this work^ on concluding his translation of the

Travels in^ Iceland, feels it necessary to offer a few observations:

It will be perceived by those who possess the original volumes, or

any of the editions which have been published in the different

continental languages, that the present translation has undergone

a considerable reduction in point of quantity. But itwillrea-

ilily be discovered, iirxi the work of Messrs. Olafseu and Povcl-

sen is so local in its nature, and contains so many uninter-

csliiig details, tlmt a literal translation of it in English, would
be an ungracious (ax upon the purchaser, Hie Editor has

therefore performed the laborious duty of extracting from the

original work, all such passages as he trusts will be considered to

possess a general interest; of connecting them in such a way that

no inconsistency will be apparent, and of excluding a variety of
njatter, so nunute and unimportant, lhat he is convinced no satis-

faction wliatcver could be derived from its perusal :—the trans-

ialion however, in its present state, will not only deserve the at^

tf'ntion of (he general reader, but of the man of science;
inasnmch as it contains every incident from which the philo-

sopher or the naturalist can be sup\)osed to derive gratitication.

^s the authors frequently mention tlie remarks wliich they

made in different parts of the island upwards of half a century
ago, particularly at the time of the eruption of the KatlcgiaUj

it might be supposed that their tiavels are of a very old date;

the contrary however is the case, for though in their work, they
have evi<lently included the observations which occurred to them
at various periods of their lives, yet some of their information

is brought down to a very late epoch, and it was not till the year

1802 that their production first obtained publicity.

r. AV. B.

THE ENJ>.
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Porgarfioid, the western quarter
of Iceland, arrival at, 39—gla-
ciers, ih.—-journey to the G'uit-

land, 40—thermal spiing-s, 50
—plants and slirnbs, 51—^ma-
nagement of their cattle by the

inhabitants, 45—-journey totiie

Itiountains, 56—foxes, 57--mice

58—swans, 59—gulls and other
birds, 60, 62—fish, ?6.—re-

marks on the inhiibitants, tlieir

occupations, manner of living,

&c. 77—amusementa, 00

—

quadrupeds, i/u

Buckler, venuuks on that fish

manner of /ixingits spawn, &c, ]'48

Butter, sour, manner of preserv-

ing it ill Iceland ^ - 15

Butter-milk liseti as the ordinary

drink in Kiosur - - 17

Calendar, account of it as adopt-

ed in Iceland - - - 21

Christianity, when first intro-

duced in Iceland - 38,156

Church of Hitardal, account of

isyme anticjuities found there 71

h

Commerce of Iceland, its his-

tory in modern and iu ancient

times - - - 145

D
Pale, remarks on the inhabitants

of, their character, manners,
&c. - - - 92

Draniond, Iceland, see J2ocA>

cryatul.

Dolphins, various circumstances
relating to them - - 8^

Drangar, dangerous ascentof that
glacier described - - lOi

K
Earthquake, terrific account of anA23
Ebony, see Woodj petrified,

Eric the red, remark? oii the his-

tery of, - - 1 VT.

is asserted to have formed
the first establishment Ml Green-
land - - -

Establishments, account of some
modern, iu Iceland - 153

F
Fire, subterraneous of Rongar-

hrann, account of tiic - 93
sub tcrraneousjtheir cfi'ects at

Reykiavik
,

- - ' HQ
Fish steeped ormacerated, singu-

lar manner ofpreserving it -

peculiar manner of ^treparing

it

account of the principal

sorts - - -

Fisheries, description of them iu

the country of Weterjajkkel
Fishing-boats, description ofthose
\ised at Kialarnes - <•

Forges, remarks on the forger in,

the JXlyrar -
,

-

Foxes, mauner of hunting them
in Uorgarfiord

singular instance of their

cunning, 81— remarks on their

surprisfing sagacity andcunniii^.

la

Bl

82

80,

35

70

57



160

170—devastations committed
by thorn, lOS,

G
Games, account of the different

kinds; praclised in Iceland - 26
Geitland, journey to the glacier

of, 40—general opinion of the
inhabitants respecting it, 41—
view from the siUTimit,*13--i>trik-

ing rampart of stones on its

bortjei's, 47.

Geldingafell, see Srhnee/io'Icfjcrker,

Geyser, singuhir phenomenon re-

*p<*cting tiiis boiling spring,140,
<l4o—its nature and quality,
Bonrces, &,c. 142—the heat si-

milar to that of the other hot
springs, \ V3,

Glaciers, ravaj^ess occasioned by ,

their disruj*tions in -Iceland - C
enquiry into the nature of

the formation of new ones, 39
hypotliiisis respcfrting their ori-
gin, 45, 47, ]02.

fartlier description of, 39, ^2,

103
Greenland, different opinions re- .

^
specting its iirst population - 117

ttnlls, depredations cummitted by
them - - - "61

n
Haguen the Old, remarks on the

'

history of that king . - 35
Hay, manner ofmaking it in Ice-

land, price, (quality. Sec. de-
scribed - _ - 18

Hec la, journey to tl»at mountain,
I06—its size, ib.—descriptiou
of its vicinity, 137—remarks on
Toicanic matterejecled, and the
snow covering the surface of
the mount, 138—arrival at the
summit, 138—eruptions, ib.

History, the readingof noble pas-
time pursued by the Icelanders 25

Hivalvatn, tradition concerning
the lake of, . - 37

Jlorse-taiJ, the peniicious effects
of, to.cattIe - - 11

Hraun, observations on the na-
ture of that mineral - 10

Hvcrevaile, description of the fa-
mous hill so called - - 121

Hurricanes, their violence near
Keykeliord - JOO

I

U»f pasags of aairses from

iNpEX.

the coast of Greenland de-
scribed, 104—opinions respect-
ing ii, 106.

Iceland, general remarks on the
northern quarter of, U9-earth-
quake described, 123—fertility

of that quarter, 1 24—volcanoes,
126.

observations on the east-
ern quarter of, 129--the princi-
pal mountains,

—' -the southern quai-ter of,

described - - 13J
Icelanders, remarks on their na-

tural industry, ^l-.-their man-'
ner of computing time, ib.—^

their games and amusements*
ii4—noble pastime puisned hy
tliem, 25—language, 2(>—their

management of cattle, 54—in-

teresting remarks on them, 8;>,

92~suhject to the intUu:nce of
superstition in ancient and in

modern times, 03—instances of
tiieir sniJt;r>tition,131-lirst con-
verted to Christianity - 153-

remarks on their manner
of living, their proi)ensity to

luxury - - - 13
Idols, remarks on the form and

tenijde oftlie, in Heykholzdal 7?
Inns, description of the ancient,

jjarticularly in the Snee-fiuilds

NaiS - - - O-t

Inscriptions, ancient, very scarce
in Iceland - - 7^

Insects, see Kiosar.

information relative tothe

different species of iu Iceland lX(i

K
Katlegiaa, awful eruption of, 129,

134—the glacier described, 134
—streams changed into great
rivers, 135.

Kiusar, geographical situation of
the district of, .5—division of
the inhabited part of, 6—air

and temperature, licat and cold
7—heat of this climate, woigiit

of the air and meteors, 8—de-
scription of the phenomenon
called mistaur, ih.—dilferent

kind of soils, 9—account of th&
turf found in this district, ib,

general remarks on th?

stones found in this district, 9
—fertility of the^ soil, 10

—

agricultural laws in, ib.—enu^

mjratiou of phtnts, 11,—



INDEX.

nrarkson tlie inhabitants, pre-

vailing diseases, thoir houses,

inclosures, &e. 1^1—their man-
lier of liviuf^, 23, 15—theiv be-

veriisre, labours, ami habitual

empluyineiits of the peasantry,
17—account of their hiiy har-

vest, 18—regulations respect-

ing the labiiur, 19—rmanncr of

forming and using saddles and
paniiels, and dislike to travel-

ling, 23—of their horses and
mode of conveying goods, 27
their horned cattle, ib.-—sheep,

*i8—^goats, 29—hogSj^A.—aqua-

tic horse, id.—-dogs, 30—^ats,

ih.—foxes and depredations
<'omniitted bylhem, ib.—mice,
31—sea dogs, ib.—falcons, 32
ravens, ih.—wild fowl, 34—fish,

Vyb—insects, 36—forests, ih,—
details relativ<j to the inhabi-

tants of tliis district, :>7.

Krabla, particulars relative to the

bui'uingiuounlain so called 126

Labour, manimr of regulating it,

remarks on the laws for this pur-
pose - _ . 20

Lakes, fr<3sh, account of Uie most
rtrnarkable in the northern
quarter of Iceland - - 120

I.aiisquenit, description of tliat

cur.ous game . - - 20
I.ava, descnption of it around the

Krablii - - - 127
Leather, peculiar maniKjr of ma;
nufacturing it in lecJa nd - 7

Lichen Islandicus, its preparation

and medicinal qualities describ-

ed - - - - 50

Mountains, rem&rks on their na-

ture in Iceland - -6
dangers from their frequent

disrviption in Iceland - 5, U9
account of stnne remark-

able ones, their height, <Scc.59.,42,56
Mountain-fowl, singular method

of catching - - 124
Museus catharticus, see Lkhcti

Isluudiciis,

Myvatn, the largest lake in Ice-

land - - - 121

Nikon, strictures on the probable

existence of Uie - 29

O

M
Hagic, tbe prevalence of in Ice-

land - - 94, 98
Marmenill, remarks on the pro-

bable or improbable existence

of this animal

Meteor, a remarkable one de-

scribed - - -

"Meteor, see Kio&ar.

Mice, singular instinct of

Milk, its use as a regaling beve-

rage _ - -

Mistaur, see Khsar.

Monster, description of a, of the

fish kind
Nonstriiiskaig, Thorolf, interest-

ing account of

Mf»r, see Turf.

oi-Arsr.N.] X

111

129

58

17

125

83

Observations, general, i*olativeto

remarkable circumstances - 1^8
Olafsen, M. the departure of

with M. Povelson from Co-
penhagen, on tUerr trav els ia

Iceland - - - 5
Oxehver, remarkable cuwrn-

stance attending this spring - 124
Ox-spring, see Oxehver^

Peasantry, their labours and habi-
tual occiipatioMs described VI

Pelican, details relative to the
metliods of bunting them - 60

Pcterell, the im|ioitauce of that
l*irdto the Icelanders -

Pbenumenon, description of a sin-

gular - i,)0

Plants in the western part of Ice-
Jand - - _ 9i

Povelsei;, M. the departure of

with M. Olafsen frtnn Copen-
hagen on their travels in Ice-

land - - - - 5
Printing first introduced into Ice-

land - - - 128
Pumice «tone, singular rampart
formed by -

Pyramids, observations relative

to some remarkable

47

4r>

n
Ravens, account of Iheir depre-

dations, S2—superstitious opi-
nion of the people respecting
them - - -

Ueforinatioii, time of its com-
mencement in Iceland

Kevenge, the sj.irit of, carried to
a great extent by the Iceland-
ers - - -

ReykianoEs, the promontory of

33

156

155

I



partirulaily exposed to subter-

, raneous fives, violence of one
eruption at - - 140

Rivers, account of the principal

in tlie northern quarter - 120
Kock-crystal, description of a

species of - - 77
Rocks, conjectures respecting the

extraordinary apjiearance of

some - - - 117
S

Saddles, see Kiosar,

Saga, signification of tliat word 25
Sailors, Knglisli, hazardous un-

dertaking of two - - 73
Salmon, method of fishing for, de-

scribed - - - 62
Sarcophagus, curious anecdote re-

lative to one - - 153
JSchneefiajldjoskel, description of

the glacier of - - 73,76
SchneefiOildstrand, see Drangue,

'Sea-dog, see Seal.

Sea-iniin, see MarmeniU.
Scalj important advuntnges de-

rived IVoui the, lOB—natural

history nnd superstitious ideas

of the people concerning tliis

animal - . - - i09
Sharks, particulars relative to

the natural history of - 147
Siieep, see Kiomr.
SiieU-fish, singular account of 35
Skalhult, remarks on the bishop-

ric of - - 156
Skidestcad, destroyed by tiie dis-

uiption of a inuuntain - - 119
Skins, curious niethod of prepar-

ing them in Iceland - - 79
Snorro-Godi, instance of his in-

genuity - - - 153
Souriher, description of the ca-

vern of, examination of its inle-

lior, &o, 63, 70—its dimen-
siounj 69.

Springs, mineral, in Iceland, re-

marks on them in the diocefcc

Mosfell-Sweit - - 7
further account of them

and their influence on the air

in winter - . 4B, 50, 77, 87
Springs, hot and boiling, in the

district nf the Hunavatn, ac-

count of the - - - 121

Superstition, singular instance of 85
Swans, manner of catching them 69

Time, the division described 2l,!23

Torf, see Turf.

Travelling, manner of performing

it in Iceland - - 23
Turf, account of it as it is found

in Kiosar - - 9
considered as a proof of

the former existence of forests 37

Vandlose Strand, short account

of liie part so called - 149
Vapouv-liuUis, manner of con-

structing tiiem - - - 19.6

Videy, remarks on the isle of - 153

87

86

W
Weather, phenomena relative to

the . . . -

Westfiord, occomit of some dif-

ferent voyages in the

Whale, remarks on difierent spe-

cicsof the - - - 112
Whale-hunting, description of it

in the western i)arts

W inds, remarks on such as are

])ernie)ous in spring
Wo(xi petrified, remarks on some

found in Iceland—- ,mode of floating wood proved
to be disadvantageous

Wrestling, peculiar mannerof

99

89

25

i

.Directions to the Binderfor placing the Plates,

1 . The Map of Iceland to face the Title.

2. All Icelander's House to face p. 18.

3. Figures representing the Costume of Iceland amongst dif-

ferent ranks to face p. 20.

4. Mount Heclu to face p. 139-
5. The Geyser, a boiling spring in Icelaud, to face p. 140. fi
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